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Soon after Northwestern University was founded, its Board of Trustees adopted an official corporate seal. This seal, approved on June 26, 1856, consisted of an open book surrounded by rays of light and circled by the words *Northwestern University, Evanston, Illinois*.

Thirty years later Daniel Bonbright, professor of Latin and a member of Northwestern’s original faculty, redesigned the seal, retaining the book and light rays and adding two quotations. On the pages of the open book he placed a Greek quotation from the Gospel of John, chapter 1, verse 14, translating to *The Word . . . full of grace and truth*. Circling the book are the first three words, in Latin, of the University motto: *Quaecumque sunt vera* (Whatsoever things are true). The outer border of the seal carries the name of the University and the date of its founding. This seal, which remains Northwestern’s official signature, was approved by the Board of Trustees on December 5, 1890.

The full text of the University motto, adopted on June 17, 1890, is from the Epistle of Paul the Apostle to the Philippians, chapter 4, verse 8 (King James Version).
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TO OUR GUESTS

Commencement is the highlight of the academic year. It is that significant occasion, both solemn and joyful, when we honor those students who have completed their courses of study. Commencement is important to all of you, the University, and its faculty, staff, and students. While the University respects the rights of all to express their views, we respectfully expect and require that any such expressions during these Commencement proceedings not disrupt the virtual ceremony nor prevent others from enjoying it.

Once the virtual Commencement ceremony has concluded, a link to the recording will be available on Northwestern’s Commencement website.

Hail to Alma Mater!

We will sing thy praise forever;
All thy sons and daughters
Pledge thee victory and honor.
Alma Mater, praise be thine,
May thy name forever shine!
Hail to Purple! Hail to White!
Hail to thee, Northwestern!

QUAECUMQUE SUNT VERA,
PROBA, JUSTA, MERA
OMNIA HAEC DONA
PRAEBES NOBIS BONA,
ALMA MATER CARA,
BENEDITA, CLARA,
CELSA IN HONORE
NOSTRO ET AMORE!
NATIONAL ANTHEM
Olivia Catherine Prendergast, candidate for BM, 2020

INVOCATION
Tahera Ahmad, associate University chaplain and director of interfaith engagement

WELCOME
Morton Schapiro, president of the University

GREETINGS
J. Landis Martin, chair of the Board of Trustees

ALUMNI RECOGNITION
Samir Mayekar, president of the Northwestern Alumni Association

RECOGNITION OF NEWLY APPOINTED EMERITUS FACULTY
Morton Schapiro

CONFERRING OF HONORARY DEGREES
Morton Schapiro
Citations read by Kathleen Hagerty, interim provost of the University
*The citations appear on page 13.*

REMARKS TO THE GRADUATES
Lori E. Lightfoot, mayor of Chicago
Introduced by Demi Oluyemi, candidate for BSESP, 2020

CONFERRING OF DOCTORAL DEGREES
Morton Schapiro

MESSAGE TO PARENTS AND FAMILY MEMBERS
Trisha Murali Kaundinya, BSC, 2020

CONFERRING OF GRADUATE AND UNDERGRADUATE DEGREES
Morton Schapiro

UNIVERSITY ALMA MATER
Bienen Contemporary/Early Vocal Ensemble, conducted by Donald Nally, John W. Beattie Professor of Music
*The text appears on page 4.*
MORTON SCHAPIRO  
*President*

Morton Schapiro began his term as the 16th president of Northwestern University on September 1, 2009. He is a professor of economics in Northwestern's Judd A. and Marjorie Weinberg College of Arts and Sciences and also holds appointments in the J. L. Kellogg School of Management and the School of Education and Social Policy.

President Schapiro is among the nation’s leading authorities on the economics of higher education, with particular expertise in the area of college financing and affordability and on trends in educational costs and student aid. He has been a regular commentator in the national media on those and other issues.

Previously President Schapiro was president of Williams College from 2000 to 2009. Earlier he had served as a member of the Williams College faculty from 1980 to 1991 as professor of economics and assistant provost. In 1991 he went to the University of Southern California, where he served as chair of the economics department until 1994 and then as dean of the College of Letters, Arts and Sciences until 2000. During his last two years as dean, he also served as the university’s vice president for planning.

President Schapiro has written or edited nine books and more than 100 articles. He has received research grants and contracts from the National Science Foundation, the US Department of Education, the World Bank, the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation, the Spencer Foundation, the College Board, the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development, and other groups to study the economics of higher education and related topics. In 2010 he was elected a fellow of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences, and in 2017 he was elected to the National Academy of Education.

He received his bachelor’s degree in economics from Hofstra University and his doctorate from the University of Pennsylvania.

J. LANDIS MARTIN  
*Chair, Board of Trustees*

J. Landis Martin is the chairman and managing director of Platte River Equity, a Denver-based private equity firm focused on lower-middle-market companies. He retired as chairman and CEO of Denver-based Titanium Metals Corporation, one of the world’s largest producers of titanium metal, in 2005. Mr. Martin is also the chairman of the board of Houston-based Crown Castle International Corporation, a communications infrastructure provider. Until 1987 he was also a partner at the Kirkland & Ellis law firm.

Mr. Martin is chairman of the Denver Art Museum and its foundation and of the Clyfford Still Museum Foundation. Chairman emeritus of Central City Opera House Association, he is also past chairman and president of the Houston Grand Opera.

In addition to chairing Northwestern University’s Board of Trustees, Mr. Martin is a member of the Northwestern Pritzker School of Law Board. He received a bachelor of science degree in business administration from Northwestern and a juris doctor degree from Northwestern Law.
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The founding of Northwestern University by nine devout Methodists embodied a mixture of religious conviction and secular optimism that is uniquely American. Meeting above a hardware store in the burgeoning frontier town of Chicago, these nine men resolved on May 31, 1850, to establish an institution of “the highest order of excellence” to serve the people of the original Northwest Territory as established by the Northwest Ordinance of 1787 (Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Michigan, Wisconsin, and part of Minnesota). The 1851 Act of Incorporation creating Northwestern University contained a provision reflecting the strong religious beliefs of its founders but requiring no particular religious faith of students or members of the faculty.

The Northwestern campus sits on the traditional homelands of the people of the Council of Three Fires—the Ojibwe, Potawatomi, and Odawa as well as the Menominee, Ho-Chunk, and Miami tribes. It was also a site of trade, travel, gathering, and healing for more than a dozen other Native tribes, and the state of Illinois is still home to over 100,000 tribal members.

In 1853 the University bought and began to develop 379 acres of lakeshore farmland. The town that grew up around Northwestern was named for John Evans, one of the University’s founders. By 1855 Northwestern had completed its first building and opened a College of Liberal Arts. By 1900 the University encompassed six additional schools, including the medical and law schools in Chicago. Since the establishment of the Graduate School in 1910, Northwestern has provided graduate as well as undergraduate instruction, emphasizing research along with teaching.

The University’s development since then has paralleled the growth of metropolitan Chicago. Today Northwestern is a private research university of distinction, with 11 academic divisions located on two lakefront campuses in Evanston and Chicago as well as Northwestern University in Qatar, which opened in Doha in 2008. Northwestern’s vision of excellence—although faithful to its founding—invigorates a territory far beyond the old Northwest Territory through the accomplishments of its alumni and by virtue of a distinguished faculty and high-achieving student body drawn from across the nation and around the world.
SCHOOLS OF THE UNIVERSITY

The Judd A. and Marjorie Weinberg College of Arts and Sciences, established in 1851 as the College of Liberal Arts, offers the degree of bachelor of arts. Through the School of Professional Studies, Weinberg College also offers the degrees of bachelor of philosophy and bachelor of science in general studies.

The School of Communication, established in 1878 as the School of Oratory and later renamed the School of Speech, offers the degrees of bachelor of arts, bachelor of science, doctor of audiology, doctor of speech-language pathology, master of arts, and master of science. Through the School of Professional Studies, the School of Communication also offers the degree of bachelor of philosophy in communication.

The School of Education and Social Policy, established in 1926 as the School of Education, offers the degrees of bachelor of science and master of science.

The Robert R. McCormick School of Engineering and Applied Science, established in 1909 as the College of Engineering, offers the degrees of bachelor of science, master of engineering management, and master of science.

The Graduate School, established in 1910, administers programs leading to the degrees of doctor of philosophy, master of arts, master of fine arts, master of public health, and master of science.

The Medill School of Journalism, Media, Integrated Marketing Communications, established in 1921 as the Medill School of Journalism, offers the degrees of bachelor of science and master of science.

The Pritzker School of Law, established in 1859 as the School of Law, offers the degrees of juris doctor, master of laws, master of science in law, master of studies in law, and doctor of juridical science. The school also offers the Master of Laws International Executive Master’s Program in Israel, South Korea, and Spain.

The J. L. Kellogg School of Management, established in 1908 as the School of Commerce, offers the degrees of master of business administration and master of science in management studies. In addition to the full-time MBA program, Kellogg offers the evening Part-Time MBA Program on the Chicago campus, the weekend Executive Master’s Program on the Evanston campus, and the International Executive Master’s Program in Canada, China (Beijing and Hong Kong), Germany, and Israel.

The Feinberg School of Medicine, established in 1859 as the Medical School, offers the degrees of bachelor of science in medicine, master of medical science, master of prosthetics and orthotics, doctor of medicine, and doctor of physical therapy.

The Henry and Leigh Bienen School of Music, established in 1895 as the School of Music, offers the degrees of bachelor of music, bachelor of arts, and bachelor of science. In its graduate division, the school offers the degrees of doctor of musical arts and master of music.

The School of Professional Studies, established in 1933 as University College and later renamed the School of Continuing Studies, offers the degrees of master of arts, master of fine arts, and master of science. The school also offers courses leading to the degrees of bachelor of philosophy and bachelor of science in general studies, conferred by the Weinberg College of Arts and Sciences, and the degree of bachelor of philosophy in communication, conferred by the School of Communication.

Northwestern University in Qatar, established in 2008 as part of Education City in the Qatari capital of Doha, offers the degree of bachelor of science in communication through the School of Communication and the degree of bachelor of science in journalism through the Medill School of Journalism, Media, Integrated Marketing Communications.
ACADEMIC DRESS

Modern academic attire originated in the medieval universities of Europe, where gowns were worn daily to provide warmth in poorly heated buildings and to differentiate scholars from fellow citizens. Two English universities, Oxford and Cambridge, are particularly noted for developing the authentic academic costume, which has changed only slightly through the centuries.

In the United States most academic dress follows the general provisions of the Intercollegiate Code of 1895, which was revised in 1932 and again in 1959. Under this code the gowns' trim and sleeve design indicates the level of the degree. The bachelor's gown has pointed sleeves and is worn closed; the master's gown has oblong sleeves with an arc at the bottom and may be worn open or closed; and the doctor's gown, which may also be worn open or closed, has velvet facings down the front and three velvet bars on the bell-shaped sleeves. This velvet trim may be black or the prescribed color of the academic area. Though the recommended color for gowns is black, Northwestern University (like many institutions) has adopted a colored gown to reflect the school's color. All participating candidates wear a custom purple gown featuring the University crest.

The style of hood identifies the level of the degree, the school that granted it, and the academic area. Hood length and border width show the level of the degree. The bachelor's hood, which is optional and not worn at Northwestern University, is three feet in length; the master's, three and one-half feet; the doctor's, four feet. The velvet border of the hood is two, three, and five inches wide for the bachelor's, master's, and doctor's degrees, respectively. The hood is lined with silk in the official color of the school. At Northwestern the hood is lined in purple (the school's color) and gold. The color of the hood's border—and at Northwestern the color of the cap's tassel as well—indicates the academic area. Tassels feature the Northwestern seal signet and are worn on the left side at all times. At Northwestern the colors for the Graduate School constitute an exception; tassels are black, but the border color of the hood indicates the specific degree awarded. Bachelor's degree regalia include a souvenir stole.

The square black mortarboard is the recommended cap, although some schools have adopted other styles. Caps are worn throughout the Commencement ceremony, except that men remove them for the national anthem, invocation, and benediction.

At Northwestern University members of honor societies may be recognized by the honor cords, medallions, and stoles worn.

The tassels and borders of the hoods are the following colors:

- **Judd A. and Marjorie Weinberg College of Arts and Sciences**: White
- **School of Communication**: Silver gray
- **School of Education and Social Policy**: Light blue
- **Robert R. McCormick School of Engineering and Applied Science**: Orange
- **Graduate School (tassel)**: Black
  - **Border colors**:
    - Master of Arts: White
    - Master of Fine Arts: Brown
    - Master of Public Health: Salmon
    - Master of Science: Yellow gold
    - Doctor of Philosophy: Dark blue
- **Medill School of Journalism, Media, Integrated Marketing Communications**: Crimson
- **Pritzker School of Law**: Purple
- **J. L. Kellogg School of Management**: Acorn
- **Feinberg School of Medicine**: Green
- **Henry and Leigh Bienen School of Music**: Pink
- **School of Professional Studies**
  - Master of Arts: White
  - Master of Science: Yellow gold
HONOR CORDS AND STOLES

Degree candidates are eligible to wear one or more honor cords and/or stoles during the Commencement ceremony and school or college convocations. School or college honor cords are worn by candidates for graduation with high honors. Other honor cords, stoles, and pins may be worn for designation of membership, achievement, leadership, or service.

School and College Honor Cords

**Judd A. and Marjorie Weinberg College of Arts and Sciences**
- Summa cum laude .................................. Gold
- Magna cum laude .................................. Red
- Cum laude .......................................... White
- Department honors ............................. Lilac

**School of Communication**
- Lambda Pi Eta ................................. Gold
- Module honors ................................. Silver

**School of Education and Social Policy**
- School honors .................................. Gold

**Robert R. McCormick School of Engineering and Applied Science**
- Eta Kappa Nu .................................. Gold
- Kappa Theta Epsilon .................. Maroon and gold
- National Society of Black Engineers (stole) . White and purple
- Omega Chi Epsilon .................. White and maroon
- Pi Tau Sigma ................................. Blue and rose
- Tau Beta Pi (stole) ................. White

**Graduate School**
- Lambda Pi Eta .................................. Gold
- Module honors ................................. Silver

**Medill School of Journalism, Media, Integrated Marketing Communications**
- Kappa Tau Alpha .................................. Blue and gold

**J. L. Kellogg School of Management**
- 4.0 grade point .................................. White
- Distinction ......................................... Gold

**Henry and Leigh Bienen School of Music**
- Program honors ................................. Pink

**School of Professional Studies**
- Alpha Lambda Sigma .................. Burgundy and gold

Membership, Leadership, and Service

**Honor Cords, Stoles, and Pins**
- African American/Black Community (stole) Kente
- First Generation (stole) .................. Gray
- Lavender Community (stole) ................ Rainbow or blue/white/pink
- Latinx Community (stole) ................ Sun on white background
- Mortar Board .................................. Gold and silver
- National Residence Hall Honorary (pin)  Blue diamond
- Native and Indigenous Community (stole) . purple/white/maple-and-oak-leaf appliqué
- Posse Scholar (stole) .................... Purple and white
- Resident Assistant .................... Turquoise and purple
- Veteran .................................. Red, white, and blue

**Program Honors and Stoles**
- African American/Black Community (stole) Kente
- First Generation (stole) .................. Gray
- Lavender Community (stole) ................ Rainbow or blue/white/pink
- Latinx Community (stole) ................ Sun on white background
- Mortar Board .................................. Gold and silver
- National Residence Hall Honorary (pin)  Blue diamond
- Native and Indigenous Community (stole) . purple/white/maple-and-oak-leaf appliqué
- Posse Scholar (stole) .................... Purple and white
- Resident Assistant .................... Turquoise and purple
- Veteran .................................. Red, white, and blue
The following are gratefully recognized upon their retirement from full-time service on the Northwestern University faculty.

David Abrahamson, Professor Emeritus of Journalism, Medill School of Journalism, Media, Integrated Marketing Communications; 25 years of service

Eileen Bigio, Professor Emerita of Pathology, Feinberg School of Medicine; 19 years of service

John Bushnell, Professor Emeritus of History, Judd A. and Marjorie Weinberg College of Arts and Sciences; 40 years of service

Karen Chou, Clinical Professor Emerita of Civil and Environmental Engineering, Robert R. McCormick School of Engineering and Applied Science; 10 years of service

S. Hollis Clayson, Professor Emerita of Art History and Bergen Evans Professor Emerita in the Humanities, Judd A. and Marjorie Weinberg College of Arts and Sciences; 35 years of service

Tom Collinger, Clinical Associate Professor Emeritus of Integrated Marketing Communications, Medill School of Journalism, Media, Integrated Marketing Communications; 23 years of service

Anne T. Coughlan, Polk Brothers Professor Emerita of Marketing, J. L. Kellogg School of Management; 35 years of service

Stephen Davis, Professor Emeritus of Engineering Sciences and Applied Mathematics, Robert R. McCormick School of Engineering and Applied Science; 41 years of service

Richard Davison, Associate Professor Emeritus of Cardiology, Feinberg School of Medicine; 48 years of service

Bernard J. Dobroski, Professor Emeritus of Music Studies, Henry and Leigh Bienen School of Music; 42 years of service

Dario Fernández-Morera, Associate Professor Emeritus of Spanish and Portuguese, Judd A. and Marjorie Weinberg College of Arts and Sciences; 43 years of service

Jonathan Fryer, Professor Emeritus of Surgery, Feinberg School of Medicine; 24 years of service

Christopher Herbert, Professor Emeritus of English and Chester D. Tripp Professor Emeritus of Humanities, Judd A. and Marjorie Weinberg College of Arts and Sciences; 51 years of service

Robert Hirschtick, Associate Professor Emeritus of General Internal Medicine, Feinberg School of Medicine; 30 years of service

Patrick Kiser, Professor Emeritus of Biomedical Engineering, Robert R. McCormick School of Engineering and Applied Science; 7 years of service

Judy Ledgerwood, Alice Welsh Skilling Professor Emerita of Art Theory and Practice, Judd A. and Marjorie Weinberg College of Arts and Sciences; 25 years of service

Chung-Chieh Lee, Professor Emeritus of Electrical and Computer Engineering, Robert R. McCormick School of Engineering and Applied Science; 39 years of service

D. Soyini Madison, Professor Emerita of Performance Studies, School of Communication; 13 years of service

Hamid Naficy, Hamad Bin Khalifa Al-Thani Professor Emeritus of Radio/Television/Film, School of Communication; 14 years of service

Daniel Nagle, Professor Emeritus of Orthopaedic Surgery, Feinberg School of Medicine; 35 years of service

Gregory Olson, Professor Emeritus of Materials Science and Engineering, Robert R. McCormick School of Engineering and Applied Science; 31 years of service

Mary M. Poole, Senior Lecturer Emerita of Theatre, School of Communication; 30 years of service

Jane Rankin, Senior Lecturer Emerita of Communication Sciences and Disorders, School of Communication; 15 years of service

Musunuri Sambasiva Rao, Professor Emeritus of Pathology, Feinberg School of Medicine; 42 years of service

Mark Reinecke, Professor Emeritus of Psychiatry and Behavioral Sciences, Feinberg School of Medicine; 18 years of service

Hsiu Ling Robertson, Assistant Professor of Instruction Emerita of Asian Languages and Cultures, Judd A. and Marjorie Weinberg College of Arts and Sciences; 16 years of service

Vijay Sarthy, Professor Emeritus of Ophthalmology, Feinberg School of Medicine; 29 years of service

David Scheffer, Director Emeritus of the Center for International Human Rights, Pritzker School of Law; 15 years of service

Kenneth Seeskin, Klutznick Professor Emeritus of Jewish Civilization and Professor Emeritus of Philosophy, Judd A. and Marjorie Weinberg College of Arts and Sciences; 48 years of service

Kamal Seth, Professor Emeritus of Physics and Astronomy, Judd A. and Marjorie Weinberg College of Arts and Sciences; 59 years of service

Marshall Shapo, Frederic P. Vose Professor Emeritus of Law, Pritzker School of Law; 42 years of service

Michael Sherry, Richard W. Leopold Professor Emeritus of History, Judd A. and Marjorie Weinberg College of Arts and Sciences; 43 years of service

Larry Trzupek, Senior Lecturer Emeritus of Chemistry, Judd A. and Marjorie Weinberg College of Arts and Sciences; 15 years of service

James G. Webster, Professor Emeritus of Communication Studies, School of Communication; 34 years of service

Burton Weisbrod, Cardiss Collins Professor Emeritus of Economics, Judd A. and Marjorie Weinberg College of Arts and Sciences; 31 years of service

Owen Youngman, Professor Emeritus of Journalism, Medill School of Journalism, Media, Integrated Marketing Communications; 12 years of service
NORMAN LEAR
Doctor of Humane Letters

Norman Lear attended Emerson College before flying 52 combat missions over Europe during World War II. He then began a successful career writing and producing for television, eventually captivating 120 million viewers per week with his iconic 1970s and ’80s series—All in the Family, Maude, Good Times, The Jeffersons, Sanford and Son, and Mary Hartman, Mary Hartman. Lear also produced films for Rob Reiner, including the classics Stand by Me and The Princess Bride. In 1980 he founded People for the American Way, which continues to defend freedom of expression, religious liberty, equal justice under law, and the right to democratic participation. Lear served as executive producer for the critically acclaimed reimagining of One Day at a Time, recently revived by PopTV and CBS after a three-season run on Netflix, and Live In Front of a Studio Audience with Jimmy Kimmel, which won an Emmy for outstanding variety special and a Critics’ Choice Award for best comedy special. Winner of five Emmys and a Golden Globe, Lear is a Kennedy Center honoree, an inaugural Television Academy Hall of Fame inductee, and a recipient of the National Medal of Arts and the Peabody Lifetime Achievement Award.

Presented by Thomas Bradshaw, professor of radio/television/film, School of Communication

Your dynamic Hollywood career as a writer and producer has extended from television’s golden age to the streaming era. Your trailblazing programs expanded the medium’s artistic range to address previously taboo societal issues. As a social and political activist, you have long been a forceful advocate for progressive values. We are proud to honor your remarkable achievements—and heartened to know that, at age 97, you have no plans to retire.

LORI E. LIGHTFOOT
Doctor of Laws

As mayor of Chicago since 2019, Lori Lightfoot has undertaken an ambitious agenda of expanding opportunity and inclusive economic growth across Chicago’s neighborhoods and communities. Early accomplishments include historic ethics and good-governance reforms, worker protection legislation, and key investments in education, public safety, and financial stability. The mayor has won particular admiration for her leadership in response to the COVID-19 pandemic. Prior to her election, Lightfoot had served as a senior equity partner in the litigation and conflict resolution group at Mayer Brown, president of the Chicago Police Board, chair of the Police Accountability Task Force, chief of staff and general counsel of the Chicago Office of Emergency Management and Communications, interim first deputy of the Chicago Department of Procurement Services, chief administrator of the Office of Professional Standards, and assistant US attorney. She holds a BA in political science from the University of Michigan and a JD from the University of Chicago.

Presented by Nichole Denise Pinkard, associate professor of learning sciences, School of Education and Social Policy

Since your landslide and landmark election as Chicago’s first LGBTQ and African American woman mayor, you have decisively and humanely addressed a series of historic challenges. You are a relentless advocate of inclusion as a public responsibility and a common good. Your “Stay Home, Save Lives” campaign in response to the COVID-19 pandemic garnered international attention and made you a social media icon, and you worked to calm your city during recent unrest. We thank you for your inspiring leadership during this time of heartbreaking loss and unprecedented challenge.

GEORGE M. WHITESIDES
Doctor of Science

George M. Whitesides is the Woodford L. and Ann A. Flowers University Professor at Harvard University. Previously he taught at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Trained in chemistry, Whitesides has made seminal contributions in such additional areas as materials science, mechanical engineering, drug discovery, and medical diagnostic systems for underdeveloped regions. His work has led to the development of materials for robotic systems, surface chemistries for drug-discovery assays, and methods for microfabrication. Among his numerous awards are the National Medal of Science, the Materials Research Society’s Von Hippel Award, the Kyoto Prize for Advanced Technology, the Swiss Chemical Society’s Paracelsus Prize, the American Chemical Society’s Priestley Medal, the Welch Award in Chemistry, and the European Materials Research Society’s Jan Czochralski Award. In addition, he has been elected to the American Academy of Arts and Sciences, the National Academy of Sciences, the National Academy of Engineering, and the American Philosophical Society. Whitesides earned an AB in chemistry at Harvard and a PhD in chemistry at the California Institute of Technology.

Presented by Teri W. Odom, Charles E. and Emma H. Morrison Professor of Chemistry, Judd A. and Marjorie Weinberg College of Arts and Sciences

Without your pioneering efforts, today the worlds of science and engineering and the life sciences technology industry would be vastly different. Your prolific and wide-ranging work has opened whole new fields of inquiry and innovation. As a mentor, teacher, and collaborator, you have significantly advanced scholarship in your fields. We are honored to celebrate your illustrious career.
Joseph Brysiewicz has taught at Highland Park High School in Highland Park, Illinois, since 2008. In addition to teaching Advanced Placement European History, Advanced Placement Economics, and World History, he is interim chair of the social studies department and sponsor of the school's award-winning Model United Nations team. Previously he taught for six years at Grayslake Central and North High Schools in Grayslake, Illinois, where he founded the literary magazine and international club, led students on travels to Europe, and chaired the history department for three years. Since 2009 he has been a faculty associate with Bard College's Institute for Writing and Thinking, where he has led summer workshops for high school students since 2005. A member of Phi Beta Kappa, Brysiewicz was a national Golden Apple Award finalist and has served as an alumni representative on Lake Forest College's education advisory committee. His published work includes the book *Lake Villa Township in Arcadia Publishing's Images of America series and a monograph on the history of Lindenhurst, Illinois. "He inspires an absolute love of a subject in every single student," says student nominator Jack Benjamin of the School of Education and Social Policy. Brysiewicz earned BA degrees in history and secondary education magna cum laude at Lake Forest College, an MA in educational leadership at Concordia University, and an MLA at the University of Chicago.

John DeRose has taught history since 1999 at Whitefish Bay High School in Whitefish Bay, Wisconsin. Since 2008 he has also served as the Whitefish Bay School District's facilitator of professional development. In addition, DeRose trains future teachers as an ad hoc professor at the University of Wisconsin–Milwaukee and Concordia University. He has served as a curriculum consultant for Milwaukee Public Television (2005–12) and Milwaukee PBS (since 2017). Before joining the Whitefish Bay faculty, he taught at St. Catherine's High School in Racine, Wisconsin. A two-time recipient of the Milwaukee County Historical Society's Merit Award and a member of the Phi Beta Kappa, Alpha Sigma Nu, and Phi Alpha Theta honor societies, DeRose was awarded Wisconsin's Herb Kohl Teacher Fellowship and was named Wisconsin's History Teacher of the Year by the Gilder Lehrman Institute of American History. He has given conference and convention presentations, written articles published in educational and history journals, and served on the editorial board of the Organization of American Historians *Magazine of History*. Student nominator Carter Rothman of the Weinberg College of Arts and Sciences says that DeRose "prepared me for academics at the university level better than any other teacher in high school." A summa cum laude graduate in history at Marquette University, DeRose earned teacher certification at Carthage College as well as an MS in curriculum and instruction and a PhD in urban education at the University of Wisconsin–Milwaukee.

Maria Haasen has taught since 2006 at Dulaney High School in Timonium, Maryland, where she taught journalism from 2009 to 2017 before lauching the school's Advanced Placement Capstone program. She led the school's student newspaper to five consecutive gold medals from the Columbia Student Press Association. For Baltimore County Public Schools, she has served as a curriculum writer and workshop presenter. In addition to previous Maryland teaching positions at Notre Dame Prep in Towson and Cockeysville Middle School in Cockeysville, she was a reporter for the *Baltimore Sun* and *West Palm Beach Post* and a news anchor for radio stations in Richmond, Atlanta, and Raleigh. As a member of the Coalition to Stop Gun Violence, she has spoken at conferences and other events and has advocated for laws establishing extreme risk protection orders; last year she served as vice chair of Anne Arundel County's Gun Violence Prevention Task Force. In 2017 she received the University of Maryland Phillip J. Merrill School of Journalism Presidential Scholar Outstanding Mentor Award. Student nominator Sumin Wu of the Medill School of Journalism, Media, Integrated Marketing Communications says that Haasen “cultivated my love of the English language, as both an art and a medium to share news, and inspired me to go on the path I’m headed on today.” Haasen received a BA in journalism from the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill and an MA in teaching from Goucher College.

Kristen Kirschner has taught English literature and writing since 2008 at Louisiana's college-preparatory Episcopal School of Baton Rouge, where she founded and coaches the speech and debate team, which has already produced one state champion. Kirschner also advises candidates in the honors thesis program and sponsors the Gavel Club, the Ukulele Club, and the Dungeons and Dragons Club. Her other activities at the school have included hosting poetry slams, sponsoring improv comedy shows, and organizing lunchtime ukulele concerts. Elsewhere in Baton Rouge, she has served as a writing tutor at Cox Academic Tutoring Center for Athletes and as an instructor at ITT Technical Institute and Louisiana State University. A contributor to *Country Roads* magazine, Kirschner has been active as an author and journalist, singer and musician, and improv and sketch comedy performer. Student nominator Gabrielle Bienasz of the Medill School of Journalism, Media, Integrated Marketing Communications says that it was Kirschner who “taught me how to write” and adds, “I am not alone in having benefited from her extraordinary heart as a mentor and teacher.” Kirschner earned a BFA in poetry at the University of North Carolina at Wilkinson, where she won the undergraduate portfolio award, and an MFA in creative writing at Louisiana State University, where she was senior poetry editor of the *New Delta Review*.

Diana Niemann has taught science at South Mecklenburg High School in Charlotte, North Carolina, since 1998, except for a year of teaching in Frisco, Texas. Chair of the school's science department and adviser for the Junior Marshals, she is a member of Charlotte-Mecklenburg School District's K–12 vertical alignment team. Niemann also developed her school's Eco-Learning Lab and wrote the school district's *Environmental Stewardship Guide and Chemistry Curriculum Guide*. In addition, she has served as a College Board Advanced Placement reader for environmental science exams, a PowerSchool trainer and administrator, and a mentor and trainer for beginning and developing teachers. A Dupont Honoree at the 2013 National Science Teacher conference and a finalist for the Coca-Cola Scholars Foundation's Educator of Distinction Awards, she was named South Mecklenburg High School's 2009 Teacher of the Year and the school district's 2009 Southwest Learning Zone Teacher of the Year. Her other honors include a Time Warner Cable Star Teacher Award, MeckEd Teacher of Excellence Award, two districtwide STEM All-Star Awards, and Bank of America honors for outstanding contributions to STEM education. "Diana Niemann is without a doubt the most dedicated, passionate, and sincere teacher I have ever had the pleasure of knowing," says student nominator Kristen Barnes of the McCormick School of Engineering and Applied Science. Niemann earned a BA in chemistry at the University of North Carolina at Charlotte and holds National Board Certification in earth and space science.
Dear Graduates of the Northwestern University Class of 2020,

I commend you on completing your studies at a competitive world-class university. To receive a degree from this school is a high honor. I am humbled by the invitation to provide reflections on the past and a recommendation for the present. There is a tradition at Northwestern that the 50th reunion class participate in the Commencement ceremony; but due to the COVID-19 pandemic this year, I’ve been asked—as a member of the class of 1970—to share my thoughts with you this way.

Individual success and social responsibility can and should go together. It was our vision and mission to achieve this goal when we conducted a sit-in that led to meaningful growth and change at Northwestern. I was one of more than 100 Black students who occupied the Bursar’s Office for 38 hours on May 3 and 4, 1968, after the University failed to meet a list of student demands. Among other demands, our petition called for Northwestern to admit more Black students, update housing policies and practices, create a Black student union, and add a program of African American literature, history, and art to the curriculum. The first-ever sit-in at the University led to an agreement that resulted in a better experience for Black students on campus and a better Northwestern.

We graduated in June 1970, so glad for that long-anticipated event to arrive. Once it was over, we quickly scattered in our various directions without thought to the fact that we were seeing some of our classmates for the last time.

These are lessons firmly entrenched after 50 years:

- Old friendships are pure gold.
- People are precious.
- Life is short.
- There is a lot to be said for stability.
- To your class, you will always look like you did a half century ago.
- By now you are beyond showing off; you no longer have anything to prove.
- The peer pressure is gone; be yourself.
- My class members are special people and were then too.

Northwestern has prepared you to pursue truth, give compassionate service, and participate in the creation of a more just and humane world. Martin Luther King Jr. was assassinated on April 4, 1968, a month before we took over the Bursar’s Office. He was a prophet who shed light on enduring and urgent tensions over race and class and led the nation out of the darkness of Jim Crow. His promised land was one he conjured on the steps of the Lincoln Memorial during his 1963 “I Have a Dream” speech—a place where he said his “four little children will not be judged by the color of their skin, but by the content of their character.” However, he knew our country was embarking on a long, twilight struggle against poverty, racism, and violence. “We've got some difficult days ahead,” he preached the night before he died.

His impact, legacy, and mission remain alive today and will far surpass the span of any lifetime. In fact, I am certain he intended his work to live beyond him and knew his great civil and human rights projects would require more than one generation to be realized. In this respect, they live on within all of those willing to continue working where he left off.

Today is the end of your training at Northwestern. But it is also the beginning of your professional journey. I am compelled to say you become a part of a world that is seriously disturbed. Never in history has there been more need for wise, courageous, and enlightened leadership than at the present. We look to you for that leadership. The picture out there is not too rosy. Our world, increasingly, is a place of sickness, poverty, violent conflict, hatred, and brutal atrocities that negatively affect so many of our brothers and sisters, and it demands that we eradicate the polarization that divides us. Our efforts must be at restoring hope, righting wrongs, maintaining commitments, and promoting the well-being of all people. The complexity, gravity, and urgency of these challenges demand that we pool our resources and talents to support one another with respect for our differences. I suggest we agree upon one thing: that a crucial measure of our success in life is the way we treat one another in our lives. When we lessen the burdens of living for those around us, we are doing well; when we add to the misery of the world, we are not.

Martin Luther King said you can be one of two things: a thermometer or a thermostat. A thermometer measures the temperature as it is. A thermostat regulates the temperature. You can either be the thermometer, accepting societal problems as they are, or you can be the thermostat, reexamining and making alterations that improve our lives and future.

When you celebrate your 50th reunion and look back on this moment in history, it is my fervent hope that you will be filled with joy remembering the revival, hope, and peace that came out of this season to draw our hurting world back together.

May you find an interesting and satisfying life’s work. The baton is passed to you.

Stanley L. Hill, BSI, 1970
Associate Judge, Circuit Court of Cook County, Illinois
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Bachelor of Philosophy
Degree awarded December 20, 2019
Sol Ehrlich

Candidates for degree, June 19, 2020
Sarah Niedermeier
Jiahao Tan

Bachelor of Science in General Studies
Degree awarded September 6, 2019
Michael Butler
Viviylna Cadell
Ramzie Farhan
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Mitzie Julie Reyes
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Degree awarded December 20, 2019
Christopher J. Gray
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Degree awarded March 27, 2020
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SCHOOL OF COMMUNICATION

Barbara J. O’Keefe, PhD, Dean

Bachelor of Arts in Communication

Degree awarded September 6, 2019
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Bachelor of Science in Communication

Degree awarded May 13, 2020
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Bachelor of Science in Education and Social Policy

Degree awarded September 6, 2019
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Degree awarded March 27, 2020
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Natalie Margaret Welch
Colin David Winchester
Gibran Putra Wirjawan
Do Hun Yang
Hannah Yi
Linda Zhang
ROBERT R. MCCORMICK
SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING
AND APPLIED SCIENCE

Julio M. Ottino, PhD, Dean

Bachelor of Science in Applied Mathematics

Degree awarded December 20, 2019
Omar A. Carey

Degree awarded March 27, 2020
Ryan Thomas Zambrotta

Candidates for degree, June 19, 2020
Benjamin E. Bitzko
Manan Hareshbhai Dadbania
Elizabeth Frances Fitzgerald
Mikela Phillips Gerdes
Mengzi Guo
John Kendall Laboe
Shazaan Mustafa Moonim
Adam Michael Redlich
Samuel Benjamin Rubin
Michael William Vedder
Daniel Weiss
Alvin Zhang

Bachelor of Science in Biomedical Engineering

Degree awarded September 6, 2019
Lionel Fotsolo Kang’a
Jaquelyn A. Goldsherry

Degree awarded December 20, 2019
Abdalla Ali
Katherine Ann Coughlin
Sahil Akolawala

Degree awarded March 27, 2020
Carolina Isabella Bohorquez Fuentes

Degree awarded December 20, 2019
Maryn宰boqali

Degree awarded March 27, 2020
Chemical Engineering

Degree awarded December 20, 2019
Joshua Kim

Degree awarded March 27, 2020
Jake Edwin Clady
Paul Matthew Curtis
Margaret Rose Nageotte

Degree awarded December 20, 2019
Joshua Kim

Degree awarded December 20, 2019
Ayesha Rahman

Degree awarded December 20, 2019
Jaquelyn A. Goldsberry

Degree awarded September 6, 2019
Daniel Weiss

Degree awarded March 27, 2020
Mikela Phillips Gerdes

Degree awarded December 20, 2019
Fatima Mohammadalikhunai

Degree awarded March 27, 2020
Miguel Angelos

Degree awarded December 20, 2019
Mikela Phillips Gerdes

Degree awarded March 27, 2020
Kirsten D. Barnes

Degree awarded December 20, 2019
Mengzi Guo

Degree awarded March 27, 2020
Kirsten D. Barnes

Degree awarded December 20, 2019
Shazaan Mustafa Moonim

Degree awarded March 27, 2020
Adam Michael Redlich

Degree awarded December 20, 2019
Sherri Walker

Degree awarded March 27, 2020
Daneil Weiss

Degree awarded December 20, 2019
Tiger Nie

Degree awarded March 27, 2020
Mengzi Guo

Degree awarded December 20, 2019
Mikela Phillips Gerdes

Degree awarded March 27, 2020
Fatima Mohammadalikhunai

Degree awarded December 20, 2019
Miguel Angelos

Degree awarded March 27, 2020
Mikela Phillips Gerdes

Degree awarded December 20, 2019
Miguel Angelos

Degree awarded March 27, 2020
Mikela Phillips Gerdes

Degree awarded December 20, 2019
Miguel Angelos

Degree awarded March 27, 2020
Mikela Phillips Gerdes

Degree awarded December 20, 2019
Miguel Angelos

Degree awarded March 27, 2020
Mikela Phillips Gerdes

Degree awarded December 20, 2019
Miguel Angelos
HENRY AND LEIGH BIENEN
SCHOOL OF MUSIC

Toni-Marie Montgomery, DMA, Dean

Bachelor of Arts in Music

Degree awarded September 6, 2019
Colin Evans

Degree awarded December 20, 2019
Jane Shaver Carpenter

Candidates for degree, June 19, 2020
Dimitrios Gkoulmaris
Jordan Henry Kaluza
Christopher Hans LaMountain
Maria Araminta Mutz
Sabrina Sunah Park
Cassie Katherine Schmuhl
Isabel Shaye Spitalney
Noelle Lujerie Torres
Thomas J. Wolff

Bachelor of Music

Degree awarded December 20, 2019
Sean Matthew Holly
Aaron Dana Janick
Alexander Durham Rothfield
Li-Yun Shang
Christopher Kendall Staton
Kathleen Yuan

Degree awarded March 27, 2020
Joseph Solomon Radion
Anetta Anna Siemianowicz
Nicole F. Szewczyk

Candidates for degree, June 19, 2020
Leonardo Enrique Aguilar-Arias
Julia Frances Anselabhere
Tarun Anjan Bellur
Sagar Biswas
Benjamin E. Bitzko
Emma Rachel Blau
Gavin O’Toole Brehm
Ethan Asher Brown
David Yin Cao
Erica Mina Cha
Hunter Chang
Charles James Collar
Cassidy Sarah-June Cottle
Kathryn Dolan
Roey Dushi
Caleb Moritz Eckstein
Lucy Walker Wolfe Evans
Kerry Lynn Foster
Mason Nicholas Frasher
Hazel Gladys Friedman
Jakob Wim Gerritsen
Layne Hartman
Nicholas John Hauger
Joshua Douglas Henderson
Jennifer Amy Hepp
Melody Wei-Luen Hsu
Benjamin Brewer Jacobs
Shannon Rose Johnson
Christine Kim
Daniel Joseph Kim
Sae Rhee Lynn Kim
Tyler August Kramlich
Zachary Edward Kurzenberger
Pablo David Lauercica
Kandise Alyssabeth Le Blanc
Sophia Lin
Guannan Alice Liu
Morgan Fox Mastrangelo
Alec Noah Mawrence
Zoe Marie Morfis
Kira Rebecca Newell
Tara Antonio Paganou-Toub
George Joseph Papajohn
Caroline Margaret Paulsen
Benjamin Lee Perri
Jonathan Aaron Platt
Olivia Catherine Prendergast
Kira Katia Razin
Andrew Ryan Reed
Kathryn Elise Roipel
Cameron Luke Roberts
Emma Gernell Rothfield
Tyler William Santee
Marisa Ines Sardo
Spencer Zettl Schaffer
Nina Lee Siegel
Eleni Maria Sindler
Michael Dyer Slattery
Emma Sophia Steger
Jeremy Emmanuel Tai
Mira Mani Vanchiswar
Helen Rose Wargelin
Hannah Brynn Whitehouse
Stephanie Liu Xu
Sarah Nicole Zieba

Bachelor of Science in Music

Degree awarded September 6, 2019
Louis Joseph Danowsky

Degree awarded March 27, 2020
Erica Paige Bank

Candidates for degree, June 19, 2020
Baikleem Choi

RESERVE OFFICERS
TRAINING CORPS

Captain Christopher Adams,
USN, Commanding Officer,
Professor of Naval Science

Ensign, United States Navy

Candidates for commission,
June 19, 2020
James Albert Belleque
Margaret Joy Maddox
Daniel Kalisa Witte

Lieutenant Colonel Michael
Povilus, USAF, Commanding
Officer, Illinois Institute of
Technology

Second Lieutenant,
United States Air Force

Candidate for commission,
June 19, 2020
Sophia Harmony Liu HuShi Ruark

Lieutenant Colonel Nicholas T.
Bugaksi, USA, Chair, Department
of Military Science, Loyola
University Chicago

Second Lieutenant,
United States Army

Candidate for commission,
June 19, 2020
GRADUATE SCHOOLS

Kelly E. Mayo, PhD, Interim Dean

Doctor of Philosophy

Degree awarded September 6, 2019

Diego Mauricio Alzate Sanchez, Chemistry; Weinberg. Polysaccharide-Based Materials for Air and Water Decontamination; William Dichtel, adviser.


Grace Laurel Augustine, Management and Organizations and Sociology; Kellogg and Weinberg. Promotions to Managers: Discourse, Jurisdictions, and Positions in the Field of Sustainability; Brayden King, adviser.

Sara Bahadini Beigy Zandari, Computer Science; McCormick. Discriminative Dimensionality Reduction Using Deep Neural Networks; Aggelos Katsaggelos, adviser.

Kevin Thomas Baker, History; Weinberg. World Processor: Computer Modeling, the Limits to Growth, and Best Strategies for Sustainable Development; Ken Alder, adviser.

Rodrigo Barrenechea Carpio, Political Science; Weinberg. Populist Coalitions in Latin America: Polarization, Organization, and Identity; James Mahoney, adviser.

Sarah Margaret Ray Bassett, Health Sciences Integrated PhD Program; Feinberg. Positive Psychological Constructs and Physiological Outcomes in the Women’s IntervenYing HIV Study; Judith Moskowitz, adviser.

Alyse Renae Bedell, Clinical Psychology; Feinberg. A Mixed-Methods Study of Cognitive Flexibility in Irritable Bowel Syndrome; Laurie Keefer, adviser.

Jessica Biddulph, History; Weinberg. Empire of Ruins: France in Roman Africa, 1830-1900; Sarah Maza, adviser.

Alec Michel Biehl, Civil and Environmental Engineering; McCormick. Scales, Segments, and Neighborhoods of Change: An Investigation of Active Mobility Adoption; Amanda Stathopoulos, adviser.

Luca Bittarello, Economics; Weinberg. Essays on Labor History; Joseph Ferrrie, adviser.

Mavis Dufie Boamah, Chemistry; Weinberg. Water Molecules, Ions, and Heavy Metals at Oxide/Aqueous and Metal/Metal Oxide Interfaces; Franz Geiger, adviser.

Anne Lisbet Boermel, English; Weinberg. Sion’s Muse: Literary Communities in Renaissance Devotional Verse; William West, adviser.


Nicole Andrea Bonar, Interdisciplinary Biological Sciences; McCormick and Weinberg. Structure and Mechanics of Active Mobility Adoption; Matthew Flenner, adviser.

Nicolae Andrea Bucior, Chemical and Biological Engineering; McCormick. Noise-Induced Tipping in a Periodically Forced System; Lee Miller, adviser.

Mariana Borges Martins Da Silva, Political Science; Weinberg. The Politics of Strength: Elections, Clientelism, and Programmatic Politics in the Backlands of Brazil; James Mahoney, adviser.

Shannon Colleen Brady, Interdisciplinary Biological Sciences; McCormick and Weinberg. Natural Genetic Variation Underlies Chemotherapeutic Drug Responses in Caenorhabditis elegans; Erik Andersen, adviser.

Vuk Brajuskovic, Materials Science and Engineering; McCormick. Sensing Magnetic Frustation in Quasicrystal Artificial Spin Ice Lattices; Amanda Petford-Long, adviser.

Alexander Sherman Broad, Computer Science; McCormick. Generalizable Data-Driven Models for Personalized Shared Control of Human-Machine Systems; Brenna Argall, adviser.

Spencer Thomas Brown, Interdepartmental Neuroscience; Communication, Feinberg, McCormick, and Weinberg. Sensorimotor Processing and Control of Whisker Movements by Principal Neurons of the Cerebellum in Mice; Indira Raman, adviser.

Bethany James Bucior, Chemical and Biological Engineering; McCormick. Data-Driven Methods to Accelerate the Design of Metal-Organic Frameworks; Randall Snurr, adviser.

Anh Tuan Bui, Industrial Engineering and Management Science; McCormick and Weinberg. Peripheral Neural Representations of Naturalistic Tactile Stimuli in the Vibrissal-Trigeminal System; Mitra Hartmann, adviser.

Michael Allen Caldwell, Chemistry; Weinberg. Bioreponsive Imaging Strategies for Lanthanide-Based Probes; Thomas J. Meade, adviser.

Daniel James Case, Physics and Astronomy; Weinberg. Harnessing Nonlinearity and Asymmetry for Built-In Control in Mechanical and Fluid Systems; Adliss Motter, adviser.

Isabel Alejandra Castillo Carniglia, Political Science; Weinberg. Explaining Female Suffrage Reform in Latin America: Motivation Alignment, Cleavages, and Timing of Reform; James Mahoney, adviser.

Kathryn Anne Catlin, Anthropology; Weinberg. Sustainability and the Domestication of Inequality: Archaeology of Long-Term Human Environment Interactions in Hegranaes, North Iceland; Matthew Johnson, adviser.

Charlotte Hui Chen, Materials Science and Engineering; McCormick. Tuning Noncovalent Interactions to Optimize Supramolecular Biomaterials; Samuel Stupp, adviser.

Jiazhen Chen, Chemistry; Weinberg. Polyam Monomer Enchainment and Bisclear Effects in Olefin Polymerization; Tobin J. Marks, adviser.

Yuxin Chen, Engineering Sciences and Applied Mathematics; McCormick. Noise-Induced Tipping in a Periodically Forced System; Mary Silber, adviser.

Andrew Michael Chiu, Interdepartmental Neurosci;community, Feinberg, McCormick, and Weinberg. NMDAR-Activated PP1 Dephosphorylates GluN2B to Modulate NMDAR-Plasticity; Antonio Sanz-Clemente, adviser.

Raeed Hasan Chowdhury, Biomedical Engineering; McCormick. Continuous and Multi-Phase Flow and Polydisperse Granular Materials in Transient and Developing Flows; Richard Lueptow, adviser.

Elizabeth Ann Derderian, Anthropology; Weinberg. Displaying Culture: The Politics of Art, Liberalism, and the State in the UAE; Jessica Winiger, adviser.

Cecilio Maxwell Cooper, African American Studies; Weinberg. Other|Worldly Possessions: Territory, Slavery, and Cosmography in the Early Modern Atlantic World; Jasmine Cobb, adviser.


Caroline de Lima e Silva, Political Science; Weinberg. The Relationship between Domestic High Courts in Latin America and the Inter-American Court of Human Rights; Ian Hurd, adviser.

Lauren Danielle Dellon, Chemical and Biological Engineering; McCormick. Computational Modelling for Biomass Pyrolysis Applications; Linda Broadbelt, adviser.

Cecilio Maxwell Cooper, African American Studies; Weinberg. Other|Worldly Possessions: Territory, Slavery, and Cosmography in the Early Modern Atlantic World; Jasmine Cobb, adviser.
Nicholas Blaise Karabin, Biomedical Engineering; Michael Gmeiner, Economics; Weinberg.

Efficient

Anant Jain, Interdepartmental Neuroscience; Aysenur Iscen, Chemical and Biological Engineering; Abha Anand Gosavi, Chemical and Biological Engineering; Hassan Ohio Haji-Valizadeh, Biomedical Engineering; Joseph Michael Guisti, Sociology; Weinberg.

Targeted and Sustained Delivery

Chemical Functionalization of

Alexander Michael Fry, Mechanical Engineering; Chelsea Mikael Frazier, African American Studies; and Market Distortions on Regulation Enforcement, Bounded Rationality, Estimation with Smooth Penalization

in Assistive Robotics: Perception, Inference, and Mathematical Models for Human-Robot Systems

George Schatz, adviser.

Latent Sex Differences in Mechanisms Potentiation in the Hippocampus

Kim, adviser.

The Neural and Biomechanical

Enhance Their Image and Social Status

Rebecca Marie Gobel Menussen, Engineering Sciences and Applied Mathematics; McCormick.

Quantitative Descriptors of Particulate Dynamics in Biological Systems; Madhav Mani, adviser.

Aisha Moliani, Art History; Weinberg.

Early Indicators of Fetal Alcohol Spectrum Disorder (FASD) in a Cohort of Uruguayan Infants with Known Levels of Alcohol Exposure; Michael Fleming, adviser.

Kuan He, Computer Science; McCormick. Sparsity-Based Computational Three-Dimensional Microscopic Imaging; Oliver Cossart, adviser.

Mindy Rui Hong, Statistics; Weinberg. Embedding a Randomized Experiment within a Regression Discontinuity Design: A Meta-Analytic Approach; Larry Hedges, adviser.

Adam John Micah Morgan, Computer Science; Weinberg. What “We” Value: The Politics of Social Identities and Group Values; James Druckman, adviser.

Xiaoxiao Huang, Interdisciplinary Biological Sciences; McCormick and Weinberg. Studies of the Epigenetic Regulator NSD2 by Targeted and Quantitative Mass Spectrometry; Neil Kelleher, adviser.

Seok Hyun Hwang, Management and Organizations; Kellogg. Three Essays on Corporate Governance; Edward Zajac, adviser.

Ayseuner Iscen, Chemical and Biological Engineering; McCormick. Design of Stimuli-Responsive Bioinspired Materials Using Computational Methods; J. Fraser Stoddart, adviser.

Anant Jain, Interdepartmental Neuroscience; Communication, Feinberg, McCormick, and Weinberg. Latent Sex Differences in Mechanisms of Estradiol-Induced Exocytotic Synaptic Potentiation in the Hippocampus; Catherine Woolley, adviser.

Siddharth Jain, Computer Science; McCormick. Mathematical Models for Human-Robot Systems in Assistive Robotics: Perception, Inference, and Assistance; Brenna Argall, adviser.

Nicholas Blaise Karabin, Biomedical Engineering; McCormick. Chemical Functionalization of PEG–Rich Polymers for Applications in Targeted and Sustained Delivery; Evan Scott, adviser.

Tatiana Karpouzian Rogers, Clinical Psychology; Feinberg. Reduced Task-Evoked Pupillary Response on an Attend-Control Task among Individuals across the Psychosis Spectrum; James Reilly, adviser.


Lisa Michelle Kelly, Interdisciplinary Theatre and Drama; Communication. Constructing Celebrity: Strategies of 19th-Century British Actresses to Enhance Their Image and Social Status; Tracy C. Davis, adviser.

Stephanie Anne Kiell, Clinical Psychology; Feinberg. Cognitive, Motor, Emotional, and Functional Markers of Subjective Cognitive Decline; Sandra Feintraub, adviser.


Ryan Alexander Klein, Chemistry; Weinberg. Synthesis and Magnetism at High Pressure; Danna Freedman, adviser.


Mohamad Saeed Kodiaimati, Chemistry; Weinberg. Nanoscale Structures for Synthetic Implementations of Biologically Inspired Transport; Emily Weiss, adviser.


Hyojun Ada Lee, Chemical and Biological Engineering; McCormick. Investigation of Diffusion of Innovations among Homogeneous Professional Groups; Luis A. N. Amaral, adviser.

Jean Lee, Interdisciplinary Neuroscience; Weinberg. Minority Communities in Times of Conflict: Civil War in Lebanon and Syria; William Reno, adviser.

Erik Johannes Lenferink, Physics; Weinberg. Broken Symmetries in Low-Dimensional Materials; Nathaniel Stern, adviser.

Linggao Li, Chemical and Biological Engineering; McCormick. Dynamic Chemistries in Nonlinear Polymer Systems: From Applications for Sustain-ability to Fundamental Theories; John Torkelson, adviser.


Rungmai Limvorapitux, Chemistry; Weinberg. MOF-Based Catalysts for the Tandem Reaction of Hydrogen Peroxide Generation and Oxidation; SonBinh Nguyen, adviser.


Claudia Nayibe López Hernández, Political Science; Weinberg. States and the Crisis in Colombia from the Chavist Perspective: Comparative Perspective; Edward L. Gibson, adviser.

Christina Frances LoTemplio, Political Science; Weinberg. Adorno and Agamben, and Angela Davis: A Critique of Capitalist Culture; Mary Dietz, adviser.

Rebecca Mullen Lovett, Clinical Psychology; Feinberg. Prevalence of Cognitive Impairment and Associations with Healthcare Utilization, Management and Health Status within an Older Primary Care Population; Michael Wolf, adviser.


Michael Ryan Lucas, Computer Science; McCormick. Methods for Improving Natural Language Processing Techniques with Linguistic Regularities Extracted from Large Unlabeled Text Corpora; Douglas Downey, adviser.


Embryonic Stem Cells: Novel Cell Sources for the Future of Regenerative Medicine; Mark L. Peterson, adviser.

Morgan L. Petrovich, Civil and Environmental Engineering; McCormick. Metagenomics-Guided Analysis of Antibiotic Resistance and Production Genes, Mobile Genetic Elements, and Viruses in Wastewater Treatment Bioreactors; George Wells, adviser.

Yvonne St. William Palmer, African American Studies; Weinberg. "(Anti-)Blackness and the Grammars of Affect; Alexander Weheliye, adviser.


Megan F. Ritter, Driskill Graduate Training Program in Life Sciences; Feinberg. The Role of a G protein-Activated and Associated sRNA in P1lo Antigenic Variation of Neisseria gonorrhoeae; Hank Seifert, adviser.
Piotr Tadeusz Prząkowski, Mathematics; Weinberg.

Mohammad Rasoolinejad, Civil and Environmental Engineering; McCormick. Fracture, Failure, and Long-Term Degradation of Concrete and Other Quasistatic Materials; Zdenek P. Bazant, adviser.

Margareta Sergeyevna Rasskaz, Sociology; Weinberg. Controlling the Field: Experimental Social Science and Politics of Evidence in International Development; Steven Epstein, adviser.

Kathleen Wade Reardon, Psychology; Weinberg. Relational Aggression and the Topography of Interpersonal Dysfunction in Youth: Connections to Personality Pathology; Jennifer Tackett, adviser.

Ryan Adam Rickels, Driskill Graduate Training Program in Life Sciences; Feinberg. Catalytic and Noncatalytic Functions of COMPASS Family H3K4 Methyltransferases in Flies and Humans; Ali Shilati-fard, adviser.

Soo Yeon Ro, Interdisciplinary Biological Sciences; McCormick and Weinberg. Probing the Molecular Details of Particulate Methane Monoxygenase in Micelles to Cells; Amy C. Rosenzweig, adviser.


Susanna L. Sacks, English; Weinberg. Viral Verses: Poetic Movements and Social Media in Southeastern Africa; Evan M. Mwangi, adviser.

Meghan Maureen Salomon-Amend, Psychology; Weinberg. The Optimization Bias in Intertemporal Decision-Making; David Rapp, adviser.

Izabela Anna Samek, Chemical and Biological Engineering; McCormick. The Effect of Reducible Metal Oxide on the Structure and Activity of Supported Vanadium Oxide Catalysts Prepared by Atomic-Layer Deposition for Cyclohexane Oxidative Dehydrogenation; Randall Snurr, adviser.

Adilie Andrea Sandoval, Performance Studies; McCormick and Weinberg. Design of Functional Materials for Tunable Delivery, and Dynamic Signaling with Papers; Alan V. Sahakian, adviser.

Natalia Smirnov, Learning Sciences; Education and Social Policy. Reassembling the Civic: A Socio-material Analysis of Two Innovative Technology-Mediated Civic Learning Infrastructures; Wan Lam, adviser.

Jessica Carol Stark, Chemical and Biological Engineering; McCormick. Cell-Free Technologies for On-Demand Production of Biobranched and Hands-On Biology Education; Michael Jewett, adviser.

Jimmy Su, Biomedical Engineering; McCormick. Hydrogel Platforms for Investigating Tissue-Polycrystal environmental Signaling Cues Influencing Human Glomerular Endothelial Cell and Podocyte Behavior; Jason Wertheim and Ramille Shah, advisers.

Lindsey Catherine Szymczak, Chemistry; Weinberg. Applications of SAMDI-MS for High-Throughput Reaction Monitoring on Peptide Arrays; Milan Mrksich, adviser.

Wei Tang, Electrical Engineering; McCormick. Unified Compositional Models for Visual Recognition; Ying Wu, adviser.

Anta Bettina Thô, Interdepartmental Neuroscience; Communication, Feinberg, McCormick, and Weinberg. Store-Operated Calcium Channels in the Brain: Functions in Astrocyes and a Role in Learning and Memory; Murali Prakrithi, adviser.


Irem Ulu, Interdisciplinary Biological Sciences; McCormick and Weinberg. Regulation of XRPl Splicing in Mammalian Cells; Xiaohong Wang, adviser.

Emma Rose Vander Ende, Chemistry; Weinberg. Strategies for Enabling Surface-Enhanced Raman Spectroscopy of Glycol Human Performance Biomarkers; Richard P. Van Duyne, adviser.

Nicholas Adam Wagner, Materials Science and Engineering; McCormick. Data Science for Design of Functional Materials; James Rondellini, adviser.

Xu Wang, Electrical Engineering; McCormick. Wireless Spectrum: Policy, Economics, and Applications; Randall Berry, adviser.

Yanran Wang, Computer Science; McCormick. Neural Network Design and Modulation for Medical Image and Video Segmentation; Arggeos Katagellos, adviser.


Lacharles Travell Ward, Communication Studies; McCormick, Statistical Methods for the Network-Based Analysis of Genomic Data; William Kath, adviser.

Ruxue Shao, Psychology; Weinberg. The Effects of Perceptual Alignment and Linguistic Contrast on Prevalent 70K, Property-Learning; Dedre Gentner, adviser.


Hanyu Shi, Chemical and Biological Engineering; McCormick. A Principled Approach to the Evaluation of Topic-Modeling Algorithms; Laura N. Selvaraj, adviser.

Sayyedeh Nastaran Shojaei, Industrial Engineering and Management Sciences; McCormick. On the Disconnect between the Modeling and Evaluation in Radiation Therapy; Omid Nohadani, adviser.

Xin Xu, Applied Physics; McCormick and Weinberg. Charge Transport across Single Grain Boundaries in Oxide Electrolyte Oxides; L. Catherine Brinson, adviser.

Haoxiang Yang, Industrial Engineering and Management Sciences; McCormick. Decomposing Optimization Problems under Stochastic Disruptions; David Morton, adviser.

Bao Yang, Interdisciplinary Biological Sciences; McCormick and Weinberg. Development and Applications of a Computational Method for Analyzing Biological Tubes and Cells; Gregory Reitel, adviser.


Xiankai Yu, Materials Science and Engineering; McCormick. Interfacial Electrochemistry and Surface Modification of Thin-Film LiMn2O4 Cathodes in Lithium Ion Batteries; Scott Barnett, adviser.

Stefan Zdraljevic, Interdisciplinary Biological Sciences; McCormick and Weinberg. Genetic and Molecular Mechanisms of Phenotypic Variation in the Caenorhabditis elegans Species; Erik Andersson, adviser.


Ruimin Zhu, Statistics; Weinberg. Applications of Statistical Language Models in Complex Network Community Detection and Definition Modeling; Wenjin Jiang, adviser.

Zhefeng Zhu, Materials Science and Engineering; McCormick. Rational Design of Spherical Nucleic Acids as Therapeutic Constructs; Chad Mirkin, adviser.

Degree awarded December 20, 2019
Rebecca Ann Anderson, Driskill Graduate Training Program in Life Sciences; Feinberg. Regulatory Mutation Disrupting Methylster Monooxygenase 1 Expression Reveals Role of Cholesterol Genes in Zebrafish Skeletonesis; Brian Mitchell, adviser.

Stephen Andrew Antos, Biomedical Engineering; McCormick. On Walking Classification, Performance, and Preference; Keith Gordon, adviser.

Oscar Mauricio Arefes Sabogal, Interdisciplinary Neuroscience; Communication, Feinberg, McCormick, and Weinberg. Molecular Mechanisms for Hot Temperature Detection in the Noxious and Innocuous Range; Marco Gallo, adviser.

Nadav Avrukh, Comparative Literary Studies; Weinberg. Occasions of Underground: German Miners and Molen on the Essence of Ground ca. 1780–1920; Peter Fenves, adviser.

Salva Najib Balbale, Health Sciences Integrated PhD Program; Feinberg. Safety of Opioid Use among Veterans with Gastrointestinal Symptoms and Disorders; Neil Jordan, adviser.


William Casey Caldwell, English; Weinberg. Imaginary Money: Monetary Imaginaries in Early Modern Theater; Wendy Wall, adviser.

V. Varun Chaudhry, Anthropology; Weinberg. The Price of Transgender: Gender, Race, and the Institutionalization of Marginality; Jennifer Nash, adviser.

Joseph Arthur Christensen, Chemistry; Weinberg. Photophysical Properties of Organic Radical Ions; Michal Wasielewski, adviser.
Ha Uk Chung, Electrical Engineering; McCormick. Advanced Soft and Wireless Electronics for Monitoring Physiological Signals for the Application in the Neonatal and Pediatric Intensive Care Unit; John Rogers, adviser.

Silvia Sui-Yin Clement-Lam, Communication Sciences and Disorders; Communication. The Role of Letter-Sound Integration in Children’s Reading Performance: Behavioral and Brain Evidence for a Multifactorial View of Dyslexia; Elizabeth Norton, adviser.

Adam John Dammuth, Materials Science and Engineering; McCormick. Phase Diagrams to Photocatalysis: Using Molecular Design to Expand the Reach of Supramolecular Chromophore Amphiliphiles; Samuel Stupp, adviser.

Yao Du, Materials Science and Engineering; McCormick. Design and Development of Creep-Resistant Steels for High-Temperature Applications; Yip-Wah Chung, adviser.


Adam Amer Eshein, Biomedical Engineering; McCormick. Nanoscale Optical Imaging and Sensing for Characterizing Ultrastructure and Its Functional Consequences; Vadim Backman, adviser.

Jeremy David Foote, Media, Technology, and Society; Communication. The Formation and Growth of Collaborative Online Organizations; Aaron Shaw, adviser.

Dominic Frank Frank, Interdepartmental Neuroscience; Communication, Feinberg, McCormick, and Weinberg. A Combined Sensory Map for the Representation of Temperature and Humidity in the Drosophila Brain; Marco Gallio, adviser.

Ruby Laurel Fried, Anthropology; Weinberg. Biological Memories of Diet: Examining Early Indicators of the Intergenerational Health Effects of Traditional Alaska Native Foods; Christopher Kuzawa, adviser.

Lily Catherine Frusciante, Spanish and Portuguese; Weinberg. Beyond Memory’s Limits: Resistance, Justice, and Truth in Contemporary Brazilian, Chilean, and Argentine Culture; Lucille Kerr, adviser.

Matthew Charles Gilmore, Comparative Literary Studies; Weinberg. Heideggerian Symbolic Logic in the Galant Style: Reading Gjerdingen with Levinz, Kant, Cassirer, and Baumgarten; Peter Fenves, adviser.

KuangHua Guo, Interdepartmental Neuroscience; Communication, Feinberg, McCormick, and Weinberg. A Combined Sensory Map for the Representation of Temperature and Humidity in the Drosophila Brain; Marco Gallio, adviser.

Timothy Matthew Herr, Health Sciences Integrated PhD Program; Feinberg. The Establishment and Evaluation of Primed Kind of Freeenergy Clinical Decision Support Alert Design; Justin Starren, adviser.

Amanda Elyce Herrera Morales, Psychology; Weinberg. Perspectives on Culture and Cognition: An Ecological Approach to Folklorasmany; Douglas Medin, adviser.

Blair Hsiao-Fan Hu, Biomedical Engineering; McCormick. Applying Sensor Fusion and Deep Learning Techniques to Movement Representations of Movement Intention for Powered Leg Prostheses; Levi Hargrove, adviser.

Nisan M. Hubbard, Interdisciplinary Biological Sciences; McCormick and Weinberg. Investigation of the Role of the Oxygen and Jag1 In Notch Activation in the Mammalian Ovary; Kelly E. Mayo, adviser.

Nicolas Andres Inostroza, Economics; Weinberg. Essays on Information Disclosure in Financial Settings; Alessandro Pavan, adviser.


Miaoqian Jin, Physics and Astronomy; Weinberg. Measurements and Analysis of the Sensitivity of Superheated CF38 Bubble Chambers to Interactions from WIMP Dark Matter; Carl Dahl, adviser.

Siddhartha Joshi, Computer Engineering; McCormick. High-Performance Pattern-Recognition Systems for Truck Finding; Seda Memik, adviser.

Gokte Kahvecioglu Askin, Industrial Engineering and Management Sciences; McCormick. Optimization for Clustering on a Graph and Dynamic Scheduling and Queueing Under Uncertainty; David Morton, adviser.

Weston Kevin Kightlinger, Chemical and Biological Engineering; McCormick. Cell-Free Platforms for Characterization and Engineering of Protein Glycosylation; Michael J. Jewett, adviser.

Nili Eliana Krausz, Biomedical Engineering; McCormick. Environmental Sensing for Improved Forward Prediction for Powered Lower Limb Prostheses; Levi Hargrove, adviser.

Kyle Lee Kremen, Astronomy; Weinberg. The Role of Black Holes in Globular Cluster Dynamics with Applications to Gravitational-Wave and High-Energy Astrophysics; Frederic Kasio, adviser.

Stephen Edward Lin, Mechanical Engineering; McCormick. Numerical Methods and High-Performance Computing for Modeling Metallic Additive Manufacturing Processes at Multiple Scales; Gregory Wagner, adviser.

Mohan Liu, Materials Science and Engineering; McCormick. High-Throughput Materials Discovery and Its Application to Polyelectrolyte Nanoparticles; Christopher Wolverton, adviser.

Rongrong Liu, Microbiology and Molecular Engineering; McCormick. Exploring In Vivo Optical Imaging Oximetry by Visible-Light Optical Coherence Tomography (OCT); Vadim Backman, adviser.


Xuezheng Lu, Materials Science and Engineering; McCormick. Strain-Engineered Unusual Polar-Nonpolar Transition and the Emergent Phenomena in Hybrid Improper Ferroelectrics; James Rondinelli, adviser.

Fengqiao Luo, Industrial Engineering and Management Sciences; McCormick. Algorithms and Properties of Distributionally Robust Optimization and Its Generalization; Sanjay Mehrotra, adviser.

Boran Ma, Materials Science and Engineering; McCormick. Assembly of Polymers for Energy Applications; Monica Olivera de la Cruz, adviser. Alexis Nell Maltman, Communication Sciences and Disorders; Communication. Discourse Marker Use as a Pragmatic Language Endophenotype of ASD: Links to Cognitive Domains and the FMRI Gene; Molly Losh, adviser.

Ryan Dale Marcum, Interdisciplinary Biological Sciences; McCormick and Weinberg. Assembly and Regulation of the Smi3L/Rpd3L Coregulator Complex; Ishwar Radhakrishnan, adviser.


Lori Lynn McGee, Interdepartmental Neuroscience; Communication, Feinberg, McCormick, and Weinberg. Identifying Physiological Markers Critical to Sleep, Cognition, and Cardiovascular Risk Associated with Age-Related Mortality and Contemporary Methods to Monitor Sleep; Phyllis Zee, adviser.


Fan Meng, Materials Science and Engineering; McCormick. Near-Alpha TRIP Titanium Alloy Design; Gregory Olson, adviser.

Galen Patrick Miley, Chemistry; Weinberg. At the Interface of Chemistry and Biology: Tools and Strategies for Lead Validation in Complex Biological Systems; Richard Silverman, adviser.

Aaron Michael Moldenhauer, Religious Studies; Weinberg. Luther’s Doctrine of Christ: Language, Metaphysics, Logic; Christine Helmer, adviser.

Kylene Marie Morrison, Driskill Graduate Training Program in Life Sciences; Feinberg. Kaposi’s Sarcoma-Associated Herpesvirus MicroRNAs Regulate Opposing Mediators of Cell Cycle Progression; Eva Gottwein, adviser.

Norell H. Mower, Mechanical Engineering; McCormick. Deformation Mechanisms and Process Planning in Double-Sided Incremental Forming; Jia Cao, adviser.

Jordan Nicholas Nelson, Chemistry; Weinberg. Coherence and Entanglement of Molecular Spin Pairs; Michael Wasielewski, adviser.

Hyunho Noh, Chemistry; Weinberg. Towards Structurally Well-Defined, Metal Chalcogenide/ Pnictide-Based Heterogeneous Catalysts for Energy-Relevant Transformations; Joseph Hupp, adviser.

Taewon Noh, Physics and Astronomy; Weinberg. Nonlocal Correlations in a Proximity-Coupled Normal Metal; Venkat Chandrasekhar, adviser.

Edgar Palacios, Electrical Engineering; McCormick. Improving Light-Matter Interactions at the Nanoscale; Koray Aydin, adviser.

Rebecca Hansen Palmer, Chemistry; Weinberg. Investigations of Charge Transport in Modified Metal-Organic Frameworks; Joseph Hupp, adviser.

Benjamin West Parker, Interdisciplinary Biological Sciences; McCormick and Weinberg. Exploring Mechanisms of Kinase Specificity and Insulation in Human and Budding Yeast Signal Transduction Systems; Eric Weiss, adviser.

Lital Pascal, Communication Studies; Communication. Discourse Markers and Discourse Functions; Mikhail Zuev, adviser.

Janice Radway, adviser.

Arindam Paul, Computer Engineering; McCormick. Machine Learning and Data-Driven Optimization for Applications in Scientific Discovery; Alok Choudhury, adviser.

Anyang Peng, Chemical and Biological Engineering; McCormick. Investigation of Selective Ethylbenzene Oxidation Initiated by Gold Cluster–Facilitated Cyclooctene Epoxidation and Catalyzed by Cobalt-Zeolite Sconyl Mobil-Five; Harold Kung, adviser.

Gabriel Kevin Dinklage Plummer, Media, Technology, and Society; Communication. In a World of Their Own . . . Team Cognition in Long-Term Cohabitating Teams; Leslie DeChurch, adviser.

Fernando Luis Reyes Tirado, Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering; McCormick. Tungsten- and Molybdenum-Free Cobalt-Based Superalloys with Gamma Prime Precipitates; David Dunand, adviser.
Y'Shanda Latrice Rivera, Learning Sciences; Education and Social Policy. "They Need More": Critical Engaging Highly Vulnerable Adolescents around Emergent Identities as Leaders and Learners across an Ecologically Designed School Community Partnership; Carol Lee, adviser.


Matthew Olivier Ross, Interdisciplinary Biological Sciences; McCormick and Weinberg. Structural and Mechanistic Characterization of Methanotrophic Copper Proteins; Amy C. Renszenweg, adviser.

Kristin Eileen Grunewald Sanders, Psychology; Weinberg. How "Sleeping On It" Works: Cognitive Mechanisms and Neural Markers of Sleep-Facilitated Problem Solving; Mark Beeman, adviser.

Sheel Suketu Sanghvi, Materials Science and Engineering; McCormick. Superprotonic Solid Acids: Structure and Discovery; Sossina Haile, adviser.

Prem Saida Seetharaman, Computer Science; McCormick. Bootstrapping the Learning Process for Computer Audition; Bryan Pardo, adviser.

Narut Serewattanawoot, Engineering Sciences and Applications; McCormick. A Parallel Localized Adaptive Domain Decomposition Scheme for Parabolic Partial Differential Equations; David Chopp, adviser.


Maxwell Keith Shepherd, Biomedical Engineering; McCormick. On Prosthetic Foot Stiffness: New Design Tools, Characterization Methods, and Prescription Approaches; Elliot Rouze, adviser.

Xi Shi, Mechanical Engineering; McCormick. Carved Water-Jet Guided Laser Micromachining; Kornel Ehmann, adviser.

Sarah Christine Stainbrook, Interdisciplinary Biological Sciences; McCormick and Weinberg. Understanding the Neural and Evolutionary Consequences of Receptor Diversity; Keith Tyo, adviser.

Mollie Amelia Touve, Chemistry; Weinberg. Cryogenic, Liquid-Phase, and High-Throughput Transmission Electron Microscopy for the Discovery of Polymeric Nanomaterials; Nathan Gianneschi, adviser.

Majed Valad Beigi, Computer Engineering; McCormick. The Combined-Aware Optimizations for Emerging Technologies in 3D-Stacked Chips; Gokhan Memik, adviser.

Vincent Lucien Robert Valour, Comparative Literary Studies; Weinberg. Les Monstres en Liberté ou Quand la Terre Fait des Bulles (Petit Essai de Phonémologie des Monstres); Peter Fenes, adviser.

Shuya Wang, Interdisciplinary Biological Sciences; McCormick and Weinberg. Rational Vaccinology with Immunostimulatory Spherical Nucleic Acids; Chad Mirkin, adviser.

Charlotte Emily Ward, Health Sciences Integrated PhD Program; Weinberg. Marginalized Mixture Models or Longitudinal Data with Application to Healthcare Utilization among High-Cost Patients; Neil Jordan, adviser.

Ian Thomas Witting, Materials Science and Engineering; McCormick. Engineering of the Thermoelectric Properties of Bismuth Telluride Alloys; Gerald Snyder, adviser.

Yeguang Xue, Mechanical Engineering; McCormick. Design and Optimization of Stretchable, Bio-integrated Electronic and Microfluidic Devices; Yongyang Han, adviser.

Cheng Yu, Mechanical Engineering; McCormick. Multiresolution Clustering Analysis of Hierarchical Material Systems; Wing Liu, adviser.


Yining Zhu, Computer Engineering; McCormick. Economics of Email Sharing: Contracts, Bundling, and MVNOs; Randall Berry, adviser.


Degree awarded March 27, 2020

Michael David Adoff, Interdepartmental Neuroscience; Communication, Feinberg, McCormick, and Weinberg. The Functional Organization of Exocytotic Synaptic Input to Place Cells in the Hippocampal Formation; Lev Benaroya, adviser.


Ariana Gray Bé, Chemistry; Weinberg. Synthesis and Surface-Specific Analysis of Terpene-Derived Oxidation Products in Biogenic Secondary Organic Aerosol Particles; Franz Geiger and Megan Thompson, advisers.


Megan Elizabeth Beck, Materials Science and Engineering; McCormick. Self-Adjusted Hetero-junction Diodes and Transistors; Mark Hersam, adviser.

Sandra Berjan, German Literature and Critical Theory; Weinberg. The Neuropoetics of Pain: Human Physiology in Haller and Lessing; Emma Benz-Granville, adviser.

Richard C. Betori, Chemistry; Weinberg. Targeted Covalent Inhibition of Telomerase and Development of New Methods Involving Photoredox Catalysis; Karl Scheldt, adviser.

Marc R. Bourget, Materials Science and Engineering; McCormick. Collective Optical Properties of Plasmonic Nanoparticle Systems; George Schatz, adviser.

Patricia Louise Braize, Driskill Graduate Training Program in Life Sciences; Feinberg. LBURAC Activity Regulates the Lung Epithelial Response to Influenza A Virus Infection; Jacob Snajder, adviser.


Eric Joseph Earley, Biomedical Engineering; McCormick. Sensory Substitution in the Presence of Vision: Providing Joint Speed Feedback to Improve Myoelectric Prosthetic Control and Adaptation; David Jordan, adviser.

Begum Birsen Egelmez, Computer Engineering; McCormick. Determining Prognostic Physiological Attributes of Stress Using Wearable Sensors; Gokhan Memik, adviser.

Alice Jeanette Fox, Plant Biology and Conservation; Weinberg. Implications of Within-Species Root and Shoot Trait Variation and Plasticity for Species Coexistence; Andrea Kramer, adviser.

Marco Giovanni, Mechanical Engineering; McCormick. Soft Tissue Cutting in Core Biopsies; Kornel Ehmann, adviser.

Jacqueline Godbe, Chemistry; Weinberg. Design Rules to Control Mechanical Properties in 3D Hydrogels for Optimal Neural Growth; Samuel Stupp, adviser.

Suval Gunasekaran, Biomedical Engineering; McCormick. Cardiac Tissue Characterization with Advanced MRI for Quantifying the Substrate of Atrial Fibrillation and Predicting Outcomes Following Catheter Ablation; Daniel Kim and Michael Markl, advisers.

Kazi Yasin Helal, Chemical and Biological Engineering; McCormick. Trajectory Analysis of Analytes for High-Throughput Experiments with SAMDI Mass Spectrometry; Milan Mrksic, adviser.

Anqi Hu, Mechanical Engineering; McCormick. Data-Driven Material Modeling of Polymer Nanocomposites; L. Catherine Brinson, adviser.

Dipendra Kumar Jha, Computer Engineering; McCormick. Deep Learning Methodologies for Scientific Knowledge Discovery, Alok Choudhary, adviser.

Yoonjung Yoonie Joo, Driskill Graduate Training Program in Life Sciences; Feinberg. Redox Homeostasis in the Skin: Peroxiredoxin 1 Promotes the Stability of Protein-Derived Antioxidant Enzymes; Chad Desmond, adviser.

Lorena Keller, Finance; Kellogg. Capital Infows, Capital Controls, and Risk Misallocation; Dimitra Papanikolaou, adviser.

Sherry Lee, Driskill Graduate Training Program in Life Sciences; Feinberg. Redox Homeostasis in the Skin: Peroxiredoxin 1 Promotes the Stability of Protein-Derived Antioxidant Enzymes; Chad Desmond, adviser.


Max Justin Klemes, Chemistry; Weinberg.

Cheolmin Kim, Industrial Engineering and Management; McCormick.

Bongjun Kim, Computer Science; McCormick.

Jason Frederick Khoury, Chemistry; Weinberg.

Michael Louis Katz, Physics; Weinberg.

Alexander Brett Karge, Interdisciplinary Biological Sciences; McCormick.

Essays on Financial Markets; Weinberg.

Apoorv Gupta, Finance; Kellogg.

Rachel Mihuta Grimm, French and Francophone Studies; Weinberg.

Salih Emre Gercek, Political Science; Weinberg.

William Andrews Hopkins, Materials Science and Engineering; McCormick.

Developing and Understanding Materials Processing-Property Relationships for Carbon Nanotube Electronics; McCormick.

Sahil Emre Gercek, Political Science; Weinberg.

Essays on Finance; Kellogg.

Fan Entitlement or Fan Empowerment; McCormick.

Akshay Arun Murthy, Materials Science and Engineering; McCormick.

Ran Li, Materials Science and Engineering; McCormick.

Pinchuan Ong, Economics; Weinberg.

Olufolahan Adetunji Olowoyeye, Comparative Literature; Weinberg.

Richard Merton Peck, Economics; Weinberg.

Yuanjing Ma, Statistics; Weinberg.

Topics in Microbiome Data Analysis: Normalization and Differential Abundance Test and Large-Scale Human Microbe-Disease Association Prediction; Hongmei Jiang, adviser.

Giaco Magistretti, Economics; Weinberg.

Essays on the Wells of Populace Aging and Politics on Fiscal Policy and Sovereign Debt; Martin Eichenbaum, adviser.

Adam Christopher Marten, Interdepartmental Neuroscience; Communication, Weinberg, McCormick, and Weinberg, Network Failure, Apathy, and Tau Pathology in Aphasic Alzheimer Disease; Lei Wang, adviser.

Nicolás Camilo Martínez Prieto, Mechanical Engineering; McCormick.

Essays on Empirical Political Economy; Weinberg.

Matthew Notowidigdo, adviser.

Edward Nettel, Physics; Weinberg.

Improved Antihydrogen Production at the ATRAP Experiment; Gerald Gabrielson, adviser.

Shivani Pankaj Patel, Communication Sciences and Disorders; Communication. Verbal Entrainment and Correlated Neural Mechanisms in Autism Spectrum Disorder and First-Degree Relatives; Molly Losh, adviser.

Madura Pankaja Pathirage, Civil and Environmental Engineering; McCormick.

Multiscale Multi-physics Modeling of Alkali-Silica Reaction in Concrete: Experimental Investigation and Numerical Prediction; Gianluca Cusatis, adviser.

Ryan Joseph Pauli, Materials Science and Engineering; McCormick.

Lanhajne Scolante Supported Noble Metal Nanoparticles; Laurence Marks, adviser.

Richard Merton Peck, Economics; Weinberg.

Three Essays in Development Economics; Christopher Oldroyd, adviser.

Christopher David Petsko, Psychology; Weinberg.

Intersectional Categorization Theory: A Compartmentalization Model of Social Stereotyping; Galen Bodenhausen, adviser.
Sarah Charlotte Pila, Media, Technology, and Society; Communication; Can Haptic Feedback Improve Stem Cell Learning for Young Children? Lessons from an Experiment, Teacher Focus Groups, and Parent Survey; Ellen Wartella, adviser.

Tess Diandra Pottinger, Driskill Graduate Training Program in Life Sciences; Feinberg. Uncovering Rare and Common Variation Underlying Heart Failure Using Longitudinal Phenotyping in a Medical Biobank; Elizabeth McNally, adviser.


Arjun Naresh Punjabi, Electrical Engineering; McCormick. Multimodal Data Fusion and Feature Visualization in Convolutional Neural Networks; Aggelos Katseggelos, adviser.

Kaitlyn Ann Redfern, Chemistry; Weinberg. The COMPASS Family of Histone H3 Lysine 4 Methy1transferases in Transcriptional Regulation, Stem Cell Pluripotency, and Development; Neil Flanders, adviser.


Tyler W. Ueltschi, Chemistry; Weinberg. Towards Understanding Plasmon-Molecule Interactions Using Raman Spectroscopy; George Schatz, adviser.

Henry Oliver Tenadooare Wah, Mechanical Engineering; McCormick. Development and Optimization of a Novel Additive Manufacturing Towards Implantable Biomedical Devices; Cheng Sun, adviser.

Hayley Virginia White, Interdepartmental Neuroscience; Communication, Feinberg, McCormick, and Weinberg. Molecular Regulation of Neuronal Voltage-Gated Sodium Channels by Auxiliary Subunits; Indira Raman, adviser.

Stephen Kenneth Wilke, Materials Science and Engineering; McCormick. Structural Degradation of Freeze-Cast Iron-Based Foams during Redox Cycling; David Dunand, adviser.

Sarah Elizabeth Wilson, English; Weinberg. Beyond Consolation: The Ethics and Politics of Sorrow in Late Medieval England; Katharine Breen, adviser.

Shixiang Xia, Finance; Kellogg. Essays in Financial Economics; Konstantin Milbradt, adviser.

Joonhuyk Yang, Marketing; Kellogg. Digitization, Predictive and Concentration: Evidence from the South Korean Movie Market; Eric Anderson, adviser.

Jessica Simei Yu, Chemical and Biological Engineering; McCormick. Multiscale, Multiclass Agent-Based Models of Biological Systems; Joshua Leonard, adviser.

Yang Yu, Statistics; Weinberg. Several New Advances for Gaussian Process Models; Wenxian Jiang, adviser.

Zheng Yuan, Computer Science; McCormick. Scaling Classroom Education with Peer Review: A Natural Language Processing Approach; Douglas Downey, adviser.


Liwei Zeng, Industrial Engineering and Management Sciences; McCormick. Leveraging Structure in Public School Transportation Problems; Karen Smilowitz, adviser.

Huayi Zhan, Electrical Engineering; McCormick. Visual Question Answering with Explicit Reasoning; Ying Yu, adviser.

Jinghan Zhu, Materials Science and Engineering; McCormick. Stimuli-Responsive Colloidal Crystals Engineered with DNA; Chad Mirkin, adviser.

Xiaofeng Zhu, Computer Science; McCormick. Large-Scale Knowledge Management in Complex Technical Ecosystems; Douglas Downey, adviser.

Yi Zhu, Industrial Engineering and Management Sciences; McCormick. Asymptotic Uncertainty Quantification for Models and Its Application in Efficient Learning; Barry Nelson, adviser.

Gabriel Ziegler, Economics; Weinberg. Essays on Robustness and Inequality in Game Theory; Marco Sotomayor, adviser.

Master of Arts

Degree awarded September 6, 2019

George Anthony Abitante, Clinical Psychology, Feinberg

Andrea Yae Pinamang Adomako, African American Studies, Weinberg

Kellen Steven Aguilar, English, Weinberg

Jordan A. Alston, Counseling, Interschool

Kaitlyn Rose Barriere, Clinical Psychology, Feinberg

Cassandra Margaret Brandes, Psychology, Weinberg

Mandy Lynn Browning, Medical Humanities and Bioethics, Feinberg

Margaret Susan Butler, Anthropology, Weinberg

Tessa Maria Caviggano, Comparative Literary Studies, Weinberg

Timothy Gordon Charlebois, Political Science, Weinberg

Alexander Clain, Nonclinical Communication Sciences, Communication

Ashley Marie Colin, Counseling, Interschool

Kevin M. Connor, Counseling, Interschool

Jessica Lynn Crain, Slavic Languages and Literatures, Weinberg

Kathleen Frances Dady, Medical Humanities and Bioethics, Feinberg

Aisha L. Davis, Counseling, Interschool

Danielle Ann DePrimo, Counseling, Interschool

Jenna Marie Derosa, Counseling, Interschool

Morgan Courtney Dirigle, Counseling, Interschool

Amy Jean Durtchi, Counseling, Interschool

Juliean Mysha Ju’El Edwards, Counseling, Interschool

Thomas Feerick, Slavic Languages and Literatures, Weinberg

Lindsay Elizabeth Jerome, Learning Sciences, Education and Social Policy

Zoahib Al-Minjessi, Clinical Psychology, Feinberg

Kyle Robert Josa, Clinical Psychology, Feinberg

Jacob Julian Kaufman, Counseling, Interschool

Andrew Wooyoung Kim, Anthropology, Weinberg

Brandon J. Knopp, Counseling, Interschool

Lingde Kong, Learning Sciences, Education and Social Policy

Sarah Larison, Learning Sciences, Education and Social Policy

Justin Charles Lee, Counseling, Interschool

Madeline Elizabeth Ling, Counseling, Interschool

Nicole Marie Macllvaine, Clinical Psychology, Feinberg

Malia Kristin Mattingly, Counseling, Interschool

Emanuela Natalie Mentoya, Medical Humanities and Bioethics, Feinberg

Shanna Jane Muir, Counseling, Interschool

Rachel Lauren New, Counseling, Interschool

Jean Rusler O’Neill, Counseling, Interschool

Sarita Marie Phoungphol, Counseling, Interschool

William Edwin Pierce, English, Weinberg

Eve Rogerson, Counseling, Interschool

Kanika Shirule, Counseling, Interschool

Kathryn Lacy Sinclair, Counseling, Interschool

Dennis Patrick Smith, Counseling, Interschool

Stacey Anne Sparks, Counseling, Interschool

Jonathan McKenzie Taylor, Counseling, Interschool

Shaina Michelle Toulabi, Counseling, Interschool

Stephanie Yang, Medical Humanities and Bioethics, Feinberg

Michelle Sakala Webber, Counseling, Interschool

Jerry L. Wheeler Jr., Counseling, Interschool

Lindsey Grace Williams, Counseling, Interschool

Yue Yin, Economics, Weinberg

Nanzi Zheng, Clinical Psychology, Feinberg

Degree awarded December 20, 2019

Saba Ajel, Counseling, Interschool

Elena Katherine Belfaart, English, Weinberg

Andrea Kinghorn Busby, Human Development and Social Policy, Education and Social Policy

Millicent Ashley Cahoon, Counseling, Interschool

Haley Michelle Callahan, Counseling, Interschool

John E. Cataldi, Sociology, Weinberg

Jennifer Comerford, English, Weinberg

Ryan Durgin, Counseling, Interschool

Daniel Encinas Zavales, Political Science, Weinberg

Luiz Henrique Ferreira Cruz E Superti, Economics, Weinberg

Celeste Anne Fiori, Counseling, Interschool

Bailey Flynn, Communication Studies, Communication

Dara Gaines, Political Science, Weinberg

Scott M. Gleeson, Counseling, Interschool

Brady Leigh Gordon, Counseling, Interschool

Rachel Mituca Grims, French and Francophone Studies, Weinberg

Caridad Guerra, Counseling, Interschool

Whitney Harper, Counseling, Interschool

Sadat Hasnain, Anthropology, Weinberg

Elizabeth Lee Howell, History, Weinberg

Madison Mackenzie Hubler, Counseling, Interschool

Kaitlan Taylor Johnson, Counseling, Interschool

Katharine Leathan Jones, Counseling, Interschool

Lamin Keita, Political Science, Weinberg

Rebekah Kiefer, Counseling, Interschool
Paige Christine Sarlandt, Counseling, Interschool
Jonathan Scott Schulman, Political Science, Weinberg
Caitlin Mag Spring, Counseling, Interschool
Delissa Renae Simmons, Counseling, Interschool
Tara Kaye Simmons, Slavic Languages and Literatures, Weinberg
Stacy Lynn Simon, Counseling, Interschool
Erin Claire Snyder, Counseling, Interschool
Sue Tao, Counseling, Interschool
Davon Tillett, Counseling, Interschool
Daniece Jolé Townsend, Counseling, Interschool
Xiajuan Xu, Counseling, Interschool
Samelle Saville Tyson, Counseling, Interschool
Martha Caroline Vazey, Counseling, Interschool
Mahir Akhil Wagh, Economics, Weinberg
Ting Wang, Economics, Weinberg
Seth Alexander Williams, Medical Humanities, Communication
Abbigail Grace Vandersnick, Documentary Media, Communications
Sharena Sigmon, Writing for the Screen and Stage, Communication
Cindy Phenix, Art Theory and Practice, Weinberg
Isabella Ostos Campo, Documentary Media, Communication
Ruidi Ni, Documentary Media, Communication
Emily McDermott, Writing for the Screen and Stage, Communication
Alexandre成就 Williamson, Medical Humanities and Bioethics, Weinberg
Anastazja Wozniak, Counseling, Interschool
Jamie Wozniak, Counseling, Interschool
Olivia Khatiblou, Writing for the Screen and Stage, Communication
Mireya Guzmán-Ortiz, Documentary Media, Communication
Raphael Nicole Goldberg, Writing for the Screen and Stage, Communication
Lee Hannah Conrads, Directing, Communication
Melanie Adele Coffee, Writing for the Screen and Stage, Communication
Mariana Escallon Barrios, Industrial Engineering, McCormick
Anne Kirsti DeCore, Marriage and Family Therapy, Weinberg
Chinghwa Anita Chen, Chemistry, Weinberg
Alexander Cao, Industrial Engineering and Operations Research, McCormick
Trevor J. Alston, Biomedical Engineering, McCormick
Aditi Agarwal, Clinical Investigation, Feinberg
Runze Zhang, Physics, Weinberg
Hsin-Yun Yeh, Biomedical Engineering, McCormick
Qiming Xuan, Industrial Engineering and Operations Research, McCormick
Joshua Aaron Volker, Biomedical Engineering, McCormick
Blake Patrick Strebel, Mechanical Engineering, McCormick
Michael D. Greenberg, Computer Science, McCormick
Seung Yun Huh, Biomedical Engineering, McCormick
Samantha Erinn Huddleston, Biomedical Engineering, McCormick
Joon Suk Huh, Physics, Weinberg
Brenna Ellen Lakenman, Biomedical Engineering, McCormick
Aretaios Lalakos, Astronomy, Weinberg
Yinglan Li, Computer Science, McCormick
Yunxuan Li, Computer Engineering, McCormick
Boyi Liu, Industrial Engineering and Management Sciences, McCormick
Yuejun Liu, Neurobiology, Weinberg
Jiayan Ma, Engineering Design and Innovation, McCormick
Michael James MacKenzie, Physics, Weinberg
Christopher Robert Mann, Plant Biology and Conservation, Weinberg
Miles Reza Markman, Chemistry, Weinberg
Anna Eileen McKean, Management and Organizations and Sociology, Kellogg and Weinberg
Sangwook Nam, Managerial Economics and Strategy, Kellogg
Kenneth Juston Osborne, Psychology, Weinberg
Apananchit Pruskapipat, Civil and Environmental Engineering, McCormick
Ashmita Rajendran, Quantitative and Systems Biology, Weinberg
Mohammad Rassoulnejad, Civil and Environmental Engineering, McCormick
Ian Sam Rubnoff, Biomedical Engineering, McCormick
Nana Yeaw Dankwa Sarpong, Reproductive Science and Medicine, Weinberg
Fernando Senovilla Sanz, Neurobiology, Weinberg
Solangé Marie Simpson, Biomedical Engineering, McCormick
Max Kailler Smith, Psychology, Weinberg
Samuel Leonard Sorkin, Materials Science and Engineering, McCormick
Tawny Spinelli, Clinical Psychology, Weinberg
Blake Patrick Strebel, Mechanical Engineering, McCormick
Gregory M. Tong, Quantitative and Systems Biology, Weinberg
Kristy Sze-man Tse, Reproductive Science and Medicine, Weinberg
Miguel Angel Vaca Moran, Biomedical Engineering, McCormick
Manon Eugenie Vosin-Leprince, Civil and Environmental Engineering, McCormick
Joshua Aaron Volker, Biomedical Engineering, McCormick
Yixing Wang, Computer Science, McCormick
Eugene O'Bryan Wickett, Industrial Engineering and Management Sciences, McCormick
Haifying Xu, Biomedical Engineering, McCormick
Qiming Xuan, Industrial Engineering and Management Sciences, McCormick
Zhaoxun Yang, Civil and Environmental Engineering, McCormick
Hsin-Yun Yeh, Biomedical Engineering, McCormick
Tarik Kayo Yuce, Health Services and Outcomes Research, Feinberg and Weinberg
Runze Zhang, Physics, Weinberg
Yufeng Zhang, Industrial Engineering and Management Sciences, McCormick
Deepti Kaurjeet Zats, Computer Science, McCormick
Amit Sanjay Adate, Computer Science, McCormick
Remy Afolg, Computer Science, McCormick
Sarah Ahmad, Computer Science, McCormick
Catherine Kanishka Alag, Civil and Environmental Engineering, McCormick
Branden Oladapo Adelelebe, Mechanical Engineering, McCormick
Beatriz Alessio-Llobet Oroxo, Engineering Design and Innovation, McCormick
Nandita Amara, Biomedical Engineering, McCormick
Souvik Bagchi, Computer Science, McCormick
Lily Bahlzhi, Computer Science, McCormick
Hannah Jane Bausch, Earth and Planetary Sciences, Weinberg

Master of Public Health

Degree awarded September 6, 2019
Osfaeme Ewalefeh, Feinberg

Degree awarded December 20, 2019
Anya A. Patel, Feinberg

Degree awarded March 27, 2020
Sarah Jane Quillin, Feinberg

Candidates for degree, June 19, 2020
Lindsay Ann Adamski, Feinberg
Maria Bukowska, Feinberg
Sarah Elizabeth Bundra, Feinberg
Marcus Jamil Byrd, Feinberg
Ella Patricia Carney, Feinberg
Holly M. Geteron, Feinberg
Kathryn Cole Chess, Feinberg
Odera Ekeh, Feinberg
*Patricia Obiaguiolu Ekwueme, Weinberg
Alexander John Ellyn, Feinberg
Michelle Yun Fu, Feinberg
Meghana Gadiraju, Feinberg
Rita Nitin Golecha, Feinberg
Mianhao Guo, Feinberg
*Madeline Jennifer Holston, Feinberg
Stephanie Lynn Jara, Feinberg
Caroline Jaroslawski, Feinberg
Lauren Elise Kane, Feinberg
Jacqueline Marie Korpius, Feinberg
Kirsten Noelle Mansfield, Feinberg
*Antoinette Robey Oot, Feinberg
Melissa Lorien Palma, Feinberg
*Kreena Karishma Patel, Feinberg
*Adam Basel Pissaris, Feinberg
Pearl Quattery-Kumapley, Feinberg
*Gabriella Lucille Rader, Feinberg
*Amanda Michelle Rosner, Feinberg
Julia Linda Shenkman, Feinberg
Sydney Alexis Summerlin, Feinberg
Alison Lee VanDine, Feinberg
*Margaret Rose Walker, Feinberg
*Jessica Ann Wang, Feinberg
*Han Wei Vincent Wu, Feinberg
Wenyuan Zhou, Feinberg

Master of Fine Arts

Degree awarded September 6, 2019
Joseph Arthur Franjoine, Stage Design, Communication
Scott Douglas Penner, Stage Design, Communication

Degree awarded December 20, 2019
Jeffrey August Mosser, Directing, Communication

Candidates for degree, June 19, 2020
Emmely M. Aldave Leon, Documentary Media, Communication
Leah Roth Barsanti, Writing for the Screen and Stage, Communication
Ian M. Bertorelli, Documentary Media, Communication
Patrick Stephen Cavaugh, Writing for the Screen and Stage, Communication
Melanie Adele Coffee, Writing for the Screen and Stage, Communication
alex bradley cohen, Art Theory and Practice, Weinberg
Lee Hannah Conrads, Directing, Communication
Raphael Nicole Goldberg, Writing for the Screen and Stage, Communication
Milton Ernesto Guillen Bendana, Documentary Media, Communication
Mireya Guzmán-Ortiz, Documentary Media, Communication
Erika Margaret Hakmiller, Writing for the Screen and Stage, Communication
Kayanna Khadour, Writing for the Screen and Stage, Communication
Michelle C. Lilly, Stage Design, Communication
Gabrielle Monet Lovelace, Writing for the Screen and Stage, Communication
Anthony Joseph Mantia, Writing for the Screen and Stage, Communication
Emily McDermott, Writing for the Screen and Stage, Communication
Elana Chaya Meyers, Documentary Media, Communication
Ruidi Ni, Documentary Media, Communication
Isabella Ostos Campo, Documentary Media, Communication
Cindy Phenix, Art Theory and Practice, Weinberg
Sharena Sigmon, Writing for the Screen and Stage, Communication
Abigail Grace Vandersnick, Documentary Media, Communication
Patrick M. Vermillion, Writing for the Screen and Stage, Communication
Vynique Scott Walker, Writing for the Screen and Stage, Communication
Xinny Wang, Documentary Media, Communication
Xizin Zhang, Documentary Media, Communication

*Also Doctor of Medicine degree
Nicholas William Behling, Mechanical Engineering, McCormick
Erika Ashley Belli, Interdepartmental Neuroscience, Communication, Feinberg, McCormick, and Weinberg
Alyssa Ashlyn Brown, Engineering Design and Innovation, McCormick
Jason Yang Cai, Chemical and Biological Engineering, McCormick
Ryan Patrick Callaghan, Engineering Design and Innovation, McCormick
Gabriel Caniglia, Computer Science, McCormick
Chutian Chen, Civil and Environmental Engineering, McCormick
Hao Chen, Materials Science and Engineering, McCormick
Jeffrey Eajay Chen, Materials Science and Engineering, McCormick
Xianyu Chen, Materials Science and Engineering, McCormick
Yiming Dai, Computer Engineering, McCormick
Lily Josepha Dalka, Biomedical Engineering, McCormick
Gwen Ellen Depolo, Materials Science and Engineering, McCormick
Yahia Khalel El Bsat, Computer Science, McCormick
Alexander Song-Horng Fang, Computer Science, McCormick
Daniel Michael Feltey, Computer Science, McCormick
Ernesto Garcia, Engineering Design and Innovation, McCormick
Arnav Gulati, Computer Science, McCormick
Jinyi Guo, Materials Science and Engineering, McCormick
Shixuan Guo, Engineering Sciences and Applied Mathematics, McCormick
Zunrao Guo, Computer Science, McCormick
Alexandre E. Gurevich, Mechanical Engineering, McCormick
Altamash Shamsul Hassan, Biomedical Engineering, McCormick
Ivan Alfonso Hernandez, Psychology, Weinberg
Evelyn Kaian Ho, Neurobiology, Weinberg
Jamie Huang, Mechanical Engineering, McCormick
Siddhartha Joshi, Computer Engineering, McCormick
William Ross Kellogg, Materials Science and Engineering, McCormick
Haein Kim, Engineering Design and Innovation, McCormick
Yabin Kim, Accounting Information and Management, Kellogg
Neha Kothi, Engineering Design and Innovation, McCormick
Devdhar Kodilat, Mechanical Engineering, McCormick
Dhanvin Kodilat, Mechanical Engineering, McCormick
Amanda Kohlmeier, Clinical Investigation, Feinberg
Nithin Krishnan, Computer Science, McCormick
Sai Tanya Kumbhararegi, Computer Science, McCormick
Yulia Lagoia, Neurobiology, Weinberg
Abigail M. Lammers, Engineering Design and Innovation, McCormick
Hanna Lauterbach, Engineering Design and Innovation, McCormick
Haoran Li, Civil and Environmental Engineering, McCormick
Jiahong Li, Materials Science and Engineering, McCormick
Lingyu Li, Computer Science, McCormick
Ningyan Li, Materials Science and Engineering, McCormick
Yinuo Li, Engineering Sciences and Applied Mathematics, McCormick
Mingfu Liang, Engineering Sciences and Applied Mathematics, McCormick
Shuang Liang, Materials Science and Engineering, McCormick
Manshan Lin, Computer Science, McCormick
Yi Shan Lin, Computer Science, McCormick
Yike Ling, Mechanical Engineering, McCormick
Eric Michael Liotto, Clinical Investigation, Feinberg
Sheng Liu, Mechanical Engineering, McCormick
Yining Liu, Materials Science and Engineering, McCormick
Jingyi Lu, Computer Science, McCormick
Mayank Malik, Computer Science, McCormick
Carlo Medici, Managerial Economics and Strategy, Kellogg
Roger Mei, Computer Science, McCormick
Hannah Gordon Miller, Engineering Design and Innovation, McCormick
Jingjing Mu, Civil and Environmental Engineering, McCormick
Drake Ethan-Hawke Mullett, Plant Biology and Conservation, Weinberg
Danilo Neri Da Cunha, Computer Science, McCormick
Erkin Oto, Mechanical Engineering, McCormick
Siddhartha Sundaram Pamidighantam, Computer Science, McCormick
Kedeng Pan, Computer Science, McCormick
Cesar Andres Patino, Mechanical Engineering, McCormick
Maria Elena Perez Villa, Mechanical Engineering, McCormick
Julie Elizabeth Petersen, Clinical Psychology, Feinberg
Adam John Pchinsky, Biomedical Engineering, McCormick
Alexandra Portnova, Mechanical Engineering, McCormick
Vidit Shaileshbhai Pujara, Civil and Environmental Engineering, McCormick
Hongye Qi, Mechanical Engineering, McCormick
Zheng Qiao, Materials Science and Engineering, McCormick
Jacob M. Rayyan, Neurobiology, Weinberg
Jelani Kari Roberts, Engineering Design and Innovation, McCormick
Nicholas Burton Rozema, Neurobiology, Weinberg
Mohammad Javad Sarfi, Mechanical Engineering, McCormick
Nileshwar Lillurvar, Earth and Planetary Sciences, Weinberg
Omkar Hanmant Satpute, Computer Science, McCormick
Bradley David Sedor, Engineering Design and Innovation, McCormick
Ritwika Sen, Managerial Economics and Strategy, Kellogg
Sinan Seymen, Industrial Engineering and Management Sciences, McCormick
Ju Ying Shang, Materials Science and Engineering, McCormick
Vineet Mahesh Sharma, Biomedical Engineering, McCormick
Jiaue Shill, Computer Science, McCormick
Haixu Shen, Materials Science and Engineering, McCormick
Jianan Shen, Materials Science and Engineering, McCormick
Yuqian Shen, Computer Engineering, McCormick
Zhitaoh Shen, Materials Science and Engineering, McCormick
Dalanin Shi, Civil and Environmental Engineering, McCormick
Abigail M. Lammers, Engineering Design and Innovation, McCormick
Allison Nicole Shields, Psychology, Weinberg
Jordan Matthew Shochatovitz, Engineering Sciences and Applied Mathematics, McCormick
Andrew Kuruwah Shum, Driskill Graduate Training Program in Life Sciences, Feinberg
Andrew Joseph Singera, Biomedical Engineering, McCormick
Joseph Tebben Sombeck, Biomedical Engineering, McCormick
Yizhi Song, Engineering Sciences and Applied Mathematics, McCormick
Mihai Joseph Sorensen, Mechanical Engineering, McCormick
Christopher Stephen Spaulding, Engineering Design and Innovation, McCormick
Victor Stepanov, Mechanical Engineering, McCormick
Thomas Isaac Stadler, Engineering Sciences and Applied Mathematics, McCormick
Ingrid Stolt, Physics, Weinberg
Samanvitha Kamakshi Sundar, Computer Science, McCormick
Jiaoy Suo, Computer Science, McCormick
Mingyao Tan, Computer Science, McCormick
Yunting Tan, Civil and Environmental Engineering, McCormick
Hetian Tang, Civil and Environmental Engineering, McCormick
Yuni Teh, Biomedical Engineering, McCormick
Danhui Tian, Civil and Environmental Engineering, McCormick
Yu Tian, Electrical Engineering, McCormick
Kelly Marie Wachtel, Computer Science, McCormick
Chuyue Wang, Biostatistics, Feinberg
Hengkang Wang, Computer Science, McCormick
Jinghe Wang, Engineering Sciences and Applied Mathematics, McCormick
Qingyi Wang, Civil and Environmental Engineering, McCormick
Yewon Wang, Computer Science, McCormick
Charlotte Emily Ward, Statistics, Weinberg
Benjamin Hunter Warren, Computer Science, McCormick
Kristine Marie Watral, Neurobiology, Weinberg
Alexander Webb, Mechanical Engineering, McCormick
Mingwei Wei, Physics, Weinberg
John Fairbank Welch, Engineering Design and Innovation, McCormick
Shujiang Wen, Computer Engineering, McCormick
Karen Wu, Civil and Environmental Engineering, McCormick
Shushan Wu, Civil and Environmental Engineering, McCormick
Lingzhi Xi, Computer Science, McCormick
Hongjie Xia, Neurobiology, Weinberg
Hua Hao Xie, Electrical Engineering, McCormick
Siuyuan Xie, Mechanical Engineering, McCormick
Mengfan Xu, Industrial Engineering and Management Sciences, McCormick
Yue Xu, Computer Science, McCormick
Hanzhi Yang, Computer Engineering, McCormick
Andrea Marie Yeretz, Psychology, Weinberg
Zapeng Yin, Physics, Weinberg
Gakil Richard Yu, Computer Science, McCormick
Jingyi Yu, Civil and Environmental Engineering, McCormick
Qingyu Yu, Industrial Engineering and Management Sciences, McCormick
Yang Yu, Statistics, Weinberg
Meng Yuan, Computer Science, McCormick
Xueying Yuan, Engineering Sciences and Applied Mathematics, McCormick
Bindan Zhang, Marketing, Kellogg
Chier Zhang, Materials Science and Engineering, McCormick
Christy Jiayi Zhang, Engineering Design and Innovation, McCormick
Renhou Zhang, Civil and Environmental Engineering, McCormick
Yichi Zhang, Theoretical and Applied Mechanics, McCormick
Yi Zhang, Civil and Environmental Engineering, McCormick
Yuchi Zhang, Civil and Environmental Engineering, McCormick
Zhong Zhang, Engineering Sciences and Applied Mathematics, McCormick
Degree awarded March 27, 2020
Wenzel Akiyenele Akinbode, Mechanical Engineering, McCormick
Akash Borde, Mechanical Engineering, McCormick
Elisa C. Borowski, Civil and Environmental Engineering, McCormick
Susan Alexis McClure Brown, Civil and Environmental Engineering, McCormick
Mingwei Cai, Civil and Environmental Engineering, McCormick
Jerome Henry Campbell, Chemical and Biological Engineering, McCormick
Kevin Edward Chan, Computer Science, McCormick
Baljash Singh Cheema, Clinical Investigation, Feinberg
Chen Chen, Biomedical Engineering, McCormick
Utthara Rameshbabu, Materials Science and Engineering, McCormick
Ugurcan Mugan, Biomedical Engineering, McCormick
Renee Elisabeth Manzagol-Harwood, Physics and Astronomy, Weinberg
Yingyi Luo, Computer Engineering, McCormick
Yifu Luo, Mechanical Engineering, McCormick
Xinyi Luo, Industrial Engineering and Management Sciences, McCormick
Matthew James LoRusso, Biomedical Engineering, McCormick
Francesca Rose Long, Materials Science and Engineering, McCormick
Yifei Li, Mechanical Engineering, McCormick
Jiarui Li, Mechanical Engineering, McCormick
Brittany Almquist Lewis, Finance, Kellogg
Caroline Lemoine, Clinical Investigation, Feinberg
Sarah Catherine Jurgensmeyer, Genetic Counseling, Feinberg
Geneva K. Jonathan, Clinical Psychology, Feinberg
Silvester Dong-sug Jang, Mechanical Engineering, McCormick
Rethavathi Janarthanam, Health and Biomedical Informatics, Feinberg
Natalie Celeste Gutierrez, Genetic Counseling, Feinberg
Shu Han, Computer Science, McCormick
Wei Hang, Computer Science, McCormick
Emily Taylor Hayes, Reproductive Science and Medicine, Feinberg
Eleanor Margaret Reid Hilton, Genetic Counseling, Feinberg
Rathavathi Janarthanam, Health and Biomedical Informatics, Feinberg
Joanne Ting Yu Hsu, Engineering Design and Innovation, McCormick
Fan Hu, Computer Science, McCormick
Xu Huang, Computer Engineering, McCormick
Jeremy Thomas Jabbour, Psychology, Weinberg
Rathavathi Janarthanam, Health and Biomedical Informatics, Feinberg
Natalie Victoria Roebuck Bishop, Health and Biomedical Informatics, Feinberg
Ashlee Justine Bell-Cohn, Clinical Investigation, Feinberg
Samuel Allen Arrants, Computer Science, McCormick
Angela Alvarez Pascual, Marriage and Family Therapy, Interschool
Shengtong Zhang, Industrial Engineering and Management Sciences, McCormick
Jingyan Zhang, Electrical Engineering, McCormick
Boliang Zhang, Electrical Engineering, McCormick
Meng Yuan, Computer Engineering, McCormick
Xiao Yu, Electrical Engineering, McCormick
Lingze Xu, Computer Engineering, McCormick
Ziwei Wang, Applied Physics, McCormick
Wilson Wang, Computer Science, McCormick
Xingyu Wang, Industrial Engineering and Management Sciences, McCormick
Yaoke Wang, Mechanical Engineering, McCormick
Yue Wang, Electrical Engineering, McCormick
Zhaowei Wang, Computer Science, McCormick
Jinyan Zhang, Electrical Engineering, McCormick
Shengqiong Zhang, Industrial Engineering and Management Sciences, McCormick
Boyang Zhang, Electrical Engineering, McCormick
Boyang Zhang, Electrical Engineering, McCormick
Zhaowei Wang, Computer Science, McCormick
Shengzhao Zhang, Mechanical Engineering, McCormick
Andrzej Jastrowicz, Health and Biomedical Informatics, Feinberg
Robert L. Harwell, Reproductive Science and Medicine, Feinberg
Dennis Walter Fee, Civil and Environmental Engineering, McCormick
Yuchao Peng, Civil and Environmental Engineering, McCormick
André Ferreira Schweizer, Civil and Environmental Engineering, McCormick
Chelsea Fischer, Health Services and Outcomes Research, Feinberg
Leah Watson Fishbein, Marriage and Family Therapy, Interschool
Juliet Lucie Freudman, Materials Science and Engineering, McCormick
Emily Suzan Fu, Clinical Psychology, Feinberg
Courtney Lance Furlough, Health Services and Outcomes Research, Feinberg
Hannah Louise Gaertner, Computer Science, McCormick
Shamumgapiya Ganesan, Biomedical Engineering, McCormick
Rosa Garcia, Marriage and Family Therapy, Interschool
Mustafa Isam Ghanim, Biomedical Engineering, McCormick
Kevin Ginsburg, Health Services and Outcomes Research, Feinberg
Blair Pollit Golden, Health Services and Outcomes Research, Feinberg
Lukas Alexander Gross, Computer Science, McCormick
Jasmine Jiona Guiley Brown, Marriage and Family Therapy, Interschool
Jiahao Guo, Mechanical Engineering, McCormick
Jihong Guo, Civil and Environmental Engineering, McCormick
Ashlee Justine Bell-Cohn, Clinical Investigation, Feinberg
Natalie Victoria Roebuck Bishop, Health and Biomedical Informatics, Feinberg
Karlyn Anne Martin, Health Services and Outcomes Research, Feinberg
Jamie Nicole Mara, Reproductive Science and Medicine, Feinberg
Benjamin Thomas Many, Health Services and Outcomes Research, Feinberg
Kyle Daniel Heraty, Genetic Counseling, Feinberg
Emily Francine Hittner, Statistics, Weinberg
David Charles Hofferber, Computer Science, McCormick
Brooke Ashley Holmes, Marriage and Family Therapy, Interschool
Shemin Hong, Civil and Environmental Engineering, McCormick
Taige Hong, Computer Science, McCormick
Sophia Weifan Huang, Mechanical Engineering, McCormick
Wenyuan Huang, Electrical Engineering, McCormick
Rachel Jennifer Hunter, Marriage and Family Therapy, Interschool
Laurel Anne Jackson, Biostatistics, Feinberg
Tajit Kumar Jain, Mathematics, Weinberg
Anna Valentina Jaunaras, Biostatistics, Feinberg
Guocheng Jiang, Civil and Environmental Engineering, McCormick
Shoshanna Elizabeth Jiang, Biostatistics, Feinberg
Sapphire Alexandra Jones, Marriage and Family Therapy, Interschool
Tsz Kit Lau, Statistics, Weinberg
Rachel Sam Lin Lee, Marriage and Family Therapy, Interschool
Joshua Samuel Welburn, Mechanical Engineering, McCormick
Sarah Fatima Khan, Reproductive Science and Medicine, Feinberg
Joshua Mintae Kim, Chemical and Biological Engineering, McCormick
Taehun Kim, Computer Science, McCormick
Vikram Kohli, Computer Science, McCormick
Erim Marie Kolasilin, Civil and Environmental Engineering, McCormick
Jennifer Danielle Kuna, Health Services and Outcomes Research, Feinberg
Zhenting Ian Kwock, Clinical Psychology, Feinberg
Phillip Hyunseung Kwon, Mechanical Engineering, McCormick
Nachammal Lakshmanan, Computer Science, McCormick
Peter Li, Computer Science, McCormick
Simin Li, Operations Management, Kellogg
Andrew Lin, Civil and Environmental Engineering, McCormick
Chenghong Lin, Computer Science, McCormick
Jian Luo, Computer Science, McCormick
Shiyou Liu, Physics, Weinberg
Tao Li Liu, Mechanical Engineering, McCormick
Amanda Noemi Lopez-Martinez, Marriage and Family Therapy, Interschool
Jessica Nina Lovstad, Clinical Investigation, Feinberg
Qirui Luo, Computer Science, McCormick
Jiahui Lyu, Statistics, Weinberg
Sophie Macfarland, Materials Science and Engineering, McCormick
Rodrigo Raphael Maldonado, Chemistry, Weinberg
Benjamin Thomas Many, Health Services and Outcomes Research, Feinberg
Jamie Nicole Mara, Reproductive Science and Medicine, Feinberg
Karilyn Anne Martin, Health Services and Outcomes Research, Feinberg
Ruben Alejandro Martin, Genetic Counseling, Feinberg
Kanye Marie Massman, Reproductive Science and Medicine, Feinberg
Jennah Elizabeth Mazur, Reproductive Science and Medicine, Feinberg
Kristin Leigh Mekel, Healthcare Quality and Patient Safety, Feinberg
Victoria Meliska, Civil and Environmental Engineering, McCormick
Nina S. Menda, Healthcare Quality and Patient Safety, Feinberg
Gabrielle Meyman, Reproductive Science and Medicine, Feinberg
Meghan Elizabeth Morris, Civil and Environmental Engineering, McCormick
Chandlier Leigh Myers, Genetic Counseling, Feinberg
Gabriel Ian Joseph Nathan, Earth and Planetary Sciences, Weinberg
Caroline Pia Elizabeth Neal, Marriage and Family Therapy, Interschool
Molly Claire Neuhafle, Marriage and Family Therapy, Interschool
Yuanhao Ni, Civil and Environmental Engineering, McCormick
Julia Gwenda Xiao Nicholson, Civil and Environmental Engineering, McCormick
Maher Nizar Said, Civil and Environmental Engineering, McCormick
Natalia Barbara Obrazt, Civil and Environmental Engineering, McCormick
Jae Woo Ok, Computer Engineering, McCormick
Kaitlyn Lucrezia O’Shea, Biostatistics, Feinberg
Kyle Richard Owen, Chemical and Biological Engineering, McCormick
Noelle Elizabeth Ozimek, Reproductive Science and Medicine, Feinberg
Kaela Brianne Palmer, Marriage and Family Therapy, Interschool
Matthew Weston Parsa, Computer Science, McCormick
Sook Hyon Park, Clinical Investigation, Feinberg
Ashleha Patel, Healthcare Quality and Patient Safety, Feinberg
Ravi Bharat Patel, Clinical Investigation, Feinberg
Dale Alan Patterson, Healthcare Quality and Patient Safety, Feinberg
Richard Merton Peck, Statistics, Weinberg
Joshua Michael Pelberg, Chemical and Biological Engineering, McCormick
Drew Harmon Pollock, Computer Science, McCormick
Kelby Jean Poulos, Civil and Environmental Engineering, McCormick
Jordan Scott Pounder, Computer Engineering, McCormick
Michael Scott Putnam, Clinical Investigation, Feinberg
Adam Pyrzak, Health Services and Outcomes Research, Feinberg
Ziyou Ren, Clinical Investigation, Feinberg
Ziyou Ren, Statistics, Weinberg
Marius Alexander Kalleberg Ring, Finance, Kellogg
Mackenzie Elizabeth Roberts, Reproductive Science and Medicine, Feinberg
Scott Christopher Roberts, Clinical Investigation, Feinberg
Roberto Josiah Rosario, Psychology, Weinberg
Ele Saatci, Computer Engineering, McCormick
Allison Margaret Saiz, Health Services and Outcomes Research, Feinberg
Robert Lasher Sanders, Mechanical Engineering, McCormick
Zhongsheng Sang, Engineering Sciences and Applied Mathematics, McCormick
Chenru Zhang, Computer Engineering, McCormick
Shane Jared Schweitzer, Management and Organizations, Kellogg
Matthew James Selensky, Earth and Planetary Sciences, Weinberg
Shambhul Shah, Chemical and Biological Engineering, McCormick
Farooq Shahzad, Clinical Investigation, Feinberg
Victoria Shakhlin, Clinical Investigation, Feinberg
Yixue Shao, Statistics, Weinberg
Shu-En Shen, Biostatistics, Feinberg
Michael Shane Smith, Computer Science, McCormick
Jennifer Carol Solomon, Marriage and Family Therapy, Interschool
Shemari Ashanti Spencer, Marriage and Family Therapy, Interschool
Yian Su, Computer Science, McCormick
Manish Suthar, Computer Science, McCormick
Carolyn Tatar, Marriage and Family Therapy, Interschool
Erin Daly Unger, Clinical Investigation, Feinberg
Jonathan Vacek, Health Services and Outcomes Research, Feinberg
Ashley K. Vavra, Healthcare Quality and Patient Safety, Feinberg
David L. J. Walner, Healthcare Quality and Patient Safety, Feinberg
Jiaxi Wang, Computer Science, McCormick
Wandi Wang, Computer Science, McCormick
Xurui Wang, Civil and Environmental Engineering, McCormick
Yuxin Wang, Physics, Weinberg
Claire Anna May Weaver, Clinical Psychology, Feinberg
Julia Kristen Weiss, Biostatistics, Feinberg
Joshua Samuel Welburn, Mechanical Engineering, McCormick
Brian Williams, Civil and Environmental Engineering, McCormick
Huaxi Xiang, Civil and Environmental Engineering, McCormick
Kai Xie, Computer Science, McCormick
Jian Xu, Electrical Engineering, McCormick
Yue Xu, Biomedical Engineering, McCormick
Hao Tian Yang, Computer Science, McCormick
Xiaoyang Yang, Biostatistics, Feinberg
Xinyi Yang, Electrical Engineering, McCormick
Yaokai Yang, Biomedical Engineering, McCormick
Autumn Yonkers, Marriage and Family Therapy, Interschool
Sarah Elizabeth Young, Marriage and Family Therapy, Interschool
Thomas S. Young, Computer Science, McCormick
Grant Yu, Computer Engineering, McCormick
Kailie Yuan, Quantitative and Systems Biology, Weinberg
Igor Vladimirovich Zakhlebin, Technology and Social Behavior, Communication and McCormick
Alvin Zhang, Engineering Sciences and Applied Mathematics, McCormick
Chenru Zhang, Computer Engineering, McCormick
Huan Zhang, Physics, Weinberg
Jianping Zhang, Computer Science, McCormick
Shuqi Zhang, Electrical Engineering, McCormick
Waruir Zhang, Mechanical Engineering, McCormick
Wendong Zhang, Civil and Environmental Engineering, McCormick
Wentao Zhang, Biomedical Engineering, McCormick
Jingyi Zhao, Engineering Sciences and Applied Mathematics, McCormick
Yunzhi Zheng, Marriage and Family Therapy, Interschool
Alana Myra Keck Zucker, Marriage and Family Therapy, Interschool
SCHOOL OF COMMUNICATION

Barbara J. O’Keefe, PhD, Dean

Doctor of Audiology

Degree awarded September 6, 2019
Sarah Katherine Black
Stephanie Elizabeth Borio
Alexandra Elise Brokner
Julia Rose Curato
Rachel Lynn Ellinger
Lauren Olivia Kelly
Claire Ann Letendre
Hilary MacCrae
Kirsten R. Mosko
Katie Lynn Schramm
Sarah Elizabeth Schwartz
Brigid Ann Townsend

John D. Demarest
Jennifer E. Colbert
Shihan Cheng
Nathan Thomas Calvert
Jennifer Lynn Britton
Monica Denise Bobbitt
Jaclyn Elise Bloch
Amanda Runella Barlow-Reynolds
Gretchen Kay Baker
Joi N. Arceneaux
Bakhytgul Amanzholkyzy

Communication
Master of Science in
Andrew Joseph Hazen

Degree awarded December 20, 2019
Communication Sciences
Master of Arts in Nonclinical
Jonathan O’Neil White
Tara Rooney Tullis
Carah Jane Sullenbarger
Adrianna Noel Spiteri
Amy Miller Sonntag
Khalyn Jones Solomon
Deborah Tabor Scheble
Elizabeth Marie Petitti
Katherine Julia McKernan

Degree awarded March 27, 2020
Pathology
Brigid Ann Townsend
Katie Lynn Schramm
Claire Ann Letendre
Lauren Olivia Kelly
Rachel Lynn Ellinger
Julia Rose Curato
Stephanie Elaine Wallace
Kristin Aasmundstad Walsh
Tana I. Watanabe
Robyn Vette Williams

Degree awarded December 20, 2019
Tabassum Fatima Qurasli
Elizabeth Wood

Master of Science in Leadership for Creative Enterprises

Degree awarded March 29, 2019
Melanie Lunardi

Degree awarded September 6, 2019
Hannah Sakura Arata
Joshua Bradley Baggett
Alessandra Brown
Elizabeth Ann Carner
Tianyu Chen
Xiaocan Chen
Allison Conner
Brenna C. Cronin
Claudia Encinas
Yi Fei
Sterling Goodrich
James Harvey
Graham Hawley
Alyssa Victoria Holcomb
Amber Joseline Hozey
Christine Qianli Lin
Minxu Lu
Matthew Meade
Alex Olsen
Laura Gweneth Rice
Collin Andrew Ritter
Amber Robertson
Yuki Sakamoto Solomon
Qinyao Song
Naichuan Tan
Tiffany Renéé Tuck
Martha Voorheis
Thomas Wall
Yayun Wang
Amanda Louise Wilson
Baiwei Xu
Huiyuan Xu
Ja Young Yang

Degree awarded December 20, 2019
Emily Anne Marzonie

Master of Science in Speech, Language, and Learning

Degree awarded September 6, 2019
Seema Tassnim Choudhury
Cristina Perez
Stephanie Sandacz

Degree awarded December 20, 2019
Scout Dakota Wolfe

Degree awarded March 27, 2020
Yiyang Shen

Candidates for degree, June 19, 2020
Kaitlyn Marie Aigner
Emma Pearl Baime
Janelle Elise Tapan Barcellano
Shana Sherrill Birger
Shayna Brickman
Julie Brinkman
Anna Therese Broadhurst
Kristina Rivas Carter
Esther Chevallier
Natalie Marie Chiappetta
Kathleen Grace Conley
Sundos Daghash
Faith D’Amico
Samantha Delp
Elaine Diamond
Colleen Margaret Drolet
Erika Ruth Marie Erchinger
Sydney Dale Ferstein
Carly Jo Gurnik
Alexandra Barron Harpole
Molly Grace Havlic
Madison Herman
Taylor Judy Hoffman
Allison Barbara Hutchinson
Laura Jaramillo
Sarah Elizabeth White Jensen
Haley Elizabeth Jones
Christine Elizabeth Kauls
Cara Allison Khoe
Katelyn Grace Kluckman
Carmela Danielle LaGambina-Lockwitz
Sarah E. Lawson
Michelle Minkyoung Lee
Alanna Christine Lynch
Margaret Ann Mallon
Richard Scott Martin
Megan Grace Maszka
Audrey Means
Bethany Elise Myers
Camille Elizabeth Nuttall
Renee Oxley
Tara Rae Petry
Marie Saxon
Alexandra Christina Schenck
Abigail Faith Seef
Madeline Nicole Serota
Zoe Alexis Sideris
Stephanie Ann Smolen
Tess Elizabeth Valente
Stefani Viola

Doctor of Speech-Language Pathology

Degree awarded March 27, 2020
Aya B. Al-Jazi
Nicoa Marie Bishop
Kristen Marie Bradshaw
Kelly Adam Canavan
LaTanya Olakobunlo Craig
Bethany Davis
Raquel J. Garcia
Belina Hadziselimovic
Loriel Mills Harvey
Tara C. Hepler
Amy Beth Levin
Adam Thomas Lloyd
Jessica Marie Martinez
Kiara Marie Matthews
Katherine Julia McKernan
Lizbeth Padilla Bolar Morrison
Elizabeth Marie Pettiti
Deborah Tahor Schible
Khaylon Jones Solomon
Amy Miller Sonntag
Adrianna Noel Spiteri
Carah Jane Sullenbarger
Tara Rooney Tullis
Jonathan O’Neil White
Linia Starlet Willis

Master of Arts in Nonclinical Communication Sciences

Degree awarded December 20, 2019
Athena Viola Salim

Candidate for degree, June 19, 2020
Andrew Joseph Hazen

Master of Science in Communication

Degree awarded September 6, 2019
Bakhrygul Amanzholkyzy
Joi N. Arceneaux
Gretchen Kay Baker
Amanda Runella Barlow-Reynolds
Jaclyn Elise Bloch
Monica Denise Bobbitt
Jennifer Lynn Britton
Thomas Calvert
Shahan Cheng
Alyssa Leigh Clancio
Jennifer E. Colbert
John D. Demarest
Ariana R. Drule
Sheng Fang
Hannah M. Fierle
Alison Finkel

Degree awarded September 6, 2019
Brandee Michelle Foley
Linda Melody Fowler
George V. Geiger
Andrea Goh Yilin
Carrie Marie Goldstein
Lara K. Hamsher
Katharine F. Harrington-Rosen
Leon G. Hendra
Jennifer Marie Judge Hensel
Jonathan M. Heynen
Chihchung Hsieh
Alex J. Huggins
Teshera Nicole Hull
Natalie Kristine Jasinski
Marcus Ramon King
Casey JoAnn Klauke
Stephanie Elizabeth Kramer
Yang Lei
Cassandra L. Libal
Tim Stuart Lively
Lola Lu
Sara Martinez
Laine Logan McDonnell
Katherine Antonina Mullins
Natasha Anne Norris
Abiola A. Okubadejo
Jose O. Ortiz
Rosario Pagliari
Lauren Pedi
Timothy Matthew Pyles
Weigang Qiu
Maria Elise Roberts
Karen Irene Rocha
Cheryl Grace Rodriguez
Jordan E. Ragan
Angelina Maria Rose
Bujar Sadiku
Madia Bendersky Sargent
Wen Si
Jacqueline Simon-Flowers
Elisabeth Carol Sladek
Zihan Su
Courtney Leigh Tan
Kristin Kay Taphorn
Katherine Ann Toll
Donita Mary Toranzo
Gabrielle Regine Torina
Clay Walter Valarezo
Victoria Marie Vann
Yuri Wada
Melanie R. Walton
Tiffany Wells
Frank James Weschler
Janay Alesha White
Sharmila Wijeyakumara
Shaun A. Willis
Jenna Marie Wilson
Kefei Wu
Weiqi Xin
Adam Andrew Zetter
Kaiwei Zhu

Master of Science in Health Communication

Degree awarded September 6, 2019
Marissa Lynn Archambau
Bryntney Lolita Bailey
Shreyra Berlina
Ellen Elizabeth Boan
Gabriel Brown
Travis Linton Cohen
Maria Eugenia Corona
Margaret MeeAe Dougherty
Joseph John Doweiko
Kelly Anne Evans
Gina Michelle Gay
John Tapp Gould
Deidra Danielle Jackson
Jiamei Jiang
Allison R. Kane
Nicole Keating
Joseph M. Kenny
Hasan Ali Khan

Degree awarded December 20, 2019
Cassandra Krop
Kamilia Aurelia Lada
Cheila Dominiae’ Lanham
Christopher Tuan Anh Le
Peter Michael Lynch
Jocelyn Louise Mason-Saffold
Stefanie G. McCormack
Kathleen R. McCorkney
Allison Grace McGregor
Svetlana Mironenko
Jessica Morrison Shadrick
Elizabeth Murphy
Janki Patel
Emelia Rae Patterson
Mark Edward Prins
Lang Qin
Cynthia ShuQi Roman
Serena Roschman
Madison Emily Roskusza
Panjiri Shukla
Anne M. Szwek
Sarah Kammerer Stricker
Zhongge Su
Casey Shannon Sullivan
Kate M. Testa
Brittany Elaine Wallace
Kristin Aasmundstad Walsh
Tana I. Watanabe
Robyn Vette Williams

Degree awarded December 20, 2019
Tabassum Fatima Qurasli
Elizabeth Wood

Master of Science in Leadership for Creative Enterprises

Degree awarded March 29, 2019
Melanie Lunardi

Degree awarded September 6, 2019
Hannah Sakura Arata
Joshua Bradley Baggett
Alessandra Brown
Elizabeth Ann Carner
Tianyu Chen
Xiaocan Chen
Allison Conner
Brenna C. Cronin
Claudia Encinas
Yi Fei
Sterling Goodrich
James Harvey
Graham Hawley
Alyssa Victoria Holcomb
Amber Joseline Hozey
Christine Qianli Lin
Minxu Lu
Matthew Meade
Alex Olsen
Laura Gweneth Rice
Collin Andrew Ritter
Amber Robertson
Yuki Sakamoto Solomon
Qinyao Song
Naichuan Tan
Tiffany Renéé Tuck
Martha Voorheis
Thomas Wall
Yayun Wang
Amanda Louise Wilson
Baiwei Xu
Huiyuan Xu
Ja Young Yang
Kaijun Yu
Jing Zhang

Degree awarded December 20, 2019
Emily Anne Marzonie

Master of Science in Speech, Language, and Learning

Degree awarded September 6, 2019
Seema Tassnim Choudhury
Cristina Perez
Stephanie Sandacz
Candidates for degree, June 19, 2020

James Thomas Arvidson
Vanessa Champagne
Camille Nicole Christopulos
Asmita Abhiijit Dan
Yajaira Gallegos
Alisha M. Gomez-Shah
Clare McFadden Gorski
Elizabeth Marie Hoffman
Natalie Talbert Jou
Brooke L. Sprague
Ruoxi Xu

Master of Science in Learning and Organizational Change

Degree awarded September 6, 2019
Benjamin Braden Holder
Sivagami Suppillah

Degree awarded December 20, 2019
Kay M. Doyle
Walter Godinez
M. Gopalan
Jessica Grossman
Julia Sophia Lanzana McDonald
Sherida V. Morrison
Megan Elizabeth Schuette
Kathleen Wisemandle

Degree awarded March 27, 2020
Jacob Matthew Beckerman
Alison Hope Bennett
Joseph Daniel Berk
Ryan Christopher Bridges
Rebecca Ann Cox
Emily Doherty
Jessica Ewers
Amy L. Glomski
Chadwick Wayne Graham
Divya Gururaj
Emily Jane Louise Hayes
Daniele L. Journou
Elyse Rebecca Kempe
Lauren Klein
Stephanie Minji Lew
Yasmin Marrero
Angelika Mazur
Daniele Hannah Mostow
Kathleen Murray
Jacqueline Patterson
Larissa Quiterio Guariglia Louru
Molly Routt
Maria Victoria Sainz Reyes
Katie Samuelsom
Christine Schounard
Amanda Lynn St. John
Alex Michael Strobl
Katherine Louise Taylor
Harry Thornberry Noriega
Chelsea Rose Williams
Tabitha M. Williams
Fengyou Wu

Candidates for degree, June 19, 2020
James Austin
Yulina Carlson
Elizabeth McCarthy Grace
Anna E. Jurgens
Eugenia Jeon Kim

Master of Science in Analytics

Degree awarded December 20, 2019
Saurabh Annadate
Alcina Nicole Burrell
Alex Joseph Burzinski
Ted Carlson
Lingjun Chen
Sis Chen
Zijin Chen
Harish Chockalingam
Sarabish Chockalingam
Anthony Colucci
Joseph D. Cook
Chuan Du
Ruixiang Fan
Steven Michael Fedell
Yu Feng
Nathan Ari Frankline
Tian Fu
Elliot Milford Gardner
Max Holiber
Naomi Arcadia Kaduwela
Matthew Kehoe
Joseph Gerald Kupresanin
Sarah Michel Leroy
Jonathan Samuel Lewyckyj
Hyung Chan Park
Kejin Qian
Yu Qiao

Master of Science in Artificial Intelligence

Degree awarded December 20, 2019
Ikhlas Attarwala
Noah Caldwell-Gatsos
Rhett Noah D’souza
Qing Hu
Subrat Mahapatra
Charles Harper von Klock Pack
Keith Nicholas Pallo
Jack William Richard
Nicolas Tykieski
Eric Yang

Degree awarded March 27, 2020
Michael Cantu
Brandon Scott Harris

Candidate for degree, June 19, 2020
Lucas Justen

Master of Science in Biotechnology

Degree awarded September 6, 2019
Chuanhu Liu

Degree awarded December 20, 2019
Timothy David Earl
Kamron Mehrayin
Luke O’Donnell
Taeyl Son

Degree awarded March 27, 2020
Giancarlo Balangue
Laura Anne Cook
Weijian Huang
Yuyao Kuang
Chinnay Sivan Menon
Michael Edward Stec
Yuyang Wang

Candidates for degree, June 19, 2020
Wenhao Cao
Mary F. Cassidy
John Timothy Docter
Connor Mackenzie Forsyth
Pan Gao
Yue Gao
Yu Hsin Huang
Hannah Klaeser
Aderonke Omokanyinsola Koya
Keyin Li
Zongru Li
Iria Manas Miramontes
Ryan Patrick Mayers
Hannah McDowell
Krista Meuli
William Bernard Minor
Yuting Pan
Nathaniel James Pollock
Sanjana Prakash Rao
Ruojia Shi

SCHOOL OF EDUCATION AND SOCIAL POLICY

David N. Figlio, PhD, Dean

Master of Science in Education and Social Policy

Degree awarded September 6, 2019
Joseph Aieta
Madison Berg
Dane Matthew Haiken
Elizabeth Grace Kane
Anne Astrid Osenbaugh
Elizabeth Kieffer Rihtar
Sheri L. Roney

Degree awarded December 20, 2019
Christina L. Martin
Max Thaddeus Czernecki Moore

Degree awarded March 27, 2020
Sarah Lynn Crawford
Allison Nicole Ridgway

Candidates for degree, June 19, 2020
Jessica Leigh Barrett
Julia Catherine Berg
Sarah Whitle Bobbe
Joshua Barney Brenner
Jeanine Ann Brew
Paul Butkovich
Laila Mohammed El-Amin
Allison Elizabeth Grecco
Carter Lawrence Grieve
Ashlee Grade
Andrew Pease Hitzhusen
Elisa Kroeger
Lauren Leffel
Schuyler Longmore
Lane J. Lubell
Amber Marie Luczak
Morgane D. Martinet
Timothy McIntyre
Merens
Zanfina Rahramani Muja
Emma Aden-Johns
Lindsay Shae Rogers
Emma Helene Scott
Samantha Darman Stone
Putrut Sunny Suntharanand
Noah C. Tesch
Devon Jovon White

Master of Science in Higher Education Administration and Policy

Degree awarded September 6, 2019
Renzie David Chipman
Karina Henderson
Andrianna Katherine Kurzenberger
Mi Liao
Jocelyn M. Saxon
Madeleine Mary Shaw

Degree awarded December 20, 2019
Theresa M. Brantuch
William Franklin Gaglione
Cristina Ortono
Christina Louise Rontell
Melissa Ann Sersland
Hernando Sevilla-Garcia

Degree awarded March 27, 2020
Erin Michele Johnson
William Dowell Oldham

Robert R. McCormick School of Engineering and Applied Science

Julio M. Ottino, PhD, Dean

Master of Engineering Management

Degree awarded December 20, 2019
Chabehel Del Carmen Amo Fernandez
Yiwei Chen
Zachary S. Fiscus
Neha Golani
Sidhant Gulhar
Fizza Jaffer
Maribel Lopez
Nurbek Matzhan
Azharuddin Mohammed
Peter Otemba
Harini Padmanabhan
John Michael Parker
Nishant Patel
Daphne Perez
Lokesh Raj Raju
Prerak Rustagi
Rohit Prashant Salgaonkar
Urvi Thakkar
Udbhav Trivedi
Azam unnovan
Yunjie Zhang

Degree awarded March 27, 2020
Jonathan James William Beach
Carlos Alberto Corrales Moguel
Kristi Palho Costa Jalny
John Carter Luce
Dakota Rose Murray
Jigar Patel

Candidates for degree, June 19, 2020
Ambreen Alizuddin
John Michael Baader
Rohan Bharadwaj
Luke Francis Hemenetz
Brandon Hsu
Ryan L. Kent
Jason Lee
Shanmugasundaram Natarajan
Pratul Patel
Ying Xu

Master of Science in Analytics

Degree awarded December 20, 2019
Saurabh Annadate
Alcina Nicole Burrell
Alex Joseph Burzinski
Ted Carlson
Lingjun Chen
Sis Chen
Zijin Chen
Harish Chockalingam
Sarabish Chockalingam
Anthony Colucci
Joseph D. Cook
Chuan Du
Ruixiang Fan
Steven Michael Fedell
Yu Feng
Nathan Ari Frankline
Tian Fu
Elliot Milford Gardner
Max Holiber
Naomi Arcadia Kaduwela
Matthew Kehoe
Joseph Gerald Kupresanin
Sarah Michel Leroy
Jonathan Samuel Lewyckyj
Hyung Chan Park
Kejin Qian
Yu Qiao

Master of Science in Artificial Intelligence

Degree awarded December 20, 2019
Ikhlas Attarwala
Noah Caldwell-Gatsos
Rhett Noah D’souza
Qing Hu
Subrat Mahapatra
Charles Harper von Klock Pack
Keith Nicholas Pallo
Jack William Richard
Nicolas Tykieski
Eric Yang

Degree awarded March 27, 2020
Michael Cantu
Brandon Scott Harris

Candidate for degree, June 19, 2020
Lucas Justen

Master of Science in Biotechnology

Degree awarded September 6, 2019
Chuanhu Liu

Degree awarded December 20, 2019
Timothy David Earl
Kamron Mehrayin
Luke O’Donnell
Taeyl Son

Degree awarded March 27, 2020
Giancarlo Balangue
Laura Anne Cook
Weijian Huang
Yuyao Kuang
Chinnay Sivan Menon
Michael Edward Stec
Yuyang Wang

Candidates for degree, June 19, 2020
Wenhao Cao
Mary F. Cassidy
John Timothy Docter
Connor Mackenzie Forsyth
Pan Gao
Yue Gao
Yu Hsin Huang
Hannah Klaeser
Aderonke Omokanyinsola Koya
Keyin Li
Zongru Li
Iria Manas Miramontes
Ryan Patrick Mayers
Hannah McDowell
Krista Meuli
William Bernard Minor
Yuting Pan
Nathaniel James Pollock
Sanjana Prakash Rao
Ruojia Shi
Master of Science in Integrated Marketing Communications

Degree awarded September 6, 2019
Arul Chaudhry
Kexin Cheng
Erica Diane Davis
Alyse Embree
Roxxan Sue Holliday
Natalie Kush
Soﬁa Carla Kuta
Tanya Yvette Lord
Zaayer Ali Merchant
Mia Elizabeth Moore
Zhen Qin
Jonathan L. Shearer
Jeanne Emily Shimer
Emily Elizabeth Stein
Wyeth Watnik

Degree awarded December 20, 2019
Syeda Faryal Ali
Roger Wayne Anderson
Akanisha Arora
Mara Lee Bey
Jiaxin Cai
Sara Marie Caputo
Haonan Chen
Jingsu Chen
Axiobin Chen
Katrina Chertkow
Li Ying Chou
Shih-Han Chou
Reina Leah Christian
Jacoby J. Collins
Livie Lynn Davey
Siyu Dong
Rheeya Dityesh Doshi
Vrudhi Doshi
Emma Mandeville Easterlin
Chanel C. Embers
Melissa Erbes
Hesi Fang
Roohua Fang
Giancarlo Pasolo
Caroline Elizabeth Frongczak
Lingbo Fu
Jo Zemah Gabrielski
Xin Tess Ge
Wuqing Guo
Yilei Guo
Caleb Mathias Hall
Caroline N. Hanson
Chang He
Junyao He
Katrina Danielle Hicks
Tin Yun Hon
Yu Hong
Xiaoting Hu
Yi Tan Hu
Yuanru Huang
Bem Iordaah
Dannmai Jiang
Lanxuan Jiang
Nathan Jokers
Cameron Thomas Kilpatrick
Samantha C. Kraemer
Alexandra Marie Lawrence
Cairo Joy Lewis
Jichen Li
Ruoyuan Li
Siyan Li
Siyi Li
Tianyu Elaine Li
Yiqing Sandy Li
Yuan Li
Liangyan Lin
Chenhui Liu
Fangzhou Liu
Xingchen Liu
Yanshu Liu
Yidan Liu
Leyang Long
Xingmin Lu
Yuan Lu
Xinyue Luo
Yinan Luo
Jacqueline Garza Marthuse
Riley Nelson McLenz
Jingnan Miao
Annika Mirchandani
Inês Nava
Dipin Kumar Oberoi
Anikê Mikaela Owoye
Tameka Pierre-Jean
Christine E. Post
Mariana Prada Heredia
Janna Min Prowell
Jenny Lopez Riley
Jack Richard Ritterbush
Darian Robinson-Hall
Jacqueline Arreola Rodriguez
Melissa Marina Scheele
Ruihang Shen
Wenfang Shi
Laura R. Silva
Kriti Singh
Allison Rachel Slakter
Crystal Su
Na Sun
Peenithi Tachasirigune
Haowen Tan
LaVerne Thomas
Christian L. Vann
Solomon Laurence Vault
Hannah Ventola
Jacqueline Wald
Brenda Wang
Chaoying Wang
Lian Wang
Peng Wang
Siqi Wang
Yingling Wang
Yue Wang
Yunxuan Wang
Brian Weidy
Tricia Greenely Wilkerson
Monika Winuk
Huyiu Wu
Linfeng Wu
Meng Wu
Mingtao Wu
Xiaoxiao Wu
Yi Wu
Bihu Xiong
Zeyu Xu
Yilun Yang
Zixuan Yang
Jocelyn Danielle Yates
Cierra Phylicia Yetts
Melissa Yu
Yue Yu
Juliana Teresa Zappone
Jocelyn Danielle Yates
Ziheng Zhu
Quan Han
Shuyao Zhang
Xinyu Zhang
Nancy Zheng
Xingtong Zhou
Tianhua Zhu

Degree awarded March 27, 2020
Lauren Benzie
David Seth Bernstein
Margaret Cahow
Maria Corral
Michele Giovannini DeMaio
Ean Edward Gomez
Akh Rehumong
Chelsea Lauren Hunsener
Jonathan Gabriel Kamel
Shara Kiefer
Katherine Anne Lewis
Gaohong Liu

Djendalbeth Louis
Mariana C. Luis Palmeri
Victoria L. McKissack
Adam Morgan
Nikhila Natarajan
Liza Nicole Paley
Heather Rapp
Pedro Felipe Rodriguez Suarez
Krystina Russell
Jessica Alexandra Smith
Tiffani N. Stevenson
Cassidy Aleah Stratton
Melissa Jane Turner
Michelle Renee Wargo
Daniel Juan Wey

Candidates for degree, June 19, 2020
Jill Marie Babirak
Paul Nicholas Cavalluzzi
Andrew David Favreau
Maya Jordan
Aaronsi Rai Kumar
Catherine A. Lynk
Shafondata Latrice Matthews
Halley Elizabeth Meinen
Julie Marie Nakis
Melvin Allen Nicks
Marisa R. Norris
Luis Alberto Padilla
Jana Clear Plaandowski
Amanda Blythe Schuneman
Kathryn Sawh Scott
Kang Jin Seo
 Muniza Sulahry
 Bo Tan
 Michael P. Theisen
 Alan Wang

Master of Science in Journalism

Degree awarded September 6, 2019
Nadia LaFaith Adams
John Sebastian Alves
Aqilah Allaudeen
Miriam Finder Annenberg
Cassandra L. Balzer
Catherine A. Lynk
Katrina Joan Brook-thumbnail
Kent James Brown thumbnail
April Grace Brown
Andrew Paul C gebruik
Aniké Mikeala Owoye
Dipin Kumar Oberoi
Hannah Ventola
Jacqueline Wald
Brenda Wang
Chaoying Wang
Lian Wang
Peng Wang
Siqi Wang
Yingling Wang
Yue Wang
Yunxuan Wang
Brian Weidy
Tricia Greenely Wilkerson
Monika Winuk
Huyiu Wu
Linfeng Wu
Meng Wu
Mingtao Wu
Xiaoxiao Wu
Yi Wu
Bihu Xiong
Zeyu Xu
Yilun Yang
Zixuan Yang
Jocelyn Danielle Yates
Cierra Phylicia Yetts
Melissa Yu
Yue Yu
Juliana Teresa Zappone
Jocelyn Danielle Yates
Ziheng Zhu
Quan Han
Shuyao Zhang
Xinyu Zhang
Nancy Zheng
Xingtong Zhou
Tianhua Zhu

Degree awarded December 20, 2019
Mbomma Boskovic
Elena Varela Bruess
Madeline Kim Burakoff
Julia Burns
Sam Cabral
Soram Cheon
Kail Cohen
Paola de Varona
Avery Bryce Dews
Zachary Fishman
Camille E. Galles
Meredith Alexandra Gallo
Anthony Paul Garcia
Carolina Belen Gonzalez Perez
Madhurita Goswami
Jacob Wilson Holland
Selah Elizabeth Alice Holland
Piper Katarina Hudspeth Blackburn
Krystina Iordanou
Catherine Kim
Hyel Jong Kim
Anne Krall
Caroline Joanna Kurdej
Harrison Hao Han Liao
Christopher Anderson Miller
John Carter Mohs
Yousef Michael Nasser
Ju Young Park
Mark Daniel Satter
Alexander Patrick Schwartz
Areeba Shah
Sonakshi Singh
Joshua Robert Skinner
Anne Catherine Snabes
Mark Edward Stenberg
Nicole Marie Stock
James Forest Stulting
Ruby Grenier Thompson
Arman Tondravi
Jana Clear Plaandowski
Amanda Blythe Schuneman
Kathryn Sawh Scott
Kang Jin Seo
Muniza Sulahry
Bo Tan
Michael P. Theisen
Alan Wang

Degree awarded September 6, 2019
Mariana C. Luis Palmeri
Victoria L. McKissack
Adam Morgan
Nikhila Natarajan
Liza Nicole Paley
Heather Rapp
Pedro Felipe Rodriguez Suarez
Krystina Russell
Jessica Alexandra Smith
Tiffani N. Stevenson
Cassidy Aleah Stratton
Melissa Jane Turner
Michelle Renee Wargo
Daniel Juan Wey

Candidates for degree, June 19, 2020
Morten Andreas Bagger
John Sebastian Alves
Aqilah Allaudeen
Miriam Finder Annenberg
Cassandra L. Balzer
Catherine A. Lynk
Katrina Joan Brook-thumbnail
Kent James Brown thumbnail
April Grace Brown
Andrew Paul C gebruik
Aniké Mikeala Owoye
Dipin Kumar Oberoi
Hannah Ventola
Jacqueline Wald
Brenda Wang
Chaoying Wang
Lian Wang
Peng Wang
Siqi Wang
Yingling Wang
Yue Wang
Yunxuan Wang
Brian Weidy
Tricia Greenely Wilkerson
Monika Winuk
Huyiu Wu
Linfeng Wu
Meng Wu
Mingtao Wu
Xiaoxiao Wu
Yi Wu
Bihu Xiong
Zeyu Xu
Yilun Yang
Zixuan Yang
Jocelyn Danielle Yates
Cierra Phylicia Yetts
Melissa Yu
Yue Yu
Juliana Teresa Zappone
Jocelyn Danielle Yates
Ziheng Zhu
Quan Han
Shuyao Zhang
Xinyu Zhang
Nancy Zheng
Xingtong Zhou
Tianhua Zhu

Degree awarded December 20, 2019
Mbomma Boskovic
Elena Varela Bruess
Madeline Kim Burakoff
Julia Burns
Sam Cabral
Soram Cheon
Kail Cohen
Paola de Varona
Avery Bryce Dews
Zachary Fishman
Camille E. Galles
Meredith Alexandra Gallo
Anthony Paul Garcia
Carolina Belen Gonzalez Perez
Madhurita Goswami
Jacob Wilson Holland
Selah Elizabeth Alice Holland
Piper Katarina Hudspeth Blackburn
Krystina Iordanou
Catherine Kim
Hyel Jong Kim
Anne Krall
Caroline Joanna Kurdej
Harrison Hao Han Liao
Christopher Anderson Miller
John Carter Mohs
Yousef Michael Nasser
Ju Young Park
Mark Daniel Satter
Alexander Patrick Schwartz
Areeba Shah
Sonakshi Singh
Joshua Robert Skinner
Anne Catherine Snabes
Mark Edward Stenberg
Nicole Marie Stock
James Forest Stulting
Ruby Grenier Thompson
Arman Tondravi
Jana Clear Plaandowski
Amanda Blythe Schuneman
Kathryn Sawh Scott
Kang Jin Seo
Muniza Sulahry
Bo Tan
Michael P. Theisen
Alan Wang

Master of Science in Journalism
PRITZKER SCHOOL
OF LAW
Kimberly A. Yuracko,
PhD, JD, Dean

Master of Laws

Degree awarded January 23, 2020
Renato Batalha
Adrián Francisco del Paso Puente
Noopur Nishith Desai
Leticia Elizondo Cabrera
Christian Alexander Exner
Réa Faid
Sandro Manuel Fehlmann
Hira Khan
Leander L. Kock
Yunqi Wang

Candidates for degree, June 19, 2020
Ademide Adeboye A. Adeoye
Jiajun Bao
Ademide Adeboye A. Adeoye
Candidates for degree, June 19, 2020
Yunqi Wang

Yinhai Li
Hongni Duan
Rodrigo Mauricio Francisco de Nunez
Andre G. Fabri
Yunyi Chen
Luning Deng

Master of Laws in International Human Rights

Candidates for degree, June 19, 2020
Prapoosa KC
John Kim
Walder Maribondo de Almeida Junior
Yukari Nishimoto
Alejandra Ortiz Diaz
Manuela Piza Caballero
Mariana Karina Scolaro Pereira
Noor Tarabishy

Yinmei Chen
Huiqi Wang

Master of Laws International Executive Master's Program
Northwestern Pritzker School of Law–Instituto de Empresa (IE) Business School, Spain

Degree awarded January 23, 2020
Josip Konjedov

Byoung-Soo Lee

Master of Laws in Taxation

Degree awarded January 23, 2020
Arvind Sabu

Byoung-Soo Lee

Byoung-Soo Lee

Byoung-Soo Lee

Byoung-Soo Lee

Byoung-Soo Lee

Byoung-Soo Lee
Matthew Mark Arnold
Maria Guadalupe Arroyo
Andrey I. Babenkov
Abigail Bachrach
Thomas Augustine Barron
Jose Luis Basabe
Alex Jordan Becker
Jeremy Beh
Danielle S. Berkowsky
Cynthia Bi
Conor Michael Bindner
Maria Elia Black
Sydney Lynne Black
Daniel J. Blake
Andrew George Borraso
Rachel Stephanie Briones
Leigh A. Brissenden
Christopher Krupp Brunnquell
Emily Frances Burger
John Cuddihy Butz
Heejung Byun
Vito Anthony Cali
Courtney A. Carapella
Eric James Carlson
Junguang Chen
Benjamin W. Chertok
Elysa Chew
Jayne Chorparsh
*Benjamin Chou
Robert Wen Chou
Riley Elizabeth Clafon
Emma Clouse
Jacob Clabb
Elizabeth S. Cohen
Christina Cooke
Gabriel Corwin
Megan Craig
Giovanna Maria Crivello
Spencer Croat
Brigit Crobbie
Carmen Cuza
Thi Huyen My Dau
Valerie A. Davenport
Cameron J. Davis
Vincent DeCicco
Sean Haywood DeClue
Carmina Franchesca Singson
Del Mundo
Mitchell Denti
*Benjamin Colton Diaz
Lauren Selma Diner
Samuel Miles DiPietro
Hamiltion Bryan Doane
Yayun Dong
Yirong Du
Diana Perez DuBois
Christian Edmonds
Donna Ettema
Robin Evans
Emilio Figueroa
Luke Tomais Finn
Shea Elizabeth Flanagan
*Bradley Harrison Freed
William French
Alex Freund
Sophie R. Frishberg
Lucas Henry Funk
*Emily Forrest Gamble
Elizabeth Garai
Claudia A. GarnastrEstra
Christine Gels
Devanjanza Goel
Maria Del Carmen Gonzalez
David Mark Goodman
Jeremy Andrew Gopin
Rebekah D. Gordon
Kathleen O’Connell Gould
Jennifer Ellyn Graham
Kara L. Grandin
David Vittorio Gutierrez
Matthew James Hall
Michael Hanley
Frances Harvey
Kristin Marie Chaw Hendriksen
Shane Michael Henson
Samara R. Horse
Eugene S. Hwangbo
Alescia Devon Hyde
Usama M. Ibrahim
Brian Christopher Ingram
Charles Jordan Isaac
Daniel Iverson
Jason T. Jarvis
Jade H. Jenkins
Matthew Thomas Jimenez
Elena Joffrey
Paul Anthony Jones II
William Jones
Ajinkya Pradip Joshi
Mona Kalantar
Ariana Jaye Kanavy
Michael B. Kang
Min Kang
Maria Fay Karras
*Saraha Karsaneni
Julia Margaret Keenan
*Katherine Berner Kennedy
Buong Hee Keum
Chloe Jaehee Kim
Hane Kim
*Jin Hong Kim
John Kim
Rebekah Kim
Anisha Kingra
Elliot J. Knuths
Shiva Koorkayalala
Erika Ursula Kucharski
Andrew Kunsak
Emma Kurs
Alexandra Wynn Kuske
Nathaniel Thomas Lake
Kamesha Yovonne Laurry
Dobbs L. Lavey
Elizabeth A. Lebens
Hee Emily W. Lee
Hyun Young Lee
JaeWook Lee
Yoon Hoo Lee
Shannon Lemajeur
Erika Lessame
Mengyuan Li
Xueqing Li
Tracy Lin
Thomas S. Lis
Anastasiya Lobacheva
Bernardo M. Lopez
Shan Lu
*Alexander Edward Mace
*Monte Rahul Malhotra
Lauren Marzci
Katherine Martinez
Pallavi Mathur
Daniel McCord
Emily Anne McCormick
John McDermott
Conor McDonough
Caroline Rebecca McCHugh
Jonathan Joseph McKay
Mallory Marie McMahon
Mshe Melcer
*Jeffrey Messina
Ryan Fitzgerald Meyer
*Zacharia Mijares-Shafai
Richard Chester Minott
Sadaf Mishab
Vasiliki Mitrokas
Colin R. Monaghan
Jassem Moore
Emily P. Morgan
Kathleen Murray
*Matthew Nabavian
Brian Jonathan Nahkaimousa
*Tyler John Nechaus
Caitlin Nguyen
Xianjun Nie
Kaitlyn Noble
Jamie O’Connor
Juntaek Oh
Nnenna Onyema
Sidney Owens
Hanna Pak
Emily E. Penkowski
Sobeida Peralta
Angel Perez
*Ann Rodgers Peterson
Katelyn Brune Polk
Anne Davey Prossnott
Gabriel Robert Puget
Ryan Puszka
Amalia G. Raether
Audrey Rosemire Raffy
Jewishia D. Ransome
Samuel Adams Rasche
*Steven Ross Resnik
Rose Rodriguez
*Emily Rolfs
Julia Rolnik
Shavat D. Rosenthal
Joseph Carter Ruskey
Brittany Marie Rustad
Nuri Ruzi
Melissa K. Sanchez
Autumn Schmidtt
*Matthew Edwin Schoener
Brandon H. Schumacher
Mavercy Ray Searle
Matthew Seely
Sash Orfafini
Abigail Sexton
*Casey Sherley
Zev Shusterman
Matthew Sieben
*Steven Louis Simon
Nora Pearl Snyder
Kaley Sokolowski
Mingyuan Song
Kristin Madelene Stoicescu
McKayla Ruth Stokes
Dustin Stonecipher
Linda Zhang Sun
Noor Tarabishi
Zackary Theo
Devonna Thompson
Seth Benjamin Todd
William D. Tresch
*Nicolas A. Trimens
Zachary Trika
Michael Joseph Trucco
Brian M. Trujillo
Ryan Steven Ulrich
Zoe Uvin
Ivaylo V. Valev
Kaitlin G. Vandenberg
Joost Jama van Rossum
Troy Varrasse
Olivia Elizabeth Vega
Olivia Irving Volpe
Brandon Von Zup
Elyse Voyen
*Jiamian Wang
Yang Wang
Yuan Wang
Adam Wegh
Amanda Katherine Wells
Timothy John Whitehead
Mason Matthew Willis
Pinshu Yang
Lanxin Zhang
Mi Zhang
*Muhan Zhang
Qi Zhang
Ruohao Zhang
Sally Yi Zhang
Xie Zhang
Christopher R. Zimmerman

**Master of Science in Law**

Degree awarded January 23, 2020

Javier H. Jara
Alice Yaqing Lu
Shobhit Misra

Candidates for degree, June 19, 2020

Thomas Anthony Abraham
Abidemi Josiah Adebamwotu
Angelina An
Alexander Azu
Isabella Beata Bagi
Orkidea Bajrami

**Master of Studies in Law**

Candidate for degree, June 19, 2020

Gordon McDowell

*Also Master of Business Administration degree
Candidates for degree, June 19, 2020
Robert Macesar Abano
Laura Kellar Abelman
Ajtish Achabishk
Taylor Morgan Acampora
Janelle Krystal Adams
Ad педагожи Anariro
Sychanka Agarwal
Akshat Agarwal
Akhil Agrawal
Gaurav Agrawal
Tomas Aguirre Saravia
Bilal Ahmed
Jose Fernando Amunada Chavez
Oluwafemi Seun Alademehin
Joseph Dominick Albano
*Nilan Al-Hassan
Jordan Davis Allen
Maria Soto-Mayor Alves Ribeiro
Bharvagi Ammu
Sarvanan Ananayan
Christopher Denese Anderson
Emily Given Angel
*Heba Anasri
Gergely Antal
Andrew Becker Archerd
Shinya Arita
Joseph Gerald Armerli
Nathaniel Alexander Armstrong
Gordon Atkins
Antonio Ronaldo Puno Ayala
Manasvini Baba
Zishuo Bai
Grady Robert Baker
Arvind Balasubramanian
Vaishali Balasubramaniam
Bettina Baia
Akhlesh Nandkumar Barai
William Kingsland Barkhausen
William Harris Barnes
Richard Robert Barton
Rushil Basavaraj
Poornachandra Basavaraju
Mark Patrick Bashford
*Anishasi Bassi
Ramsey Michael Bates
Tara Nicole Baumgarten
Brunna Beccaro Seabra
Nicholas Walter Bechthold
Mary Kenney Beech
Katlin Elizabeth Bellin
Sarah Elizabeth Benoit
Jeffrey Karl Berglund
Benjamin Nicholas Bernardo
Peter Michael Besser
Akshay Bhanasali
Navyzath Shankaara Bhat
Murudul Bhide
Suraj Bhogal
Ameya Shivaji Bhosle
Vineet Vilas Bhosle
Nicholas Bidwell
*Tandra Bidyananda
Alex Louis Biegler
Sean Michael Biggs
Eric Gregory Bishop
Robert Vincent Biskupc-Knight
James Alfred Bizjak
Guilherme Blanski Küster
*William Ross Boatwright
Ayyub Bokshani
*Priyati Reddy Bommica
Sarah J. Bond
Katharine Marie Borthwick
Christina Rose Boykin
Fitzim Bohdbaraj
Alison S. Brace
Melissa Nicole Brail
Christina Elizabeth Brandt
Emily Anne Brenson
Michael Charles Brezina II
Andrew Duncan Brice
*Christopher Robinon Brown
Jeffrey Bruce Brown
Quinn Robert Brown
John Joseph Bronschbilde III
*Spencer Randall Bryson
Juan Felipe Bulles Villegas
Ethan Stewart Burgard
Paul Joseph Burgwardt
Graham Nathaniel Burgess
Christopher Grow Burton
Wenyi Cai
Matthew Peter Calderon
Matthew Robert Callahan
Hadley Patton Callaway
Robert J. Calvey
Olivia Skye Cameron
Daniel Camurugire Moreira
Jeffrey Stephen Cangialosio
Katherine Ashley Cardwell
Dustin Anthony Carozza
Jennifer Lynn Carson
Lauren Margaret Carson
Matthew James Commons
Matthew John Carufel
Michael Robert Casey
Jesus Esteban Castañeda Martinez
Meikin Caveney
Yasmina Maria Andrea Chalhoub
Andrew Marston Challenger
*Harish Chamarthy
Lung Fei Chan
*Samantha Chan
Brian Scott Chandler
Anisha Chandra
Radhika Chandrashekhar
Chandni Chellapaa
Karthikeyana Chellapan
Anisha Chen
Cecilia Chen
Hao Chen
Hsiang-Wen Chen
Hui Chen
Kari Chen
Leah Miriam Chernoff
Suhani Chhabrpal
Joseph Thomas Chiczewski
Jihyun Cho
*John Inoh Choe
Inah Paul Choi
*Benjamin Chou
Surbhi Choudhary
Annie Chow
Kai-Lun Chu
Katie Sava-nu Chung
Rafal Lukasz Chojnacki
Hay Chiao
*Harish Chamarthy
Tanja Clough
Emily Given Angel
*Sandu Claude
Kerry Christensen
Emily Chong
Torin Conn
Nathaniel Corbridge
Fernando Cordova Lopez
Trevor T. Connell
Paola Carolina Corrales Hernandez
Richard John Cosgrove
Emily Nicole Costillo
Derek Ryan Cox
*Paul David Coyne
Meredith Elise Crawley
Randall Thomas Cross
Conor Preston Crowne
*Christopher Reng Cullin
Rachel Mary Cullinan
Emily Lucille Curran
Jennifer Marie Daily
Sreyah Chakrabhar Dvali
*Danial Jose Damas Follador
*Jennifer Francesca Dann-Fenwick
Jason Robert Dapita
Brandon Charles Davis
Henry Lyche Davis
Gonzalo De Cardenas Idiaqez
João Felipe de Godoy Panisi
Hannah Teddy Deizler
Jessica Noelle de la Cuesta
James Chancellor Delany
Michael Holiday de la pena
Damien Delaunay
Santiago De la Vega Soberon
Diego Delgado Suarez
Joshua Harris Dembowski
Abhinav Kashyap Denkudurki
Rafael de Oliveira Leite
Dominic Louis DeRose
*John Kenon Desmond
Scott Ryan Deuser
Stephen Latafa Deutsch
Soumodyita Dew
Saurabh Dhimar
Surabhi Dholakia
*Benjamin Colton Diaz
John McKenzie Dickinson
Alana Dickson
Dana Elizabeth Diefendorf
Trace Austin Dillner
Bi Ding
Lauren Kay Dippel
Amar Dixit
*Tanner Reed Dobbs
Joseph Louis Docter
Eric Fisher Dodds
Matthew Donald Dohmalk
Emily Adeline Dole
Bradley Christopher Dominy
*Seamus Coyne Donegan
Abbey Marie Doski
Carlos Guillermo Duarte Ustarroz
Elizabeth Ann Lydia Dunlap
Connor Patrick Dunlop
Mischa Dylewski
Christopher Mark Dziabo
Ian Matthew Edwards
Julia Margaret Egger
Christopher Carl Eggemeyer
Michael Preston Eiden
Ruth Brady Eisenberg
Francisco Jose Escobar Cruz
Elisa Hope Estopinal
Mario Enrique Estrada
Nicholas Michael Eugenio
Hyero Eun
*Darenze Ariël Evans
Alexander Thomas Fabry
Hamza Faisal
Christian O'Rourke Falco
Daniel Peter Fallon
Joke Paulo Farja de Araujo
Ann Elise Farrell
Michelle Marie Fasano
Tichen Feng
Sakil Bin Ferdous
Dakota Grant Ferguson
Remedios Fernandez Amores
Patricia Maria Fernandez Moore
Sean Farrow
*Thomas Elliot Fields
*Francis Patrick Fice
Hannah Kilian Fishman
Ryan Adrian Fitzgerald
Van Philip Fitzmaurice
Claire Laura Fitzpatrick
Justin Myer Fitzpatrick
Audrey Lenkiewicz Flaker
Conor J. Flattery
Jordan Adam Fletcher
Andrew Fang
Tyler Beck Fay Fang
Gabriel Tchetagni Fotsing
Stephen Matthew Fox
Vinicius Franca Nagamatsu
Jason Charles Frank
Samantha Gayle Frankel
*Bradley Harrison Freed
Alexander Jaime Freeman Brauer
Timothy Daniel Frey
Eric Craig Fruce
André Nicholas Frukacz
Lared Lynn Fruland
Thomas John Fuller
*Emilie Michelle Futterman
Michael Edwin Gadebusch
Rahool Gadkari
Dmitry Kamilevich Gafarov
Benjamin Charles Gaither
*Emily Forrest Gamble
FEINBERG SCHOOL OF MEDICINE

Eric G. Neilson, MD, Dean

Doctor of Medicine

Degree awarded May 18, 2020

Hanna Abbas
Zachary A. Abecassis
Aakash Adhia
Neha Aggarwal
Vinnet Aggarwal
Samantha Agron
Jonathan Anker
Jacqueline E. Baca
Jonathan Bacos
Guangyu Bai
Rami Barghout
Sandep N. Bharadwaj
Prithvi Reddy Bomdica
Jonathan T. Bricker
Ana Cecilia Burgos
Marcus Jalil Byrd
Stephanie Cai
Joshua Castle
Clarence W. Chan
Krishan Dilip Chhiba
Jin Hyeuk Choi
Christopher Sai-Hsu Chung
Sara Marielle Cohen
Caroline Maureen Darch
Arighno Das
Berkeley Davis
Ankita Devaradhy
Sydney Doe
Peter George Doukas
Daniele Dressler
Essouhi Ehimahage
Patricia Obiageliaku Ekwueme
Thomas Kyle Ford
Ruoqi Gao
Andrew George
Farhad Ghamsari
Jack Goergen
Regine Goh
David Gu
Alexander Benjamin Hanna
Grace Catherine Haser
Derek Gabriel Hesse
Sara Hockney
Tanner Ryenn Mahinaokupuiaono
Anbe Hoke
Ian Hollery
Niki Holtzman-Hayes
Benjamin Steven Hopkins
Connie Ming Hsu
Jerry Hsu
Tait H. Huso
Adeolu Olawumi Ilesanmi
Maja Ivanovic
Catherine Ann Ives-Louter
Lukas Jaros
Aravind Gowreesh Kalluri
Natasha Kamat
Liam Thomas Kane
Rachel Kmasına
Julie Khan
Max Farber Kelsten
Harold Klein
Mark Farber Klein
Tushar Narayan Kesavadas
Claire Kwan
Bianca Jade Lavelle
Harrison H. Lee
David S. Lehmann
Arleen Wei Li
Connor Lynch
Jonathan Macleod
Ariel Nicole Magallon
Nenita Maganti
Jessica Marone
Jasmine Louise May
Aditya Samir Mazmuder
Costner McKenzie
Manan Mahendra Mehta
Monica P. Mehta
Paul Micevych
Kristi Michaels
Alexei Mlodinow
Gina Nan Mo
Michael Nicholas Mongelli
Lucy Anne Morse
Christopher J. Mowry
Michael Paris Musharbash
Patrick Nelson
Jason Linn Ngo Khanh
Jacob Nieb
Annika Nilsen
Beverly Chinelo Onyekwuju
Antoinette Robey Oot
Michael Maonan Pan
Kreehana Karishma Patel
Krushang Patel
Anthony V. Pensia
Stewart Pine
Adam Basel Pissaris
Sean Rafael Posada
Karly Raber
Gabriella Lucille Rader
Aleksa P. Rajanala
Pria Raja
Apoorva Ram
Neha K. Reddy
David Walsh Reed
Natasha Rich
Daina Lydia Ringus
Kaleigh Filia Roberts
Ankita Roy
Sahil P. Sanghani
Melissa Marie Shaw
Jesse Shechter
Kevin Xin Shii
Margaret Shyu
Brandon Sims
Brian Soetikno
Minjoo Son
Alex Lloyd Song
Elisabeth Stark
David Stillman
John Frederick Stockman
Daniella Elisa Strom
Mark Thomas Svet
Sarah Melissa Talamanes
Vidit Talati
Nivasa Thanoo
Sweta Tripathy
Kyle Philip Tsal
Victor A. Valencia
Jordan Elizabeth Vaught
Anil R. Wadhwani
Austin Walker
Margaret Rose Walker
Ann Wang
Jessica Ann Wang
Hannah Kristen Weiss
Rebecca Elaine Weiss
Jasper Werby
Carly Loveland Williams
Seth Williams
Bitania Mehert Wondimun
Han-Wei Vincent Wu
Amulya Yalamanchili
Jonathan T. Yamaguchi
Yufan Yan
Jacob Esper Yontob
Yi Stefanie Zhang
Wenyuan Zhou

Doctor of Physical Therapy

Degree awarded April 17, 2020

Shawna Lea Anderson
Lindsay Marie Ardiff
J’Nyssienne Maylan Kaliko
Kalehuawehe O’Kalani Baker
Katheryn Sabyl Barousse
Whitney Claire Biggs
Leanna Kristen Blair
Jessica Leigh Brugman
Emilia E. Christoswkie
Desiree D. Cougill
Lauren Carole Daly
Logan Jay Davis
Nathan Daniel DeBlauw
Dollie Joy Wong Diaz
Dana Maria DiLapo
Alessandra D’Arcy Doughty
Delanie Joelle Dryden
Samantha Marie Feller
Alaina Marie Fiorenza
Amanda Marie Fox
Sara Ann Freed
Nathan Thomas Goff
Paige Allyn Golden
Crystal Victoria Gomez
Scott Matthew Grumeretz
Angela Renee Guerino
Heidi Katarina Howald
Anqi Jiang
Maya Lynn Johnson
Natalie Alexandra Kahn
Samuel Quinn Kaplan
Sarah Ruth Kappers
Paul Nikolaus Karthan
Kelsey Anne Keener
Madeline Jane Lallanilla
Cory Henderson LaPez
Megan Elizabeth Lee
Erin Marie Lenihan
Ilana Nadia Leonard
Timothy David Longawa
Nichole Lowe
Rachael Makamae Maguire
Alexandra Veronica Manning
Melissa Mary Marwitz
Alexandra Lynn Maslak
Kayla Marie Matthews
Kathryn A. McLeod
Colin Riley McReavy
Jackson Miao
Dana Ann Miller
Yuka Morozumi
Brenna Eileen Murphy
Ping-Chen Nee
Van Thuy Nguyen
Bree Eiko Nishibun
James Patrick O’Brien
Erin Marie O’Donell
Mario Kristoffer Olegario
Ronald J. Olson
Beverly Chinelo Onyekwuluje
Annika Nilsen
Jason Linh Ngo Khanh
Jacob Nieb
Annika Nilsen
Beverly Chinelo Onyekwuju
Antoinette Robey Oot
Michael Maonan Pan
Kreehana Karishma Patel
Krushang Patel
Anthony V. Pensia
Stewart Pine
Adam Basel Pissaris
Sean Rafael Posada
Karly Raber
Gabriella Lucille Rader
Aleksa P. Rajanala
Pria Raja
Apoorva Ram
Neha K. Reddy
David Walsh Reed
Natasha Rich
Daina Lydia Ringus
Kaleigh Filia Roberts
Ankita Roy
Sahil P. Sanghani
Melissa Marie Shaw
Jesse Shechter
Kevin Xin Shii
Margaret Shyu
Brandon Sims
Brian Soetikno
Minjoo Son
Alex Lloyd Song
Elisabeth Stark
David Stillman
John Frederick Stockman
Daniella Elisa Strom
Mark Thomas Svet
Sarah Melissa Talamanes
Vidit Talati
Nivasa Thanoo
Sweta Tripathy
Kyle Philip Tsal
Victor A. Valencia
Jordan Elizabeth Vaught
Anil R. Wadhwani
Austin Walker
Margaret Rose Walker
Ann Wang
Jessica Ann Wang
Hannah Kristen Weiss
Rebecca Elaine Weiss
Jasper Werby
Carly Loveland Williams
Seth Williams
Bitania Mehert Wondimun
Han-Wei Vincent Wu
Amulya Yalamanchili
Jonathan T. Yamaguchi
Yufan Yan
Jacob Esper Yontob
Yi Stefanie Zhang
Wenyuan Zhou

*Also Master of Business Administration degree
†Also Master of Public Health degree
Master of Medical Science

Degree awarded May 9, 2020
Emily Ann Armstead
Chantal Nona Berry
Ian Anthony Boucher
Anne Brooker
Colette Bridget Brottman
Alexandra Maria Ciraulo
Kelly Kristine Cunningham
Lindsay E. Fitzpatrick
Ashley Victoria Gavigan
Paige Elizabeth Hall
Danielle Kainz
Anna Marie Knap
Jonathan Robert Li
Emily S. Liebo
Brandon Joseph Lim
Nicholas Francis Lyons
Matthew Robert McGrath
Matthew Morrow
Olivia Niepsuj
Khelsa Marie O’Brien
Kelly Theresa O’Connor
Marisa Elise Olsen
Michelle Mary Paturzo
Srisha Pillay
Tessa Lin Rinnen
Diego A. Rivera
Lori Rene Reiko Ross
Maya Lily Strauss
Sarah Sydney Arwen Suprise
Candice Ann Ang Tan
Anna James Ward
Nicole Wilkins
Zachary R. Witter
Amanda Margaret Yurick

Master of Prosthetics and Orthotics

Degree awarded April 10, 2020
Matthew Joseph Allain
Caleb Madison Baird
Cierra A. Biles
Caroline Elaine Blackman
Allison N. Borowicz
Maleah Kim Brody
Stacey Lyndale Brown
Michael Richard Catipovic
Nicolette Kaylee Chamberlain-Simon
Madison Sue Chrisman
Bria Sierra Collins
Gina Marie Colosimo
Emily Ruth Crist
Marcus Bradley Davis
Adrea DeSalvo
Sean Dineen
Jared W. Emenhiser
Megan Elaine Garber
Marion R. Gibney
Casey Lee Gruber
James Henry Hiller
Hannah Hodge
Elizabeth Marie Kuske
Kaitlin Ann Lewallen
Michael Anthony Mariano
Emily Jo Martin
Kaylne Rae McCurry
Rachael Olivia McKean
Gabriella Meffert
Corban D. Myers
Robert Michael Pizzolla
Lauren D. Price
Jennifer M. Pudlo
Molly Luisa Quinlan
Amanda Nicole Randolph
Chelsea Richards
Dustin Jeffrey Rieman
Ashley Ronvik
Elizabeth Ann Ruehl
Jonathon Edward Rymer
Alexander Wolfgang Schmitz
Christopher Joseph Scriver
Julie Elizabeth Spearing
Maddison Elizabeth MacArthur Turner
Jue Wan
Daniel Matthew Weiser
Haden Jeffrey Zirbel

HENRY AND LEIGH BIENEN SCHOOL OF MUSIC

Toni-Marie Montgomery, DMA, Dean

Doctor of Musical Arts

Degree awarded December 20, 2019
Eun Ae Lee
Paul Gabriel Nemeth

Degree awarded March 27, 2020
Nansong Huang

Candidates for degree, June 19, 2020
Christopher Thomas Kaatz
A. J. Keller
Evan Wong

Master of Music

Candidates for degree, June 19, 2020
Walter Robert James Aldrich
Gabrielle Anne Barkidijja
Samantha Candey Bittile
Brandon James Bromsey
Aryssa Leigh Burrs
Cynthia Chou
Sze Ching Cecilia Chow
Nosh Nelson Cline
Michal Cohen Hamiel
Michelle Katherine Cozzi
Xuedan Du
Jeremy Daniel Edelstein
Peter Jangwoo Eom
Sara M Fecko
Christopher Lawrence Forbes
Michael Rute Fortner
Rosario Leonard Galante
Antonio Garrasi
Jeffrey Michael Goldberg
Stephanie Jean Gregoire
Valentina Guillon Menesello
Bingyu Hu
Sarah Ha-Young Kim
Amy Jade King
Zion Lee
Lake James Lentini
Ting-Rui Liang
Armando Emiliano Loney
Ryan Anthony Lustgarten
John Kilian Mahon
Adam Andrew Michael Maloney
Derek Timothy Manteufel
Marina Elisa Mathewson
Phillip Takuiuchi Palchak Matsuura
Matthew Gerald Mifflin
Kara Elizabeth Miller
Sarah Kathryn Mitchener
Andrew Michael Morstein
Asana Michelle Onishi
Megan Pan
Caleb Michael Paxton
Andrew W. Payne
Molly Elizabeth O’Neill Phelan
Maddison Kay Rice
Valeria Soledad Rodriguez
Justin Lee Rulehl
Michelle Ann Schrier
Lucy Song
Jesse Christopher Ira Steele
Ben Sullivan
Marin Maureen Tack
Yetong Tang
Anna Thompson
Carla Reneida Vargas Fuster
Julian Spencer Velasco
Benjamin Robert Wagner
Zhihao Wu
Wei Li

SCHOOL OF PROFESSIONAL STUDIES

Thomas F. Gibbons, JD, Dean

Master of Arts in Creative Writing

Degree awarded September 6, 2019
Ellen McCravy Hainen

Candidate for degree, June 19, 2020
James Pratcher

Master of Arts in Liberal Studies

Degree awarded December 20, 2019
Emily Larkin Fazio

Degree awarded March 27, 2020
Olivia Sulita

Master of Arts in Literature

Degree awarded December 20, 2019
Jasmina Basic

Candidate for degree, June 19, 2020
Carolyn Rose Tomecek

Master of Arts in Public Policy and Administration

Degree awarded September 6, 2019
Erin Kathleen Curran
Heather Anne Czubak
Rolando Diaz
Sydney Jansie Dinkeloo
Elizabeth Bartlett Dolan
Aja/terra Marie Carr Favors
James Monroe Harris
Katherine Virginia Kimple
Allison Whitley Knox
Constance Marie Krvavitz
Allison Skare Muller
Danish Murtaza
Louise Packard
Samantha Elise Pettigrew
Michael Tucker Richlak
Erin M. Saal
Ryan L. Santos-Leslie
Nicholas Andrew Petty Sauer
Victoria Xatzibe Villalpando
Joaquin Vazquez
Monica Hauser Wolf
Ellen Woodward

Degree awarded December 20, 2019
Anthony M. Alfano
Ruth Angelina Barko
Emily Bowers-McKee
Charles Bradley Case
Justin Paul Downey
Alexia Jacalyn Edinburgh
Dalton Goode
Nadine Hattar
Scott W. Humphrey
Bryant Joachim Jackson-Green
Raven Ashley Chantal Jones
Ivy Jean Reynolds
Melissa J. Schakowski
Jack Thomas Sullivan
Theodore Scott Vernon
Susie M. Wilbur
Leslie Wright
Candidates for degree, June 19, 2020

Heidi Bauer
Maxwell A. Chapman
Ashley Ann Cohrs
Fabio De Simone
Taylor Joel Dillon
Benjamin Paul Ebert
Shelby Frederick
James Robert Haley
Jennifer L. Hall
Traveon E. Henry
John Michael Horsch
Lisa Plaza Jacobs
Sophia Leksan
Sanjay Lumpkin
Tyler Paul Martin
Hakeem Elijah Moulton
Molly Ann Pfeffer
Matthew Reks
Shannon Elizabeth Smith
Elizabeth Catherine Soudan
Ryan Joshua Taylor
Nathan Wesley Turner
Christopher Ward

Master of Fine Arts in Creative Writing

Degree awarded September 6, 2019
Fei Sun

Degree awarded March 27, 2020
Allison Jennifer Epstein
Bridget K. Roche

Master of Science in Data Science

Degree awarded September 6, 2019
Peter David Altamura
Ansee Amin
Kushagra Arora
Sachin Anil Badve
Julia E. Barnhart
Cory Baumgart
Charles Franklin Bennett II
George L. Brown
Thomas Leimer Callan
Lauren Camero
Juan Alberto Campos
Brennen Chadburn
Brendan Matthew Durkin
James Benjamin Ebersole
Robin Danielle English
Catherine Michelle Eure
Carlos Iniguez
Bryan Isagholian
Andrew J. Iverson
John Eric Jelovsek
Jonathan David Lesko
Spencer Christopher Li
Marissa Lieb
Lisa Calitta Lindquist
Robert C. Maddox
Hillary Rose Mahoney
Timothy Scott Maras
Peter John McCullough
Jonathan Phillip McKim
Ryan Matthew Orlowski
David Kirk Pilkington
David Thomas Robb
Asiya I. Robbins
Michael Joseph Ryder
Jeremy Michael Sadler
Thomas Edward Sanschagrin
Catherine A. Scanlon
Eric Michael Smith
Gabrielle M. Souder Lynch
Nikhil Talwar
Richa Vekaria
Jeremy Joseph Walker
Tony Wong

Degree awarded December 20, 2019
Shadi Abdullah
Ishmael Ibrahim Amin
Jeffrey An
Roselle Joy Aquino
Nathan Belete
Besi Bezhanli
Tate Daniel Richards
Rui Chen
Preetam Dutta Chowdhury
Jarek Cintron
Shane D. Dejong
Atreya Dey
Martial Ndiri Diby
Alicia A. Erwin
Brian Douglas Foster
Kevin Gleason
Steven Hall
Rowland Jeffrey Hill
Joshua Aaron Howell-Burke
Alan Robert Kessler
John Kiley
Emily Ann Klee
Wendi A. Knapp
Jacob Ezra Kreider
Emily M. Lindgren
Neera Rambri Majumdar
Kavita Malhotra
Brian Merrill
Brandon Mark Moretz
Alexander Nelson
Michael Nemke
Calvin Ng
France Onenga
Hemant H. Patel
Dennis J. Pfeiffer
Julia Ellis Rodd
Prasanna Santhanpan
Elis Ramon Sidney Romero Schwartz
Srivilasan Seshadri
Yanina Stylerts
Brian Kenneth Tieskoetter
Lawrence Vann
Matthew J. Ward
Lauren Elizabeth Weatherly
Ashley K. Wenger
Rachel Anne Workman
Yifei Zhong

Degree awarded March 27, 2020
Jason Adam
Chelsea Brooke Barnes
Jyotsna Sharmar Bernet
Andor Boeck
Patrick J. Boldt
Ayush Chada
Michael H. Choi
William Dench
Tannia A. Dubon
Daniel Feierisel
Jorge M. Fernandes
Jessica M. Fiore
Joshua Dov Fluss
Bradley Robert Franklin
Saidutt Ganji
Blayne S. Gatenby
Raymond H. Gong
David Warner Grashof
Christopher J. Kelly
Benson Tzu Han Lau
Gary Thomas Lawson
Edward YoonJe Lee
Ryan Thomas Lewis
Wei Min Li
Tzu-Ying Liu
Mark F. Loula
Albert Low
Michael P. McGinn Jr.
Erin Cathleen Mersch
Emma Rae Meyers
Arun Kumar Natesan
Nick Novicov
Tina Chinh Man Phu
Matthew Reeves
Nicholas Shelton
Paul D. Siroky
Yunfei Song

Degree awarded December 20, 2019
Prabh Kumaar Thakur
Aniruddha Tiwari
Jonathan Walters
Jennifer Marie Wanat
David Williams
Shahin Waseem
Aniruddha Tiwari
Shalan Michelle Zulknik

Candidates for degree, June 19, 2020

Michael Andrew Van Valkenburg
David Levy

Degree awarded March 27, 2020
Michael Greenman

Degree awarded December 20, 2019
Andrew J. Edds

Nadia Edwards-Erickson
Scott P. Friedman
Daniel R. Kubiuk
Valerie Susan Gigante
Ashya Lauren Haynesworth
Haleigh Renee Hoskins
Isaac O’Neil Hughley
Rachel Hulsizer
Kiran Krishnamurthy
Emily Claire-Linford Lauderdale
Justin B. Leonard
Arielle Maffei
Stephanie Marie Maras
Kristen McCormack
Gwendalyn A. McWilliams
Ariel Menezes
Kailey L. Mullins
Joseph Charles Partya
Samantha Kopack Pentecost
Mavee Pollack
Caroline Poole
Shedra Rakestraw
Devshree Rane
Lowkarn Singh Riar
Robert Rilling-Smith
Allison Ruster
Paulina Serafin
Stephanie L. Seweryn
Hani M. Shamat
Willia Jayne Smith
Michael Ezekiel Solomon
Jessica Anna Stallone
Fatimah Waseem
Sharon A. Zaval
Nicholas J. Zilno

Master of Arts in Sports Administration

Degree awarded September 6, 2019
Andrew Michael Boppel
Mark Izquierdo
Sulav Mukherjee
Aبgilai Teagan Nevin
Nikia Monai’ Smith
Jay Livingston Townsend
Guillermo J. Zamorano

Degree awarded December 20, 2019
Andrew E. Edds

Nadia Edwards-Erickson
Scott P. Friedman
Daniel R. Kubiuk
Tatiana Monique Lampley
David C. Thomas

Degree awarded March 27, 2020
Michael Greenman

Degree awarded December 20, 2019
Andrew J. Edds

Nadia Edwards-Erickson
Scott P. Friedman
Daniel R. Kubiuk
Valerie Susan Gigante
Ashya Lauren Haynesworth
Haleigh Renee Hoskins
Isaac O’Neil Hughley
Rachel Hulsizer
Kiran Krishnamurthy
Emily Claire-Linford Lauderdale
Justin B. Leonard
Arielle Maffei
Stephanie Marie Maras
Kristen McCormack
Gwendalyn A. McWilliams
Ariel Menezes
Kailey L. Mullins
Joseph Charles Partya
Samantha Kopack Pentecost
Mavee Pollack
Caroline Poole
Shedra Rakestraw
Devshree Rane
Lowkarn Singh Riar
Robert Rilling-Smith
Allison Ruster
Paulina Serafin
Stephanie L. Seweryn
Hani M. Shamat
Willia Jayne Smith
Michael Ezekiel Solomon
Jessica Anna Stallone
Fatimah Waseem
Sharon A. Zaval
Nicholas J. Zilno

Master of Fine Arts in Creative Writing

Degree awarded September 6, 2019
Fei Sun

Degree awarded March 27, 2020
Allison Jennifer Epstein
Bridget K. Roche

Master of Science in Data Science

Degree awarded September 6, 2019
Peter David Altamura
Ansee Amin
Kushagra Arora
Sachin Anil Badve
Julia E. Barnhart
Cory Baumgart
Charles Franklin Bennett II
George L. Brown
Thomas Leimer Callan
Lauren Camero
Juan Alberto Campos
Brennen Chadburn
Brendan Matthew Durkin
James Benjamin Ebersole
Robin Danielle English
Catherine Michelle Eure
Carlos Iniguez
Bryan Isagholian
Andrew J. Iverson
John Eric Jelovsek
Jonathan David Lesko
Spencer Christopher Li
Marissa Lieb
Lisa Calitta Lindquist
Robert C. Maddox
Hillary Rose Mahoney
Timothy Scott Maras
Peter John McCullough
Jonathan Phillip McKim
Ryan Matthew Orlowski
David Kirk Pilkington
David Thomas Robb
Asiya I. Robbins
Michael Joseph Ryder
Jeremy Michael Sadler
Thomas Edward Sanschagrin
Catherine A. Scanlon
Eric Michael Smith
Gabrielle M. Souder Lynch
Nikhil Talwar
Richa Vekaria
Jeremy Joseph Walker
Tony Wong

Degree awarded December 20, 2019
Shadi Abdullah
Ishmael Ibrahim Amin
Jeffrey An
Roselle Joy Aquino
Nathan Belete
Besi Bezhanli
Tate Daniel Richards
Rui Chen
Preetam Dutta Chowdhury
Jarek Cintron
Shane D. Dejong
Atreya Dey
Martial Ndiri Diby
Alicia A. Erwin
Brian Douglas Foster
Kevin Gleason
Steven Hall
Rowland Jeffrey Hill
Joshua Aaron Howell-Burke
Alan Robert Kessler
John Kiley
Emily Ann Klee
Wendi A. Knapp
Jacob Ezra Kreider
Emily M. Lindgren
Neera Rambri Majumdar
Kavita Malhotra
Brian Merrill
Brandon Mark Moretz
Alexander Nelson
Michael Nemke
Calvin Ng
France Onenga
Hemant H. Patel
Dennis J. Pfeiffer
Julia Ellis Rodd
Prasanna Santhanpan
Elis Ramon Sidney Romero Schwartz
Srivilasan Seshadri
Yanina Stylerts
Brian Kenneth Tieskoetter
Lawrence Vann
Matthew J. Ward
Lauren Elizabeth Weatherly
Ashley K. Wenger
Rachel Anne Workman
Yifei Zhong

Degree awarded March 27, 2020
Jason Adam
Chelsea Brooke Barnes
Jyotsna Sharmar Bernet
Andor Boeck
Patrick J. Boldt
Ayush Chada
Michael H. Choi
William Dench
Tannia A. Dubon
Daniel Feierisel
Jorge M. Fernandes
Jessica M. Fiore
Joshua Dov Fluss
Bradley Robert Franklin
Saidutt Ganji
Blayne S. Gatenby
Raymond H. Gong
David Warner Grashof
Christopher J. Kelly
Benson Tzu Han Lau
Gary Thomas Lawson
Edward YoonJe Lee
Ryan Thomas Lewis
Wei Min Li
Tzu-Ying Liu
Mark F. Loula
Albert Low
Michael P. McGinn Jr.
Erin Cathleen Mersch
Emma Rae Meyers
Arun Kumar Natesan
Nick Novicov
Tina Chinh Man Phu
Matthew Reeves
Nicholas Shelton
Paul D. Siroky
Yunfei Song

Degree awarded December 20, 2019
Prabh Kumaar Thakur
Aniruddha Tiwari
Jonathan Walters
Jennifer Marie Wanat
David Williams
Shahin Waseem
Aniruddha Tiwari
Shalan Michelle Zulknik

Candidates for degree, June 19, 2020

Michael Andrew Van Valkenburg
David Levy
Master of Science in Information Design and Strategy

Degree awarded December 20, 2019
Kathleen Elizabeth Durkin
Joshua Madej
Matthew J. Peyton
Keka Kuwuk/Kalani Schermherhorn
Lawrence Charles Shorter
Kayla Marie Stoner
Audrey B. Wise

Degree awarded March 27, 2020
McKenzie Dawn Acosta
Nathaniel Gagnon
Katharine Halper-Bogusky
Christopher T. Handlilk
Margaret McGill
Sasha Marie Neri
Randall O’Connor
Suzanna Rogers
Justin Bradley Sutton

Candidates for degree, June 19, 2020
Lindsay Stauffer Adams
Huraish Aziz Ahmed
Brian Neal Blumenband
Amanda Carroo
Bradley T. Cisar
Stephanie Sarah George
Grace Ho
Brendan Luke Le Grange
Lisa Leick
Brittany Metzer
Divya Mouli
Synthia Pereyra
Julia Rose Smith
Connor Steven Story
Ariel Tipton
Victoria West
Laura Wimbiscus

Master of Science in Health Informatics

Degree awarded September 6, 2019
Mayank Arora
Jade Kathryn Liu

Degree awarded December 20, 2019
Gilah Ahmed
Martin Phillip Appell
Ryan Bandoske
Ryan Michael Brady Everist
Rohini Mukherjee
Sarah J. Roberts
Grecia Rodriguez
Regina Marie Schwind
TeQuan Marcel Taylor
Renee Marie Wisely

Degree awarded March 27, 2020
Jack Connelly
Angela Theresa Mazzari

Candidates for degree, June 19, 2020
Juveria Ahmad
Mohamed Almasri
Michael Liam Cavanaugh
Michael Eaton
Jordan Quinn France
Thomas Joseph Gallagher
Ekata Patel Gheewala
Scott Kass
Erin M. Kerrigan
Shalini Khairdi
Sharon Lee
Justin Bradley Long
Lillian Rachel Morris
Alexander Nawakowski
Ryan Nix
Sanay D. Shah
Jennifer Tomich
Luis Albert Villarin M. D. Facep

Master of Science in Information Systems

Degree awarded September 6, 2019
Shannon D. Baldwin
Faig Garayev
James S. Ksiazek
Maureen Ogechikamaka Okoli
Saagar Ravi

Degree awarded December 20, 2019
Lisa Anggarayangay
Jeffrey Banks III
Andrew Brant
Benjamin Howard Braverman
Danish Eijai
Javid Ferguson
Jay D. Meyer
Brian James Moreth
Anushka Jaydeep Patel
Jonathan Sheai
Rosalind Louise Whitley
Ting-Chun Teh

Degree awarded March 27, 2020
Christopher A. Adamescu
David Francis
Mary S. Houghton
Justn Kundert
Kari Lynn LeBeau
Brandon Maltzman
Sheng Quan Tan
Tony Trim

Candidates for degree, June 19, 2020
Bradley Tempel Abrams
Abazer Ali
Mahmud Cham
Stanley Chan
Thomas Tristrum Coffin
Tatiana A. Collins
Daniel William Einhorn
John Fulbright
Arthur Gaerlan
Adam Joseph Hoke
Evan Honour
Zanib Khalid
Michael J. Krider
Dominick Liberio
Mark McGown
Carlos A. Moreno
Aidan Christopher Schenkus
Siddharth Siva
Michael Andre Sutanto
James Theobald
Patrick Veigel
Frank R. Wayne
Emma Yao

Master of Science in Medical Informatics

Degree awarded September 6, 2019
Kenneth Lomonaco

Degree awarded December 20, 2019
Sadia Anees Ali
Janet O’Connor

Degree awarded March 27, 2020
John Mark Bickerton

Master of Science in Predictive Analytics

Degree awarded September 6, 2019
Bradley Allen Curell
Cynthia Rose Frelund
Benjamin Hopf
Zeeshan M. Latifi
Nurtekin Savaj
Saranayan Vasudevan

Degree awarded December 20, 2019
Dalya T. Adams
Gretchen L. Brittan
Shannon Marie Guffey
Alex Martin Hershberger
Maria Jackson
Luxuan Jiao
Navid Khajouei
John Koegel
Andrius Tomas Markvaldas
Raphael Tewa Mbella
Ian M. O’Keeffe
Renato L. Silvestre
Joshua Paul Wood
Elizabeth Zimmerman

Candidates for degree, June 19, 2020
Gregory Joel Ackerman
Sumana Akella
Patrick M. Andrews
Brant Comstock
Elliot Drabs
Roger Gregory Grant
Jennifer Harding
Ray Mathew
John Abel Mendez
Shary Mudassir
Matt Thomas Possley
Shannon L. Smosarski
Brandon C. Strain
John A. Tenerovich III
Yi Zhang

Master of Science in Regulatory Compliance

Degree awarded September 6, 2019
Danielle R. Badgley

Degree awarded December 20, 2019
Helene Marie Biernacki
Ingrid N. Guzman
Elissa Ann Szuiter

Degree awarded March 27, 2020
Olga Kryukhina
Kensli Reyne Rollman

Candidates for degree, June 19, 2020
Angela L. Brinkley
Francis Reagan De Leon
Define Emel Egecioğlu
Erik Robert Eglite
Yara E. Freytes-Sanchez
Kimberly Ann Green
Emily O’Heir Paganelli
Srikumar M. Raja
Adriana Rodriguez
Samantha Warner
PRIZES AND HONORS

EXTERNAL HONORS

Acta Materialia Inc. Undergraduate Scholarship
William Jeffrey Jeang

Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality Institutional Training Award (T32)
Salva Najib Balbale (2016)
Charlotte Emily Ward (2016)

Peter Agris Memorial Journalism Scholarship
Nikki Leah Bain

Sheikh Saud bin Saqr al Qasimi Foundation for Policy Research Doctoral Research Grant
Elizabeth Ann Derderian (2017)

Alumnuae of Northwestern University Graduate Fellowship
Juliet Lucie Freudman (2019)
Jiamin Jiang (2019)
Julia Linda Shenkman (2019)
Senior Woman's Service Award
Sophia Harmony Liu Huali Ruark
STEM Scholars
Kayla Iris Carter (2017, 2018)
Claire Hilburger (2018)
Issac L. Lawanson (2017)
Rachel Claire Orenstein (2017)
Taylor Reyes (2017)
André Ferreira Schweizer (2018)

American Association of University Women American Fellowships Dissertation Fellowship
Aisha Motlani (2018)

American Heart Association Predoctoral Fellowship
Ryan Dale Marcum (2016)
Christopher Howard Mullens (2014)
Maxwell Keith Shepherd (2017)
Andrew Kunwah Shum (2015)

American Opera Society of Chicago Scholarship
Noel Kim (2018)

American Political Science Association Minority Fellowship Program
Andrene Zenobia Wright (2018)

American Political Science Association Travel Grant
Yixue Shao (2019)

American Research Institute in Turkey Summer Fellowship for Advanced Turkish Language Study at Bogazici University
Dominic Owen Balestrieri-Fox (2018)
Elizabeth Lee Howell (2019)

American Society of Magazine Editors Magazine Internship Program
Justin Michael Curto (2019)
Pasha de Varona (2019)

Ammen Scholar
Kathryn Julia Dierksheide (2019)

Anatolia College Postgraduate Fellowship Program
Lydia Claire Hartman

ARCS Scholar
Clarence W. Chan (2015)

Aspen Opera Center Young Artist
Gabrielle Anne Barkidjija (2017)

Boren Fellowship
Justin Hackett (2019)

Boren Scholarship
Jacob Richard Ray Summers (2018)

Bosendorfer and Yamaha USASU International Piano Competition
EunAe Lee, second prize and Yehuda Meir Memorial Award (2015)

Bowdoin International Music Festival Fellowship
EunAe Lee (2019)

Emma Bowen Foundation Fellowship
Milan Taylor Polk (2019)
Elly Esperanza Rivera (2019)
Laura Isabel Zornosa (2019)

British Institute in East Africa Thematic Research Grant
Patrick Mbullo Owuor (2018)

California Music Center Irving M. Klein International String Competition
Jeremy Emmanuel Tai, first prize and Allen R. and Susan E. Weiss Memorial Prize (2017)

Cedille Emerging Artist Competition
Julian Spencer Velasco, semifinalist

Central City Opera Bonfils-Stanton Foundation Studio Artist
Aryssa Leigh Burrs
Ryan Anthony Lustgarten
Madison Kay Rice
Marin Maureen Tack
Carla Reneda Vargas Puster

Chateau briand Fellowship
Michael Louis Katz (2019)

Chiang Ching-kuo Foundation for International Scholarly Exchange Doctoral Fellowship
Yixue Shao (2019)

Chicago Objects Study Initiative
Mellon Curatorial Internship
Aisha Motlani (2015)
Mellon Curatorial Research Fellowship
Julia Marie Oswald (2016)

Circumnavigators Travel-Study Grant
Christopher Hans LaMountain (2019)
Hannah Brynn Whitehouse (2018)

David L. Clark National Graduate Student Research Seminar in Educational Administration and Policy
Naomi Lee Blauhild

Classical Singer Vocal Competition
Classical University Intermediate Division
Gabrielle Anne Barkidjija, second prize (2017)

Clean Water Scholarship
Kylie O. Melodick (2019)

Van Cliburn International Piano Competition
EunAe Lee, competitor (2017)

Cliff Dwellers Quartet Competition
First Prize
Jeremy Emmanuel Tai (2018)
Second Prize
Noel Kim (2018)
Sae Rheen Lynn Kim (2018)
Caroline Margaret Paulsen (2018)

Clinton Global Initiative University Conference Delegate
Patricia Lu Tang (2018)

College Art Association of America Professional Development Fellowship in Art History
Cameron Christopher McKee (2019)

Consortium for History of Science, Technology, and Medicine Dissertation Writing Fellowship
Kevin Thomas Baker (2017)

Cornell University School of Criticism and Theory Fellowship
Miriam Shulman Pilonen (2016)

Coro Fellowship
James Crisafulli

Critical Language Scholarship
Elizabeth Lee Howell (2019)
Christopher Hans LaMountain
Moses Isaac Lee (2018)
Sean Lee (2012)

Des Moines Metro Opera Young Artist
Emma Gernell Rothfield

Deutscher Akademischer Austauschdienst Intensive Language Course Grant
Alan Joseph Kellner (2014)

Deutscher Akademischer Austauschdienst Research Grant
Nadav Avruch (2016)

Deutscher Akademischer Austauschdienst Research Internship in Science and Engineering
Yehya Emad Hamdy Mohamed Elmasry (2018)
Rachel Claire Orenstein (2019)
Biraj Parikh (2018)
Henry Webster Raeder (2019)
Taylor Reyes (2018)
Katherine Su (2019)
Deborah Jane Turetsky (2019)
James A. Williams (2018)

Deutscher Akademischer Austauschdienst Undergraduate Scholarship
Amber Marie Luczak (2018)

Earl B. Dickerson Fellowship
Atinuke Opeyemi Alediran (2019)

Diverse Voices in Docs
Milton Ernesto Guillen Bendana (2019)

James Dunn Fellowship
Bevy Daniel
Lillian Guo

Leifur Eiriksson Foundation Fellowship
Kathryn Anne Catlin (2016)

English Open Doors Program
Eliza Nora Levy

Environmental and Water Resources Institute Scholarship
Tess Margaret Russell (2019)

Erasmus Mundus Joint Master Degree
Margarite Luce Young

FAO Schwarz Fellowship
Serena Lisette Salgado
Mellon/American Council of Learned Societies
Dissertation Completion Fellowship
Kathryn Anne Callin (2018)

Mellon/Council for European Studies
Dissertation Completion Fellowship
in European Studies
Kathryn Anne Callin (2018)

Andrew W. Mellon Postdoctoral Fellowship
Program at Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Misty Bernadette De Berry

Mellon THATCamp Fellowship
Kevin Thomas Baker (2012)

Mellon University Press Diversity Fellowship
Erika Julissa Barrios

MEXT Research Student Scholarship
Maxwell Jacob Sigal

Ella Jean Morgan Memorial
Dive Training Grant for Young Women
Katherine Anne Haile (2019)

Music Academy of the West Fellow
Jakob Wim Gerritsen (2017)
EunAe Lee (2017)
Caroline Margaret Paulsen (2018)
Kathleen Yuan (2017)

Musicians Club of Women
Farwell Trust Award
Hazel Gladys Friedman
Caroline Margaret Paulsen (also 2018, 2019)

Jerome and Elaine Nerenberg Foundation Scholarship
Erika Mina Cha (2018)

Music Teachers National Association
Chamber Music Competition Finalists
Peter Jangwoo Eom
Christopher Lawrence Forbes
Daniel Huang
Julian Spencer Velasco

Music Teachers National Association
East Central Division Chamber Winds Competition First Place
Christopher Lawrence Forbes (2019)
Julian Spencer Velasco (2019)

National Academy of Education/Spencer Foundation Dissertation Fellowship
Mollie Therese McQuillan (2017)

National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Human Research Program Grant Augmentation Competition for Students and Postdocs
William Brennan Antone

National Arts Centre Young Artist
Sae Rheen Lynn Kim (2019)

National Association of Teachers of Singing
Central Region Student Auditions,
Lower College Women Division
Gabrielle Anne Barkidjija, first place (2015)
Lucy Walker Wolfe Evans, first place (2018)
Chicago Chapter Student Auditions, Classical Women, College Second- and Third-Year Division
Shannon Rose Johnson, first place (2019)
Chicago Chapter Student Auditions, Fourth- and Fifth-Year College/Independent Studio Treble
Shannon Rose Johnson, first place
National Student Auditions, Lower College Women Division
Lucy Walker Wolfe Evans, first place (2018)
Gabrielle Anne Barkidjija, second place (2015)
State Student Auditions, Lower College Women Division
Gabrielle Anne Barkidjija, first place (2014)

National Defense Science and Engineering
Graduate Fellowship
Megan Elizabeth Beck (2015)
Elisa C. Borowski (2019)
Charlotte Hui Chen (2014)
Elizabeth Paige DeBenedictis (2016)
Orion Landauer Kafka (2015)
Garrett Chinuyu Lau (2014)
Matthew Lee Mendonca (2016)
Kaitlyn Ann Redfern (2016)

National Science Foundation Doctoral Dissertation Research Improvement Grant
Thomas Nathan Denby (2018)
Sadaf Hasnain (2014)
Andrew Wooyoung Kim (2019)
Nayoun Kim (2018)
Elisa Lanari (2015)

National Science Foundation Graduate Research Fellowship
Ariana Gray Bé (2016)
Lisa Jane Beckmann (2018)
Erica Ashley Binelli (2015)
Leah E. Borsmiller
Benjamin James Bucior (2014)
Kevin Chiu (2015)
Janel Davis (2017)
Elizabeth Paige DeBenedictis (2016)
Alexandra Michelle De Paz (2014)
Peter Francis Doubleday (2015)
Aya Eid (2015)
Ruby Laurel Fried (2014)
Alexandra Kristen Garr-Schultz (2016)
Melody Chen Guo
Kazi Yasin Helal (2015)
Claire Hilburger
Jason Wayne Hutcheson (2014)
William Jeffrey Jeang
Orion Landauer Kafka (2015)
Kyle Lee Kremer (2015)
Alexander Scott Latourrette (2015)
Maya Danielle Lennon
Stephen Edward Lin (2016)
Jenna Leigh Logsdon (2015)
Alexis Nell Malm (2013)
Kevin Patrick McClelland (2016)
Rebecca Marie Gobel Menssen (2016)
Newell H. Moser (2014)
Paul Erich Ohno (2015)
Rebecca Hansen Palmer (2016)
Olivia Anna Prado
Fernando Luis Reyes Tirado (2016)
Paul Kauffmann Roots (2017)
Christopher Manuel Serrano (2014)
Paul Erich Ohno (2015)
Newell H. Moser (2014)
Olivia Anna Prado
Fernando Luis Reyes Tirado (2016)
Paul Kauffmann Roots (2017)
Christopher Manuel Serrano (2014)
Jessica Carol Stark (2015)
Katherine Su
Emma Rose Vander Ende (2015)
Andrew David Vigotsky (2017)
Henry Oliver Tenadooah Ware (2015)
Jessica Carol Stark (2015)
Katherine Su
Emma Rose Vander Ende (2015)
Andrew David Vigotsky (2017)
Henry Oliver Tenadooah Ware (2015)
Jessica Carol Stark (2015)
Katherine Su
Emma Rose Vander Ende (2015)

National Sciences and Engineering Research Council of Canada
Canada Graduate Scholarship
Nicole Andrea Bonar (2015)

New York Times Fellowship
Troy Matthew Clouston

North American Saxophone Alliance
Quartet Competition
Leonardo Enrique Aguilar-Arias, semifinalist (2018)
Christopher Lawrence Forbes, second prize
Julian Spencer Velasco, second prize
Collegiate Solo Competition
Julian Spencer Velasco, second prize

Oriental Institute Beirut Doctoral Fellowship
Sean Lee (2019)

Helene M. Overall Memorial Graduate Scholarship
Lama Al Hajj Hassan (2019)

Linus Pauling Distinguished Postdoctoral Fellowship
Mavis Dufoe Boamah (2019)

Peer-Reviewed Cancer Research Program Horizon Award
Kaleigh Filisa Roberts (2017)

Polish American Foundation Scholarship
Kamila Postolowicz

PPG Foundation Fellowship
Matthias Thomas Agne (2019)
Fernando Luis Reyes Tirado (2019)

Presidential Associates Program
Carter Roland Rothman

Jewel L. Prestage and Richard F. Fenno Endowment for Minority Opportunities
Justin Michael Zimmerman (2018)

Princeton in Africa Fellowship
Hannah Sophia Chorley

Princeton in Latin America Fellowship
Joseph Paul Charney

Project Global Officer Scholarship
James Albert Belleque (2018)

Project Horseshoe Farm Fellowship
Mary Genevieve Cormier

Public Policy and International Affairs Public Service Conference
Adam Charles Blake Davies (2019)

Public Policy and Leadership Conference
Adam Charles Blake Davies (2018)

Pulitzer Center on Crisis Reporting Reporting Grant
Carly Graf (2019)

Pulliam Journalism Fellowship
Jeannette Rosemary Hinkle (2019)

Queen Elisabeth Competition
EunAe Lee (2016), finalist

Chips Quinn Scholars Program for Diversity in Journalism
Laura Isabel Zornosa (2019)

Report for America Corps
Madeline Kim Burakoff
Piper Katarina Hudspeth Blackburn
Kristina Elvira Karisch
Alexander Patrick Schwartz

San Francisco Opera Merola Opera Artist
Gabrielle Anne Barkidjija

Schmidt Science Fellowship
Andrea Ivana d’Aquino
Paul Erich Ohno (2019)

Sendai International Music Competition
Evan Wong, audience prize and second prize (2016)

Social Science Research Council Dissertation Proposal Development Program
William Bruce McBean Cochran (2014)

Social Science Research Council International Dissertation Research Fellowship
Lamin Keita
Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council
Doctoral Fellowship
William Bruce McBean Cochran (2014)

Society of Tribologists and Lubrication Engineers Scholarship
Thomas Gu (2017)

Paul and Daisy Soros Fellowship for New Americans
Benjamin Chou (2018)

Southeast Asia Research Group Predissertation Fellowship
Mirna Nadia

Texas Music Festival Fellow
Jakob Wim Gerritsen (2017)

Adelle and Erwin Tomash Fellowship in the History of Information Technology
Kevin Thomas Baker (2016)

Truman Scholarship
Elissa Irene Gray (2019)

University of Texas Press Publishing Fellowship
Erika Julissa Barrios

US Department of Energy Office of Science Graduate Student Research Program
Ding Wen Chung (2019)

US Department of Energy Science Undergraduate Laboratory Internships
Audrey Nell Angelos (2019)
Joseph Glieson (2018)
Alvin Tan (2019)

US Teaching Assistantship at Austrian Secondary Schools
Samuel Rudolph Cole
Maya Julia Daiter

Vandoren Emerging Artist Competition
Julian Spencer Velasco (2018), first prize
Christopher Lawrence Forbes, third prize

Robert D. Watkins Minority Graduate Research Fellowship
Osefame Ewaleifoh (2016)

Weatherford College International Piano Competition
Asana Michelle Onishi, first prize (2019)

Wenner-Gren Foundation Dissertation Fieldwork Grant
V. Varun Chaudhry (2017)
Andrew Wooyoung Kim (2019)
Elisa Lanari (2015)

Woodrow Wilson Dissertation Fellowship in Women’s Studies
Elizabeth Marie Rodriguez (2014)

Carter G. Woodson Institute for African American and African Studies Predoctoral Residential Research Fellowship
Francisca Delali Yawa Kumavie (2018)

Yenching Scholar
Lucy Ling Yang

GRADUATE SCHOOL

Dr. John H. Nicholson Fellowship
Shannon Colleen Brady (2018)
Mariah Alexie Azu Meyer (2018)

Presidential Fellowship
Daniel James Case (2016)
Anne Elizabeth d’Aquino (2018)
Anya Sara Degenshein (2017)
Bonnie Joy Etherington (2018)
Chelsea Mikael Frazier (2018)
Mollie Therese McQuillan (2017)
Paul Erich Ohno (2017)
Elizabeth Marie Rodriguez (2014)
Maxwell Keith Shepherd (2018)

Ryan Fellowship
Benjamin James Bucior (2014)
Andrea Ivana d’Aquino (2016)
Anne Elizabeth d’Aquino (2018)
Elizabeth Paige DeBenedictis (2016)
Marco Giovannini (2015)
Jacqueline Godbe (2012)
Nicolas Camilo Martinez Prieto (2014)
Matthew Lee Mendonca (2015)
Akhshay Arun Murthy (2018)
Hyunho Noh (2017)
Taewan Noh (2008)
Shuya Wang (2017)
Yeguang Xue (2016)
Gokay Yamankurt (2015)

Family Institute Awards

Master of Arts in Counseling with Academic Distinction, On-Campus Program
Madison Townsend Bowden
Elisabeth Sacia Kee
Jessica Phillips Kingsdale

Master of Arts in Counseling with Academic Distinction, Online Program
Lara de la Harpe Adams
Stephanie Nicole Bowman
James Albert Bryan II
Indira Kate Kalmbach
Jacob Julian Kaufman
Shatae Mullins
Kenzington Price
Anastazja Wozniak

Master of Science in Marriage and Family Therapy with Academic Distinction
Joy Belema Dima
Kaela Brianne Palmer
Jennifer Carol Solomon

JUDD A. AND MARJORIE WEINBERG COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES

Daniel Bonbright Scholars in the Humanities
Lois Taylor Biggs
Bennett Robert Eckert
Nicholas Liou

Franklin N. and Lee L. Corbin Prize
Isabella Sarah Barber
Kathryn Julia Dierskheide
Rachel Tung So

James Alton James Scholars in the Social Sciences
Yang Hu
Carter Roland Rothman
Huiran Zhang

Oliver Marcy Scholars in the Natural Sciences
Nell Anna Borys
Kathryn Julia Dierskheide
Makim Giljen

Phi Beta Kappa Centennial Prize
James Crisafulli

African American Studies Department Awards

Lerone Bennett Jr. Award for Outstanding Academic Achievement
Sarah Violet Evans

Community Service and Leadership in African American Studies
Erica Nasha Woods

American Studies Program Award

Carl Smith Prize for Outstanding Senior Essay in American Studies
Hannah Tes Lachow
Amos Chaim Pomp

Anthropology Department Awards

Elizabeth M. Brumfiel Prize for Distinguished Honors Thesis in Archaeology
Simone Juliet Laszuk

Friends of Anthropology Award for Distinguished Honors Thesis in Public Anthropology
Norah Fanning

Oswald Werner Prize for Distinguished Honors Thesis in Anthropology
Zoe Miller

Art History Department Awards

Outstanding Junior Art History Major
Lois Taylor Biggs (2019)
Nicholas Liou (2019)

David Van Zanten Prize in Advanced Art Historical Writing
Emily Rose Andrey
Meghan Clare Considine (2019)

Warnock Prize for Art Historical Writing

J. Carson Webster Prize for Distinguished Honors Thesis
Meghan Clare Considine
Helen G. Scott Prize for Literary Media
Mega Annabel Dafiagh (2019)
Kandisie Alyssabeth Le Blanc

Helen G. Scott Prize for Literature and New Media
Erika Julissa Barrios (2019)
Vivian Lee Xu (2017)

Edwin L. Shuman Award for Best Honors Thesis in Creative Writing
Zeina Hany Elhanbaly

Edwin L. Shuman Award for Best Honors Thesis in Literature
Erika Julissa Barrios

Edwin L. Shuman Award for Creative Nonfiction Essay
Mega Annabel Dafiagh
Gabrielle Emily Grossman (2019)

Edwin L. Shuman Award for Outstanding Junior in Literature
Julia Skye Morgenstern (2019)

Edwin L. Shuman Award for Outstanding Senior in Creative Writing
Alice Evelyn Yang

Edwin L. Shuman Award for Outstanding Senior in Literature
Amanda C. Barraza-Murphy

Environmental Policy and Culture Program Awards

Certificate of Honor
Kaitlyn Nicole Pointexter

H. Paul Friesema Award
Ams Chaim Pomp

Environmental Sciences Program Award

Best Senior Thesis
Amy Lauren Rogin
Lucy Ling Yang

French and Italian Department Awards

Distinguished Essay in English on a French Subject
Lois Taylor Biggs (2018)

Outstanding Achievement in 200-Level Italian, in English
Christopher Hans LaMountain (2019)
Lucy Ling Yang (2019)

Outstanding Achievement in 200-Level Italian, in Italian
Rocio Soledad Bautista (2017)
Phillips Reid McLaughlin (2018)

Outstanding Achievement in 300-Level Italian, in Italian
Leah Elena Cornelia Broger (2017)

Outstanding Achievement in French, Second-Year Language
Rachael Elizabeth Goldberg (2017)

Outstanding Achievement in French, Third-Year Literature
Lily Catherine Himmelman (2018)
Madina Akanova Jenks (2017)

Outstanding Achievement in French, Fourth-Year Language
Jacob Wilson Holland (2018)
Alanna Tyler Ramquist (2019)

Outstanding Achievement in French, Fourth-Year Literature
Lily Catherine Himmelman

Outstanding Achievement in Italian 101
Cassidy Sarah-June Cottle (2019)

Outstanding Achievement in Italian 133 and 134
Archit Gupta
Ryan Smythe Walden (2018)

Outstanding Achievement in Italian 200
Rocio Soledad Bautista (2017)

Gender and Sexuality Studies Program Awards

George C. Casey Essay Prize
Samuel Joseph Berston, honorable mention (2019)
Claire Louise Bagos, honorable mention (2017)
Margaret Lu Young, honorable mention

Betty Jo Dobbs Outstanding Senior Thesis Prize
Maya Camille Glenn

Rae Arlene Moses Leadership Award
Brock Eaton Colyar (2019)
Adam Charles Blake Davies

Outstanding First-Year Student in Gender and Sexuality Studies
Brock Eaton Colyar (2017)

German Department Awards

Friedman-Kline Family Foundation Fellowship
George Joseph Papajohn (2019)

Max Kade Travel Award
Nicholas Jeming Chen (2019)
George Joseph Papajohn (2019)
Benjamin Victor Povman (2019)
Julia Lynne Tesmond (2019)

Outstanding Achievement in First-Year German
Evan Christopher Auger (2017)

Outstanding Achievement in Second-Year German
Yehya Emad Hamdy Mohamed Elmasry (2018)

Summer Language Scholarship
Samuel Allen Arrants (2017)
Dong Yoon Bae (2017)
Miles Scott Cameron (2018)
John Linus Gustafson (2017)
Dafydd M. McVeigh (2017)
Mary Kathleen Pedraza (2018)
Alan Antonio Perez (2017)
Edwin Rebollar (2018)
Kathryn Elise Riopel (2018)
Eva Grace Warrender (2018)

Géza von Molnár Essay Award, in English
Olivia Natalia Pura (2019)

Géza von Molnár German Achievement Award
Samuel Rudolph Cole
Kristina Elvira Karisch (2018)
George Joseph Povman

Géza von Molnár Multimedia Award, in German or English
Maya Julia Daiter (2018)

Global Health Studies Program Award

Radulovacki Global Health Scholars Research Fellowship
Norah Fanning (2019)
Alice Kathleen Schack (2019)

History Department Awards

Hearst Foundation Prize
David Morales (2018)
Elizabeth Perkins (2019)

Grace Douglas Johnston Prize for Best Honors Thesis
Thomas Curtis Fredericks

Jacob Lassner Prize in Jewish and Islamic Civilization
Levi Michael Goldstein (2019)
Netta Paz Keessom

Alice Kaplan Institute for the Humanities Awards

Franke Undergraduate Fellowship
Maria Melia Agudelo
Meghan Clare Considine
Nicholas Liu

Kaplan Humanities Scholars Prize
Lois Taylor Biggs, honorable mention (2017)

Kaplan Humanities Scholars Prize for Best Paper, Fall Quarter 2016
Emily Rose Andrey (2017)

Kaplan Humanities Scholars Prize for Best Paper, Winter Quarter 2017
Erika Julissa Barrios (2017)
Amos Chaim Pomp (2017)

Alice Berline Kaplan Project Prize
Seri Lee (2018)

Dolores Kohl Kaplan Writing Prize
Meghan Clare Considine
Helena Harmon Tuulikki Sandvold (2018)

Morris Kaplan Project Prize
Kendra Shin Gujral
Matthew Andrew Lenz
Alexandra Marion Schiff

Jean Gimbel Lane Writing Prize
Meghan Clare Considine (2019)
Margaret Lu Young

Pick-Laudati Prize for Best Project in Visual and Textual Studies
Paola de Varona (2017)

Integrated Science Program Awards

Community Service Award
Maxwell Jacob Sigal

Prize for Distinguished Honors Thesis
Kathryn Julia Dierskheide

International Studies Program Awards

Certificate of Distinction in a Foreign Language
Nikola Boskovic
Dorothy Ann Calba
David Andrew Gleisner (2019)
Miyi Mingyang Jia
Moses Isaac Lee
Sophie Elizabeth Rodosky
Carter Roland Rothman
Claudia Sierra

Harold Guetzkow Prize
Sophie Elizabeth Rodosky
Jill Stacey Harris Prize for Best Essay
Netta Paz Keesom

Latina and Latino Studies Program Award

Outstanding Thesis in US Latina/o Studies
Kelly Ann Bruce

Legal Studies Program Award

Distinguished Honors Thesis
Maya Echeverria Benatar
Kennedy Ray Pite
Taris Valentina Hoffman
Katherine Elizabeth Kearney
Miaelandra Irene Nevarez
Megan Elizabeth Pisarczyk
Ruth Meles Ttkiu

Linguistics Department Award

Abraham Demoz Prize for Outstanding Undergraduate Work in Linguistics
Alaina Nicole Arthurs (2019)
Yong June Choe (2019)

Mathematical Methods in the Social Sciences Program Awards

Jeanette M. Dacey Award for Best Performance in Required coursework
Ryan Jeffrey Broll
Tianyu Luo
Huiran Zhang
Ziqiao Zhang

Michael P. Dacey Award for Most Outstanding Senior Thesis
Akshay Anil Jain

Mathematics Department Awards

Excellence as an Undergraduate Teaching Assistant
Peter Yi Guan

Excellence in Mathematics by a First-Year Student
Ryan Jeffrey Broll (2017)
Amy Chen (2017)
Kathryn Julia Dierksheide (2017)
Hakan Dingenci (2017)
Peter Yi Guan (2019)
Akshay Anil Jain (2017)
Edward Kim (2012)
Justin Michael Lin (2017)
Owen Thomas MacDonald (2017)
Mahir Akhil Wagh (2017)
Huiran Zhang (2017)
Jimming Zhang (2017)

High Achievement on the William Lowell Putnam Examination
Fiona Marie Brady (2019)
Edward Kim (2014)

Outstanding Achievement in Mathematics by a Sophomore
Jimming Zhang (2018)

Outstanding Achievement in Mathematics by a Junior
Jimming Zhang (2019)

Outstanding Achievement on the William Lowell Putnam Examination
Edward Kim (2015)

Senior Career Award in Mathematics
Owen Thomas MacDonald
Jimming Zhang

Special Recognition for Outstanding Achievement in Mathematics
Fiona Marie Brady (2019)

Undergraduate Teaching Assistant Service Award
Owen Thomas MacDonald

Robert R. Welland Prize for Outstanding Achievement in Mathematics by a Graduating Senior
Justin Michael Lin

Middle East and North African Studies Program Awards

Outstanding Achievement in First-Year Arabic, Hebrew, Persian, or Turkish
Jolie Ann Boulos

Outstanding Achievement in Second-Year Arabic, Hebrew, Persian, or Turkish
Sadie Jean Hood (2019)

Outstanding Achievement in Third-Year or Fourth-Year Arabic, Hebrew, Persian, or Turkish
Connor Douglas Echols (2019)

Neurobiology Department Award

Christina Enroth-Cugel Prize in Neuroscience
Margaret Luce Young

Philosophy Department Awards

Brentano Prize for Best Essay
Matthew Tsai de la Paz
Jacob Joseph Gordon (2019)

J. G. Herder Prize for the Best Paper in the First Two Years in Philosophy
Bennett Robert Eckert (2018)

Honors with Distinction
Bennett Robert Eckert
Jacob Joseph Gordon

David Hull Prize for Best Senior Thesis
Bennett Robert Eckert

Ruth Barcan Marcus Tutor in Logic Prize
Isabella M. Rischall
Kimberly Kiniya Rowghani (2018)
Xiangyun Zhang (2019)

Lulu A. Peterson Prize for Exemplary Citizenship as a Philosophy Major
Isabella M. Rischall

Stephen Toulmin Prize for Best Philosophy GPA of the Year for a Graduating Philosophy Major
Bennett Robert Eckert

Physics and Astronomy Department Awards

Outstanding Sophomore in Physics and Astronomy
Joshua Michael Fritz (2018)

Outstanding Junior in Physics and Astronomy
Kristopher Patton Mortensen (2019)
Joshua Michael Fritz (2019)

Outstanding Undergraduate in Graduate Coursework
Fiona Marie Brady (2019)

Outstanding Undergraduate Thesis Research in Physics and Astronomy
Fiona Marie Brady
Kristopher Patton Mortensen

Political Science Department Awards

Barry Farrell Prize for Academic Achievement
Grant Lembert Glazebrook

Kenneth F. Janda Prize for Distinguished Honors Thesis
Jonathan Louis Goldberg, honorable mention
Natalie Olivia Sands

William M. McGovern Award for Academic Excellence, Leadership, and Citizenship
Elissa Irene Gray
Henry Charles Molnar, honorable mention

Psychology Department Awards

Lois Elisabeth Henrikson Undergraduate Travel Award
Rachel Sarah Epstein (2019)

Winfred Hill Award for Best Papers in Research Methods
Elizabeth Ann Koehler (2018)

William A. Hunt Award for Outstanding Senior Thesis
Kaylee Maria Guajardo
Joy M. Hsu
Klaudia Koneczny, honorable mention
Rachel Danielle Kritzik, honorable mention

Psychology Department Travel Award
Christina Mei Foo (2018)
Kaylee Maria Guajardo
Dayanara Padilla (2018)

Religious Studies Department Awards

Charisma Award
Jonathan Hanitio
Samuel Patrick Maude

Edmund Perry Award for Best Essay
Christopher Hans LaMountain

Science in Human Culture Program Award

Certificate of Honor
Akshar Pankajbhai Thakkar

Slavic Languages and Literatures Department Awards

Kultura i Lingwistika Honor in Russian: Beginning
Alexander Christopher Collins (2017)
Margaret Joy Maddox (2018)
Jacob Richard Ray Summers (2017)

Kultura i Lingwistika Honor in Russian: Intermediate
Jacob Richard Ray Summers (2018)

Kultura i Lingwistika Honor in Polish: Beginning
Nell Anna Borys (2017)

Kultura i Lingwistika Honor in Polish: Intermediate
Nell Anna Borys (2018)

Kultura i Lingwistika Honor in Polish: Advanced
Olivia Sara Stelmashczyk (2017)

Gary Saul Morson Award for Outstanding Essay in Slavic Literatures and Cultures Written in English
Margaret Joy Maddox (2019)
Jay Yu (2016)

Irwin Weil Award for Outstanding Essay in Slavic Literatures and Cultures
Clayton Philip Mills

Irwin Weil Award for Outstanding Service and Community Building
Jacob Richard Ray Summers (2018)
Sociology Department Awards

Best Thesis Award
Riley Rae Ceperich
Jade Alexandra Davis, honorable mention
Yu Wang, honorable mention

William II. Exum Award
Evan Christopher Augeri (2019)
Maya Camille Glenn
Sophie Elizabeth Rodosky, honorable mention

Senior Thesis with Distinction
Bohye Kim
Denise Lopez
Jacqueline A. Mazique
Jeanne Nicole Paulino
Bobbi Alyssa Throckmorton

Spanish and Portuguese Department Awards

Best Essay for Spanish 200-Level Literature and Culture Classes
Paul Matthew Curtis (2017)
Adrian Lafont-Mueller (2018)

Best Essay for Spanish 300-Level Literature and Culture Classes
Adrian Lafont-Mueller

Writing Program Award

First-Year Seminar Writing Award
Lily Fatirnriester (2018)
Joseph Solomon Badion, honorable mention (2017)
Jeremy Patrick Brooks (2018)
Rachael Elizabeth Goldberg, honorable mention (2017)
Adrian Lafont-Mueller, honorable mention (2017)

Alpha Sigma Lambda

Gabrielle Adelle Bondi
Marcus Charles
Benjamin David Fife
Graham J. King
Shannan Lyn Krull
Anthony F. Leon
Sarah Niedermeier
Stephany Antonia Prodromos
John J. Vondran Jr.
Justin T. Walker

Phi Beta Kappa

Elected as Juniors
Alaina Nicole Arthurs
Isabella Sarah Barber
Dominic Bayer
Lois Taylor Biggs
Nell Anna Borys
Maya Julia Daiter
Kathryn Julia Dierksheide
Maksim Giljen
Michelle Guo
Mulan Hua
Rachel Danielle Kritik
Adrian Lafont-Mueller
Saiyin Li
Nicholas Liou
Claire Jeeyoung Pak
Wan Cheng Phua
Amos Chaim Pomp
Olivia Natalia Pura
Amy Lauren Regin
Rachel Tung So
Mahir Akhil Wagh
James Michael Walker
Lucy Ling Yang

Elected as Seniors
Saeed Binmararr Aldhaheeri
Dominic Owen Balestrieri-Fox
Erika Julissa Barrios
Maya Echeverria Benatar
Fiona Marie Brady
Ryan Jeffrey Broll
Jeremy Patrick Brooks
Alexis Kara Sandifer Bullock
Leo Jean Li-An Carillon
Rohan Chalasani
Hui Ling Chen
Nicholas Temprun Chen
Neil Ke-Jian Chin
Yong June Choe
Emily Shin Chwa
Luke Anthony Cimarusti
Samuel Rudolph Cole
James Crisafulli
Mayrma Dababneh
Brodey Matthew Danielsen
Bennett Robert Eckert
Sandra Elizabeth Freeman
Grant Limbert Glazebrook
Rachael Elizabeth Goldberg
Jacob Joseph Gordon
Gabrielle Emily Grossman
Emily Wengjing Guo
Mary Elizabeth Hawley
Joshua Douglas Henderson
Lily Kate Highman
Xiaoyi Sean Hu
Shani Kaplan-Golan (2019)
Sarah Walker Koubek
Hannah Tess Lachow
Kandise Alyssabeth Le Blanc
Elizabeth Jaeyoung Lee
Seri Lee
Ethan Lewittes
Justin Michael Lin
Tianyu Luo
Owen Thomas MacDonald
Sara Malik
Martha Judith McCoy
Phillips Reid McLaughlin
Henry Charles Molnar
Kristopher Patron Mortensen
Jonathan David Murray
Alexander Richardson Neumann
Yudai Okabe
William Alexander Paik
George Pan
Jeanne Nicole Paulino
Xueyang Peng
Elizabeth Perkins
Benjamin Lee Perri
Michael R. Postiglione
Andrew Ryan Reed
Aubrey Kathryn Roberts
Carter Roland Rothman
Ella Jane Sobel Rubenstein
Panhaneeh Seng
Meylynn Shi
Maxwell Jacob Sigal
Trent Andrew Steelman
Gabrielle Marie Struik
Amanda Lynn Swanson
Louis Aaron Tauber
Lydia Kifle Tefera
Casondrara Lynn Thomas
Serena Ravi Tolani
Thomas Robert Trzupek
Hidde Sebastiaan Verholt
Margaret Luce Young
Huiran Zhang
Ziqiao Zhang

Bachelor of Arts Summa cum Laude

Lois Taylor Biggs
Nell Anna Borys
Fiona Marie Brady
Ryan Jeffrey Broll
David Yin Cao
Leo Jean Li-An Carillon
Rohan Chalasani
Sherie Xi Cheng
Emily Shin Chwa
James Crisafulli
Kathryn Julia Dierksheide
Sandra Elizabeth Freeman
Maksim Giljen
Joshua Ian Golding
Lily Kate Highman
Frances Ho
Michael August Hodak
Xiaoyi Sean Hu
Yang Hu
Mulan Hua
Netta Paz Keesom
Rachel Danielli Kritik
Adrian Lafont-Mueller
Elizabathed Jaeyoung Lee
Nathan A. Le Sage
Ya Song Bernetta Li
Nicholas Liu
Alisa Haojin Liu
Alexander Richardsen Neumann
Kira Rebecca Newell
George Pan
Wan Cheng Phua
Amos Chaim Pomp
Michael R. Postiglione
Henry Webster Raeder
Carter Roland Rothman
Ariel Pazit Shelley
Alexander Joseph Smith
Rachel Tung So
Serena Ravi Tolani
James Michael Walker
Talia Maria Willmert
Margaret Luce Young
Huiran Zhang
Ziqiao Zhang

Bachelor of Arts Magna cum Laude

Michael Javier Ansusinha
Alaina Nicole Arthurs
Abizar Bagasrawala
Melissa Jinju Buk
Isabella Sarah Barber
Amanda C. Barraza-Murphy
Dominic Bayer
Nicholas Jeming Chen
Lauren Penny Chrisman
Luke Anthony Cimarusti
Samuel Rudolph Cole
Mary Genevieve Cormier
Cassidy Sarah-June Cottle
Mayrma Dababneh
Maya Julia Daiter
Daphne Anne Briones David
Christina Mei Foo
Gina Lottie Gabrielli
Tyler Brendt Gillikin
Grant Limbert Glazebrook
Jonathan Louise Goldberg
Levi Michael Goldstein
Jacob Joseph Gordon
Jayne Elizabeth Gotham
Gabrielle Emily Grossman
Emily Wenjing Guo
Michelle Guo
Seungrook Hong
Zoe Louise Johnson
Adam Noor Kapadia
Shani Kaplan-Golan
Eric Hanwen Ke
Ahmad Keshk
Joon Sang Kim
Sung Won Nicholas Kim
Bachelor of Arts cum Laude

Saeed Binnmarran Aldhaferi
Reema Manoj Amin
Aditi Atluri
Dominic Owen Balestrieri-Fox
Erika Julissa Barrios
Tara Bhargava
Abigail Lauren Blum
Jeremy Patrick Brooks
Daniel Steven Brunette
Morgan Elizabeth Buckley
Alexis Kara Sandifer Bullock
Corinne Cornell Burger
Benjamin Jacob Chase
Amy Chen
Hsi Ling Chen
Neil Ke-Jian Chin
Joon-Sung Choe
Yong June Choe
Jehannaz Dinyar Dastoor
Erim Margaret Ellis
Meera Bhanu Ganesh
Rachel Elizabeth Goldberg
Hannah Bea Goldenberg
Yi Wei Hang
Claire Catherine Hartman
Mary Elizabeth Hawley
Joshua Douglas Henderson
Lily Catherine Himmelman
Stephanie Huang
Priyanka Sujay Jadhav
Akshay Anil Jain
Madina Akanova Jenks
Anthony Kuywon Kang
Shiyue Kang
Isaiah Trilling Katz
Christine Kyu Eun Kim
Matthew Thomas Kim
Yul Hee Kim
Sarah Walker Koubek
Anna Marie Lampe
Aaron Edward Ledsky
Hansung Lee
Sarah Grace Letscher
Zachary Jonathan Levy
Jessie Li
Yuhang Liang
Justin Michael Lin
Victor Malagon
Nicolette Grace Mántica
Benjamin Isaac Markstone
Charles August Maxwell
Martha Judeth McCoy
Grant Cameron McKnight
Andrew Douglas Mishkin
Henry Wooden Mohn
Henry Charles Molnar
Sydney Rose Monroe
Julia Skye Morgenstern
Jake David Mostad
William Alexander Paik
Yunejuang Park
Jeanne Nicole Paulino
Elizabeth Perkins
Bradley James Podsal
Benjamin Victor Povman
Clarissa Lilian Qian
Brian Paul Quisiberg
Anuradha Bidani Raife
Andrew Ryan Reed
Juliana Marie Rev
Amy Lauren Rogen
Ella Jane Sobel Rubenstein
Alice Kathleen Schaeck
Eric Tyler Shao
William Fortune Chickering Shaw
Meilynn Shi
Michael Dyer Slattery
Jennifer Maling Slota
Elaine Jeanette Sobel
Alexandra Renee Somerville
Caitlin Jean Somerville
Chandana Manjunath Sooranjahalli
Trent Andrew Steelman
Laine Cyze Stern
Adam Anthony Strigenz
Jacob Richard Ray Summers
Changfu Sun
Amanda Lynn Swanson
Casondra Lynn Thomas
Caroline Carmody Tilley
Emily Anne Torre
Sririn Trinetkamol
Hidde Sebastiaan Verholt
Mahir Akhil Wagh
Yu Wang
Yuqi Wei
Drake Everett Weissman
Michelle Renee Williams
Lindsay Midori Wilson
Eric Wenjie Yang
Jane Gi-Young Yun
Yanqi Zhang
Yinhua Zhu
Sarah Nicole Zieba

Bachelor of Science in General Studies

Summa cum Laude

Gabrielle Adelle Bondi
Perry Scripps Shaffer
Justin T. Walker

Bachelor of Science in General Studies

Magna cum Laude

Michael Butler
Mark Jedlicki
Shannan Lyn Krull
Eddythe Ann Selinger

Bachelor of Science in General Studies

cum Laude

Robin Crystal Carter
Catharine E. Heidenreich
Donald R. Heintz
Graham J. King
Ashley Knudson
Anthony F. Leon

Department and Program Honors

Ad Hoc
Avi Sklar Goldstein
Seri Lee

African American Studies
Sarah Violet Evans
Leilani Michelle Jones
John Patrick Sweeney

American Studies
Gabrielle Emily Grossman
Zoe Louise Johnson
Hannah Tess Lachow
William Alexander Paik
Ruby Evelyn Phillips
Amos Chain Pomp
Meilynn Shi

Anthropology
Norah Fanning
Simone Juliet Laszuk
Zoe Miller

Art History
Luke Anthony Cimarusti
Mary Elizabeth Hawley
Isabella Chia-I Ko
Nicholas Liu
Xueyang Peng

Art Theory and Practice
Alexis Kara Sandifer Bullock
Jade Alexandra Davis (also Sociology)
Valerie Gruest
Zirui Guo
Sandra Chepkemboi Kibet
Isabel Irene Nygard
Jacqueline Rena Eileen Siegle
Mary Truong
Deniz Türkoglu
Kaley Elizabeth Weil

Asian Languages and Cultures
Miya Mingyang Jia
Addison David Kwagishogroch
Sharmain Taiq Siddiqui

Biological Sciences
Eugenie Bang
Nell Anna Borys
Emily Shin Chwa
Ryder Lincoln Easterlin
Xiaoyi Sean Hu
Emily Marie Jahn
Anthony Kuywon Kang
Jake David Mostad
Olivia Natalia Pura

Chemistry
Jesse Anderson Bolger
Nicholas James Chen
Melody Chen Guo
Wan Cheng Phua
Thomas Robert Trzepke

Classics
Elena Rose Karras
Christophilos Theodosis

Cognitive Science
Gavin O’Toole Brehm

Comparative Literary Studies
Lois Taylor Biggs
Sophia Patricia Lencioni (2019)
Lucy Ling Yang (also Environmental Sciences)
Earth and Planetary Sciences
Jeremy Patrick Brooks
Katherine Anne Haile (2019)
Madeleine Carolyn Lucas
Grant Cameron McKnight
Isaac Jules Sageman
Claudia Maria Sandine
Rachel Tung So

Economics
Saeed Binnarran Aldhaheri
John Thomas Brugger
Claire Petersen
Jessica Elizabeth Serody
Mahir Akhil Wagh
Yuqi Wei

English (Literature)
Michaela Rose Anthony
Amanda C. Barraza-Murphy
Erika Julissa Barrios
Suzanna Meigs DePeri
Julia Skye Morgenstern

English (Writing)
Zeina Hany Elhanbaly
Yuhang Liang
Maya Elizabeth Pearson
Rachel Tung So

Environmental Sciences
Brooke Faulkner Alsterlind
Julia Frances Ansolabehere
Daniel Evan Goldstein
Amy Lauren Rogn
Lucy Ling Yang (also Comparative Literary Studies)

French
Michelle Guo

Gender and Sexuality Studies
Mai Camille Glenn
Eliza Nora Levy

History
Haaris Bashir Alvi
Yi Chun Chen
Thomas Curtis Fredericks
Elizabeth Perkins
Andrew Ryan Reed
Jared Nelson Zvonar

Integrated Science
Kathryn Julia Dierksheide

Interdisciplinary
Ryan Jeffrey Broll (Economics and MMSS)
Amy Chen (Economics and MMSS)
Meghan Clare Considine (Art History and Performance Studies)
Kenneth Vu (Economics and MMSS)
Jason Zixin Liu (Economics and MMSS)
Tianyu Luo (Economics and MMSS)
Yixian Wang (Economics and MMSS)
Ziqiao Zhang (Economics and MMSS)

International Studies
Yannick Schremper

Latina and Latino Studies
Kelly Ann Bruce

Legal Studies
Maya Echeverria Benatar
Kennedy Ray Fite
Taris Valentina Hoffman
MiaAlejandra Irene Nevarez
Megan Elizabeth Pisarczyk
Ruth Meles Teklu

Linguistics
Yong June Choe

Mathematical Methods in the Social Sciences
Akshay Anil Jain
Roger Wu
Huiran Zhang
Jiming Zhang

Mathematics
Justin Michael Lin
Owen Thomas MacDonald

Neuroscience
Eric Patrick Cunningham
Anam Jehan Furruck
Nathanh Elliot Goldrich
Stephanie Huang
Una Sarah Jacobs
Sophia Theresa Jenz
Jennifer Jean Kilmer
Katherine Joanna Przybyl
Alice Kathleen Schack
Matthew Benjamin Urban
Margaret Luce Young

Philosophy
Bennett Robert Eckert
Jacob Joseph Gordon
Dalyyd M. McVeigh

Physics and Astronomy
Fiona Marie Brady
Kristopher Patton Mortensen

Political Science
Jonathan Louis Goldberg
Elissa Irene Gray
Patrick Brendan Ryan
Dillon Cole Saks
Natalie Olivia Sands

Psychology
Abigail Lauren Blum
Daniel Steven Brunette
Cameryn Simone Farrow
Kaylee Maria Guajardo
Joy M. Hsu
Klaudia Konieczny
Rachel Danielle Kritzik
Kimberly Kimiai Rowghani (2019)

Religious Studies
Christopher Hans LaMountain

SCHOOL OF COMMUNICATION

Robert M. Cumnock Scholarship
Jillian Hannah Gilburne (2017)

Ralph B. Dennis Scholarship
Genevieve Lynne Kane (2018)

Burton and Karol Lefkowitz Prize
Sarah Violet Evans
Eleanor Frances Levine
Kamila Postolowicz

James H. McBurney Scholarship
Maya Elizabeth Pearson (2019)

Madeleine Robinson Memorial Award
Valerie Gruest

Lucia May Want Award
Meghan Clare Considine

Roy V. Wood Scholarship
Megan Rebecca Waxman (also 2019)

Zeta Phi Eta Award
Victoria Louise Birgitta Linner (2019)

Communication Sciences and Disorders
Department Awards

Communication Sciences and Disorders Departmental Book Award
Kamila Postolowicz (2019)
Hannah Yi (2018)

Communication Sciences and Disorders Departmental Excellence Award
Lily Faith Arnpriester (also 2019)
Trisha Murali Kaundinya (2018, 2019)
Emily Rose Komarov (2017)
Kamila Postolowicz (also 2018)
Cadence Marie Reed-Bippen (2018)
Akhbar Pankajbhai Thakkar (2019)
Megan Rebecca Waxman (also 2019)

Lois L. Elliott Book Award
Mallory Christine Cooper (2019)
Trisha Murali Kaundinya

Communication Studies
Department Awards

Communication Studies Departmental Excellence Award
Sabrina S. Clark (2018)
Mariangela Dieck Castro (also 2017)
Jialin Fang (2018)
Daniel Scott Gest (2018)
Jillian Hannah Gilburne (also 2017)
Eden Rachel Halterman (2017)
Sung Woo Hong
Joy M. Hsu (2019)
Mingxia Lim (also 2017)
Henry Joseph Moskal (also 2018)
Avery William Powell (2017, 2018)
Katherine Paige Salvidio (2017)
Hannah Jordan Solmor (2018)
Nicole Tong (2018)
Do Hun Yang

Mary Peterson Gilbert Prize
Kwolana Skarzynska (2019)

George M. Sargent Prize
Mariangela Dieck Castro (2017)
Mingxia Lim (2017)
Henry Joseph Moskal (also 2018)
Nicole Tong (also 2019)
Debate Awards

Milton S. Flosheim Prize
Gabriel Michael Ghais Jankovsky (also 2017, 2018, 2019)
Vikram Kohli (2016)
Jason Alexander Levin (2017, 2018)
Joseph Dilkes Weideman (also 2017, 2018, 2019)
Margaret Luce Young (2017, 2018)

John B. Kirk Award
Gabriel Michael Ghais Jankovsky (also 2017, 2018, 2019)
Vikram Kohli (2016)
Jason Alexander Levin (2017, 2018)
Joseph Dilkes Weideman (also 2017, 2018, 2019)
Margaret Luce Young (2017, 2018)

Performance Studies Department Awards

Performance Studies Departmental Book Award
Meghan Clare Considine (also 2017, 2018, 2019)

James L. Lardner Memorial Award
Meghan Clare Considine (2019)

Radio/Television/Film Awards

Radio/Television/Film Departmental Excellence Award
Diego Elias Abraham (2017)
André Antonio Barónov-Torres (2019)
Mega Annebella Daflashghor (also 2017, 2018)
Sarah Violet Evans (also 2018)
Genevieve Lynne Kane (2018)
Clayton Philip Mills (2019)
Caleb Fekadu Negussie (2017)
Maya Elizabeth Pearson (2019)

Bindley Film Production Award
Mega Annebella Daflashghor (2018)
Eliza Nora Levy (2018)
Phillips Reid McLaughlin (2018)
Finnegan Zane Pilcher (2018)
Meezahn Renee Senbetta (2018)

WNUR Willis L. Butler Leadership Award
Henry Joseph Meskal
Somil Harshad Sanghvi

Chuck Kleinheins Essay Prize
Claire Jeeyoung Pak (2018)

Joan Torretta Award
Clayton Philip Mills

Theatre Department Awards

Theatre Departmental Excellence Award
Rekha Alena Adams (2018)
Daniel Patrick Bunning (2017)
Tucker Tab DeGregory (also 2017, 2018, 2019)
Grace Lin Dolezal-Ng (2017)
Bryan Kenneth Eng (2018)
Ryan Alexander Foreman (2017, 2018, 2019)
Emma Anne Griffone (also 2017, 2018)
Samuel Hirsch Linda
Pablo David Laucerica
Holly Maria Soderberg Hincliffe
Alfredo Mauricio Jr.
Robyn Alissa Kimmel
Hannah Rachel Hakim
Emma Gernell Rothfield
RORY DANIEL SCHROBILGEN
Jonah Daniels Toussaint
Natalie Margaret Welch
Olivia Knight Worley

Award for Excellence in Acting: New York Showcase
Rekha Alena Adams
Jane Emma Davidson Barnett
Ty Alexander Doran
Ryan Alexander Foreman
Lydia Claire Hartman
Holly Maria Soderberg Hincliffe
Alfredo Mauricio Jr.
Felicia Ogoma Oduh
Helena Harmon Tuulikki Sandvold
Hale Christopher Stewart
Calvin August Ticknor-Swanson
Ross David Turkington
Jacob Dean Wallack
Brooks Cooper Whitlock

Award for Excellence in Music Theatre: New York Showcase
Emma Anne Griffone
Hannah Rachel Hakim
Holly Maria Soderberg Hincliffe
Pablo David Laucerica
Samuel Hirsch Linda
Clare Kennedy McLaughlin
Mialejandra Irene Nevarez
Lucette Mariana Panush
Alexander Durham Rothfield (2019)
Emma Anne Griffone
Hannah Rachel Hakim
John Graham Helfrick
Holly Maria Soderberg Hincliffe
Robyn Alissa Kimmel
Pablo David Laucerica
Samuel Hirsch Linda
Alison Nicole Martin
Morgan Fox Mastrangelo
Carly Rose Mazer
Clare Kennedy McLaughlin
Mialejandra Irene Nevarez
Lucette Mariana Panush
Natalie Margaret Welch
Olivia Knight Worley

Music Theatre Certificate
Rekha Alena Adams
Johnson Carter Bistritz
Daniel Patrick Bunning
Connor Burden Carlin
Eli Sean Cohen
Tucker Tab DeGregory
Ryan Alexander Foreman
Mason Nicholas Frasher
Emma Anne Griffone
Hannah Rachel Hakim
John Graham Helfrick
Holly Maria Soderberg Hincliffe
Robyn Alissa Kimmel
Pablo David Laucerica
Samuel Hirsch Linda
Alison Nicole Martin
Morgan Fox Mastrangelo
Alfredo Mauricio Jr.
Carly Rose Mazer
Clare Kennedy McLaughlin
Mialejandra Irene Nevarez
Lucette Mariana Panush
Ross McLeann Patten
John Lockard Posey
Eleanor Daniels Roeder
Jared Reuben Ross
Alexander Durham Rothfield
Emma Gernell Rothfield
Rory Daniel Schrobilgen
Hale Christopher Stewart
Jeremy Cole Sutherland
Calvin August Ticknor-Swanson
Jonathan Daniels Toussaint
Natalie Margaret Welch
Olivia Knight Worley

Ken Cornwall Award
Sophia Anne Barron

Aurand Harris Award
Tucker Tab DeGregory

Lucia Perrigo Meyers Dance Scholarship
Calvin August Ticknor-Swanson (2019)

Agnes Nixon Playwriting Award
Michael Justin Abber
Makasha Rose Copeland (2019)

Sarah Siddons Society Scholarship
Emma Anne Griffone (2019)

Susan Rae Anderson Vetrano and Clarke J. Vetrano Scholarship
Eleanor Frances Levine (2019)

Winifred Ward Award
Farrah Raquel Sklar

Bernie Iyob Spirit Award
Ryan Alexander Foreman
Olivia Knight Worley (2019)

Dance Award

Dance Program Excellence Award
Kathryn Elise Ripei (also 2019)
Kylie Lucille Stover (also 2018)
Jacquelyn Marie Tepper (also 2019)

Northwestern University in Qatar Awards

Class Valedictorians
Muhammad Humam
Ayza Sheikh

Communication Award
Maha Essed

Dean's Scholaristic Highest Honors
Muhammad Humam
Ayza Sheikh

Dean's Scholaristic High Honors
Maha Essed

Liberal Arts Award
Ayza Sheikh

Student Leadership Award
Hamiean Essa M. A. Al-Hardan

Alpha Sigma Lambda
Justin Chon

Lambda Pi Eta

Michael Justin Abber
Lucia Rae Agjanian
Maria Melia Agudelo
Andrea Isabelle Albanez
Michaela Rose Anthony
Desiree Simone Applewhite
Zoe Lena Avila
Caroline Marie Baginski
Jane Emma Davidson Barnett
Andre Antonio Barónov-Torres
Sophia Anne Barron
Lakin Grace Barry
John Carter Bistritz
Augustin Ethan Chen
Coleman Nathuck Childres
Sabrina S. Clark
Eli Sean Cohen
Meghan Clare Considine
Mallory Christine Cooper
Rachel Allison Covey
Zury Lowell Cutler
Tucker Tab DeGregory
Jada Alexis DeJesus
Mariangela Dieck Castro
Ty Alexander Doran
Grant Preston Elliott
David Glenn Eng
Alisha Hatice Erozer
Sarah Violet Evans
Rachel Joan Fimbianti
Ryan Alexander Foreman
Daisy H. Garrison
Ari Sklar Goldstein
Sarah Luissa Vega Goodman
Bachelor of Arts in Communication
Summa cum Laude

Samuel Lewis Balka
Andre Antonio Baronov-Torres
Daisy H. Garrison
Lydia Claire Hartman
Nicolas Elle Miller
Nicole Tong
Allison Marie Zanoli

Bachelor of Arts in Communication
Magna cum Laude

Michael Justin Abber
Tucker Tab DeGregory
Jillian Hannah Gilburne
Dora Caroline Grossman-Weir
Sung Woo Hong
Eliza Kang
Mia Regina Lennon
Eleanor Frances Levine
Eliza Nora Levy
Amanda Loeb Lifford
Victoria Louise Birgitta Linner
Ryan Thomas McGannon
Paula Leah Miller
Henry Joseph Moskal
John Lockard Posey
Alanna Tyler Ramquist
Eleanor Daniels Roeder
Farrah Raquel Sklar
Hannah Jordan Solmor
Jonathan Daniels Toussaint
Olivia Knight Worley
Simone Ariel Worley
Sydney Nikkol Yonzon Yockey

Bachelor of Arts in Communication
cum Laude

Adria Elizabeth Alexander
Alexander Kitay Barnett
Rachel Mae Cantor
Meghan Clare Considine
Mega Annabel Daflaghbor
Shane Elizabeth Eichstaedt
Sarah Violet Evans
Noah Alexander Frick-Alofs
Clara Baker Gamsu
Lauren Chrsitina Gold
Lauren Danielle Gold
Bridge Gonzalez Aguirre
Hannah Rachel Hakim
Eden Rachel Halterman
Annabel Harrison Heacock
Lydia Michelle Henry
Elizabeth Ann Koehler
Felicia Ogoma Oduh
Cassandra Lynn Pent
Sage Resler
Meezahn Renee Senbetta
Hale Christopher Stewart
Jeremy Cole Sutherland
Cameron Darcy Smith Swain
Nicholas Mark Tassopoulos
Jacquelyn Marie Tepper
Sarah Harley Kirchoff
Natalie Margaret Welch

Department Honors

Distinction in Communication Sciences and Disorders
Megan Rebecca Waxman

Communication Sciences and Disorders Honors Program
Hannah Yi

Distinction in Communication Studies
Sung Woo Hong
Victoria Louise Birgitta Linner
Hannah Jordan Solmor
Nicole Tong

Communication Studies Honors Program
Thomas Tianheng Li

Distinction in Dance
Jacquelyn Marie Tepper

Distinction in Performance Studies
Meghan Clare Considine

Distinction in Radio/Television/Film
Michael Justin Abber
Andre Antonio Baronov-Torres
Amanda Loeb Lifford
Paula Leah Miller
Alanna Tyler Ramquist

Distinction in Theatre
Samuel Lewis Balka
Lydia Claire Hartman
Nicolas Elle Miller
Helena Harmon Tuulikki Sandvold
Nicholas Mark Tassopoulos

Theatre Honors Program
Jane Emma Davidson Barnett
Eli Sean Cohen
Rachel Alison Covey
Sarah Harley Kirchoff
Nicolas Elle Miller
Jacquelyn Marie Tepper

Bachelor of Science in Communication
Summa cum Laude

Lily Faith Armpriester
Muhammad Humam
Robyn Alissa Kimmel
Kamila Postolowicz
Helena Harmon Tuulikki Sandvold
Ayza Sheikh
Nicholas Mark Tassopoulos
Megan Rebecca Waxman

Bachelor of Science in Communication
Magna cum Laude

Sahar Ahmed ElKabash
Maha Essid
Peter Yi Guan
Natalie Margaret Welch

Bachelor of Science in Communication
cum Laude

John Carter Bistriz
Taris Valentina Hoffman
Joy M. Hsu
Aimen Ahmed Jan
Trisha Murali Kaudinya
Thomas Tianheng Li
Carly Rose Mazer
Muhammad Muneeb Ur Rehman
SCHOOL OF EDUCATION AND SOCIAL POLICY

School of Education and Social Policy Honors
Jack Carter Benjamin
Jolie Ann Boulou
Reena Shanthala Burt
Emily Coffee
Frances Louise Hartnett
Ronni Noel Hayden
Samantha Märtä Louise Mielstein
Christina Delores Parker
Jordyn Rae Ricard
Sophie Elizabeth Rodosky
Andrew Michael Wayne
Caroline Langhenry Werner
Hannah Brynn Whitehouse
Hillary Beth Wolff

Alumni Graduate Leadership Award
Sarah Lynn Crawford

Alumni Undergraduate Leadership Award
Jordyn Rae Ricard

Certificate in Civic Engagement
Elijah Thomas Beal
Reena Shanthala Burt
Bevy Daniel
Isabel Carolina Dobbel
Rachael Elizabeth Golderg
Andrea Isabel Gomez-Patron
Elizabeth Anne Guthrie
Ronni Noel Hayden
Damaris Talee-Chen Hernandez
Scott Gerhard Kiefer
Elizabeth Ashley Phillips
Alena Michele Prcela
Rachel Joy Rasmussen
Melody Reichard
Kylie Lucille Stover
Caroline Langhenry Werner

Bachelor of Science in Education and Social Policy cum Laude
Michelle Dale Bregin
Jack Carter Benjamin
Samuel Joseph Berston
Reena Shanthala Burt
Emily Coffee
Olivia Anne Everhart
Emily Catherine Hoecker
Lily Eván Kimmel
Nina Byrd Lampert
Kenneth Nathanael Lim
Marc D. Otero
Dayanara Padilla
Megan Elizabeth Pisarczyk
Melody Reichard
Jordyn Rae Ricard
Sarah Ashley Rutstein
So Yeon Shin
Jacob Gabriel Stein
Andrew Michael Wayne
Jenna Woodrum
Xuan Chantelle Wu
Jared Nelson Zvonar

ROBERT R. MCCORMICK SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING AND APPLIED SCIENCE

Ovid W. Eshbach Award
Priyanka K. Mathur

Harold B. Gotaas Undergraduate Research Award
Elizabeth Evelyn Schauer

McCormick School Alumni Award
Anna Deng

Wallis S. Hamilton Award for Civil and Environmental Engineering
William Arthur Whittenbury

Applied Mathematics Awards
Departmental Honors
Adam Michael Redlich

Outstanding Senior in Applied Mathematics
Elizabeth Frances Fitzgerald
Adam Michael Redlich, honorable mention
Daniel Weiss, honorable mention
Alvin Zhang, honorable mention

Biomedical Engineering Awards

Biomedical Engineering Award for Research
Arnold Chen
Claire Hilburger

Lyle F. Mockros Outstanding Senior Award
Bryan R. Luna
Kirtana Sandepudi

Outstanding Academic Achievement Award
Priyanka K. Mathur

Robert B. Toggart Best Design Award
Ryan Michael Fong
Noah Newgren
Isabella M. Rischall
Joshua Salazar
Di Wu

Chemical Engineering Awards

American Institute of Chemists Award
Jeremy Charles Lamstein

Harry McCormack Award
Samuel Lee Varner

Omega Chi Epsilon Award
Tyler August Kramlich

Department Service and Leadership Award
Elizabeth Evelyn Schauer
Javan Whitney-Warner

Civil Engineering Awards

Distinguished Civil Engineering Senior Award
Cheng Katrin Cornelia Chandra

Wallis S. Hamilton Award for Civil and Environmental Engineering
Barney Earl Gray III
Qi Ling Audrey Wu

Edwin C. Rossow Prize for Structural Engineering Senior
Mary Rose Lazar
Julia Gwenda Xiao Nicholson

Bachelor of Science in Education and Social Policy cum Laude
Rachel Sarah Epstein
Laine Kachler
Hayley Jacqueline Krolik
Kelsey Ann Morton
Rachel Joy Rasmussen
Sophie Elizabeth Rodosky
Jonathan Mingxuan Sun
Sara Isabella Szymal
Caroline Langhenry Werner

Bachelor of Science in Education and Social Policy Magna cum Laude
Jolie Ann Boulou
Matthew Alexander Casler
Elizabeth Susan Mittler Cormman
Hailey Alesix Cox
Bevy Daniel
Frances Louise Hartnett
Jeremy Charles Lamstein
David John McCuskey
Rebecca Meisler
Joshua Paretzky
Juliet Cailtyn Sage
Joley Max Schneider
Elisabeth Ann Severini
Arzu Singh
Marissa Cheng Uri
Owen Scott Woityra
Computer Engineering Award

Outstanding Senior in Computer Engineering
Jason Liu
Alvin Tan

Computer Science Award

Outstanding Senior in Computer Science
Hakan Dingenç
Crystal Gong

Electrical Engineering Award

Outstanding Senior in Electrical Engineering
James A. Williams

Environmental Engineering Awards

Distinguished Environmental Engineering Senior Award
Claire Petersen

Wallis S. Hamilton Award for Civil and Environmental Engineering
Kylie O. Melodick

Jimmy Quon Memorial Award for Environmental Engineering Senior
Alma Zepeda Bartholow
Margaret Eder

Industrial Engineering Awards

Arthur P. Hurter Academic Excellence Award
Mengzi Guo

Industrial Engineering and Management Sciences Department Award
Kathryn Marie Lefebvre
Marissa Rose Walker

Materials Science and Engineering Awards

Hilliard Award for Undergraduate Leadership, Scholarship, and William and Service
Christopher J. Aretakis
Heather Anne Bolze
Leah E. Borgsmiller
Arnold Chen
Yining Chen
Jane JaeEun Choi
Matthew Tsai de la Paz
Hakan Dingenç
Carolyn Deyer
Margaret Eder
Yehya Emad Hamdy Mohamed Elmasry
Barney Earl Gray III
Marcus Alexander Gross
Dylan Jeronimo Kennedy
Joshua Klein
Tyler August Kramlich
Jacob Hechter
Salome Weaizms Kariuki
Dylan Jeronimo Kennedy
Joshua Klein
Jason M. Kwon
Caleb Toby Lang
Isaac I. Lawanson
Mary Rose Lazar
Jan Hwa Lee
Sumer Sanjay Lulla
Luke Mansour
Priyanka K. Mathur
Israel Oluwakasi
Lucas Ivo Pagui
Raj Paresh Patel
Joshua Michael Pelberg
Mitchell Elliott Cook Price
Isabella M. Rischall
Joshua Saltzberg
Shahkar Dutta Salwan
Alexander Daniel Samland
Elizabeth Evelyn Schauer
Sophia Christina Schmidt
André Ferreira Schweitzer
Rohan Ronak Sheth
Juan Maria Solera
Ieva Stoklieviciute
Alvin Tan
Zheng Yin Nicholas Tan
Samantha Laine Tanner
Michael William Vedder
Suneal Vemuri
Di Wu
Yu-Hao Richard Yeh
Bowen Zhan

Murphy Institute Scholars

Remy Afong
Christoph Bacot Aigner
Taylor Kristine Brown
Emily Dial
Margaret Eder
Elizabeth Frances Fitzgerald
Leah S. Keiser
Saima Khimani
Caleb Toby Lang
Madeline A. LeFevour
Kannon Nelms
McKinley Kinard Paul
Mitchell Elliott Cook Price
Kirtana Sandepudi
Elizabeth Evelyn Schauer

Bachelor of Science in Applied Mathematics Summa cum Laude
Elizabeth Frances Fitzgerald
Mengzi Guo
Michael William Vedder
Alvin Zhang

Bachelor of Science in Applied Mathematics Magna cum Laude
Manan Hareshbhai Dadhania
Daniel Weiss

Bachelor of Science in Applied Mathematics cum Laude
Benjamin E. Ritzko
John Fendall Laboe
Adam Michael Redlich
Samuel Benjamin Rubin

Bachelor of Science in Biomedical Engineering Summa cum Laude
Bryan R. Luna
Priyanka K. Mathur

Bachelor of Science in Biomedical Engineering Magna cum Laude
Arnold Chen
Phillip Chung
Katherine Ann Coughlin
Adam March Forrest
Bachelor of Science in Biomedical Engineering cum Laude
Nicole Camburn
Jane JaeEun Choi
Robert John Ciechowski
Jason M. Kwon
Mario Elijah Magnuson
Israel Oluwasakin
Isabella M. Rischall
Di Wu
Victoria Wu

Bachelor of Science in Chemical Engineering Summa cum Laude
Samuel Lee Varner

Bachelor of Science in Chemical Engineering Magna cum Laude
Tyler August Kramlich
Joshua Saltzberg

Bachelor of Science in Chemical Engineering Laude
Kevin Thomas Cox
Matthew Tsai de la Paz
Joshua Michael Pelberg
Elizabeth Evelyn Schauer
Suneal Venmuri
Jayan Whitney-Warner

Bachelor of Science in Civil Engineering Summa cum Laude
Cheng Katrin Cornelia Chandra

Bachelor of Science in Civil Engineering Magna cum Laude
Mary Rose Lazar

Bachelor of Science in Civil Engineering cum Laude
Julia Gwenda Xiao Nicholson
Qi Ling Audrey Wu

Bachelor of Science in Computer Engineering Summa cum Laude
Yehya Emad Hamdy Mohamed Elmasry
Jason Liu
Alvin Tan
James A. Williams

Bachelor of Science in Computer Engineering magna cum Laude
Teeeph Keerasuntonpong
Kendall Hudson Kuzminskas

Bachelor of Science in Computer Engineering Laude
Christoph Bacot Aigner
Akash Borde
Micah Joseph Sovereign
Grant Yu

Bachelor of Science in Computer Science Summa cum Laude
Haishan Gao

Bachelor of Science in Computer Science Magna cum Laude
Hakan Dingeng
Dylan Jeronimo Kennedy
George Makram Malty
Shankar Dutt Salwan
Jayden Rajesh Soni

Bachelor of Science in Computer Science cum Laude
Kylie Chesner
Andrew Thompson Finke
Lukas Alexander Gross
Salome Wairimu Kariuki
Joshua Klein
Brendan Francis Labadie
John Fendall Laboe
Hakyoung Park
Nikhil A. Patel
Thomas Lee Prager
Kevin Yi Kang Qiu

Bachelor of Science in Electrical Engineering Summa cum Laude
James A. Williams

Bachelor of Science in Electrical Engineering Laude
Yu-Hao Richard Yeh

Bachelor of Science in Environmental Engineering Summa cum Laude
Claire Petersen

Bachelor of Science in Environmental Engineering Laude
Alma Zepeda Bartholow
Margaret Eder

Bachelor of Science in Industrial Engineering Summa cum Laude
Divy Dangi
Mengzi Guo
Adam Wesolowski-Mantilla

Bachelor of Science in Industrial Engineering Laude
Remy Afong
Heather Anne Bolze
Katherine Isabel Christensen
Shu Han
Jun Hwa Lee
Eric K. Li
Mitchell Elliott Cook Price
Rohan Ronak Sheth
Sawyer Edward Smith

Bachelor of Science in Manufacturing and Design Engineering Summa cum Laude
Christian Richard Braun

Bachelor of Science in Manufacturing and Design Engineering Laude
Dangxing Gao
William Arthur Whittenbury

Bachelor of Science in Materials Science and Engineering Summa cum Laude
Joshua John Wallace Roan

Bachelor of Science in Materials Science and Engineering Laude
Leah E. Borgsmiller
Jacob Hechter

Bachelor of Science in Manufacturing and Design Engineering Laude
William Belcher
David K. Harper
Aaron Dana Janick
Isaac I. Lawanson
Ethan Piper
Isaac Karl Rasmussen
Alexander Daniel Samland
Sophia Christina Schmidt
Zheng Yin Nicholas Tan

Bachelor of Science in Mechanical Engineering magna cum Laude
Christopher J. Aretakis
Miles Scott Cameron
Jiahao Guo
Cabal Toby Lang
Raj Parsh Patel
Jelani Khari Roberts
Jana Maria Solera
Samantha Laine Tanner

Bachelor of Science in Mechanical Engineering Laude

Undergraduate Honors Program
Applied Mathematics
Adam Michael Redlich
Biomedical Engineering
Arnold Chen
Kirtana Sandepudi
Chemical Engineering
Erik John Bidstrup
Tyler August Kramlich
Joshua Saltsberg
Computer Engineering
Alvin Tan
Computer Science
Yining Chen
Electrical Engineering
Andrea Isabel Gomez-Patron
Materials Science and Engineering
Leah E. Borgsmiller
William Jeffrey Jeang
McKinley Kinard Paul
MEDILL SCHOOL OF JOURNALISM, MEDIA, INTEGRATED MARKETING COMMUNICATIONS

Gary Cummings Memorial Award
Rahul Hetal Parikh

William C. Fyffe Award
Rahul Hetal Parikh

Harry Franklin Harrington Awards
Interactive Storytelling
Joseph Samuel Snell

Subject Depth Reporting
Madeline Kim Burakoff

Magazine Writing and Editing
Leigh Kunkel

Videography/Broadcast
Zeling Chen

Selah Elizabeth Alice Holland

VALEDICTORIAN AWARD
Emma Catherine Galasso

Bachelor of Science in Journalism
Summa cum Laude
Madeleine Kim Burakoff
Emma Catherine Galasso
Amanda Carly Gordon
Elissa Irene Gray
Benjamin David Krieger
Eden Stephanie Lichterman
Alena Michele Pr cela
Audrey Meredith Valbuena
Avery Taylor Van Etten
Sarah Yuan Zhang

Bachelor of Science in Journalism
Magna cum Laude
Malek Al Mana a
Hannah Sophia Che rley
Brock Easton Colyar
Justin Michael Curto
Connor Douglas Eck hols
David Andrew Gleisner
Dylan Walker Greisk
Elizabeth Anne Guthrie
Jennifer Amy Hepp
Mila Gabrielle Jasper
Emma Bianca Kumer
Kristine Min-han Liao
Jessica Meng Liu
Rahul Hetal Parikh
Braden Michael Dean Pomerantz
Sarah Shaath
Kerrie Michael Vila
Abigail Anne Wolf

Bachelor of Science in Journalism
cum Laude
Noor Mazen Abdulkader Abunabaa
Sara Hamad K.H. Al-Thani
Keyla Cava lcante Carvalho
Joseph Paul Charney
Nadine Ameed Daher
Rishika Dug yala
Fareehan Salah Zakhi Mou stafa Elgakhlab
Madeleine Brigit Fernando
Caleb Matthew Friedman
Jacob Wilson Holland
Parker Kjell Johnson
Carlyn Nicole Kranking
Allyson Gaffney Mauch
Andrea Leah Michelson
Olivia Jade Olson
Emily Elizabeth Orr
Cameron Peters
Davis S. Rich
Alexander Patrick Schwartz
Grace Elizabeth Wade
Kathleen Yuan
Sana Zehra
Laura Isabel Zornosa

Northwestern University in Qatar Awards

Dean's Award
Sarah Shaath

Dean's Scholastic Highest Honors
Malek Al Mana a

Dean's Scholastic Honors
Sarah Shaath

Journalism Award
Malek Al Mana a

Kappa Tau Alpha

Undergraduates
Connor Douglas Echols
Emma Catherine Galasso
Amanda Carly Gordon
Elissa Irene Gray
Elizabeth Anne Guthrie
Jennifer Amy Hepp
Benjamin David Krieger
Eden Stephanie Lichterman
Jessica Meng Liu
Rahul Hetal Parikh
Alena Michele Pr cela
Audrey Meredith Valbuena
Avery Taylor Van Etten
Abigail Anne Wolf
Sarah Yuan Zhang

Graduates
Elena Varela Bruess
Madeleine Kim Burakoff
Rishika Dug yala
Carly Graf
Jeannette Rosemary Hinkle
Jacob Wilson Holland
Krystina Jordanou
Catherine Kim
Ariana Kathleen Puzzo
Alexander Patrick Schwartz
Ruby Grenier Thompson
Kerrie Michael Vila

Bachelor of Science in Journalism
Summa cum Laude
Madeleine Kim Burakoff
Emma Catherine Galasso
Amanda Carly Gordon
Elissa Irene Gray
Benjamin David Krieger
Eden Stephanie Lichterman
Alena Michele Pr cela
Audrey Meredith Valbuena
Avery Taylor Van Etten
Sarah Yuan Zhang

Bachelor of Science in Journalism
Magna cum Laude
Malek Al Mana a
Hannah Sophia Che rley
Brock Easton Colyar
Justin Michael Curto
Connor Douglas Eck hols
David Andrew Gleisner
Dylan Walker Greisk
Elizabeth Anne Guthrie
Jennifer Amy Hepp
Mila Gabrielle Jasper
Emma Bianca Kumer
Kristine Min-han Liao
Jessica Meng Liu
Rahul Hetal Parikh
Brad en Michael Dean Pomerantz
Sarah Shaath
Kerrie Michael Vila
Abigail Anne Wolf

Bachelor of Science in Journalism
cum Laude
Noor Mazen Abdulkader Abunabaa
Sara Hamad K.H. Al-Thani
Keyla Cava lcante Carvalho
Joseph Paul Charney
Nadine Ameed Daher
Rishika Dug yala
Fareehan Salah Zakhi Mou stafa Elgakhlab
Madeleine Brigit Fernando
Caleb Matthew Friedman
Jacob Wilson Holland
Parker Kjell Johnson
Carlyn Nicole Kranking
Allyson Gaffney Mauch
Andrea Leah Michelson
Olivia Jade Olson
Emily Elizabeth Orr
Cameron Peters
Davis S. Rich
Alexander Patrick Schwartz
Grace Elizabeth Wade
Kathleen Yuan
Sana Zehra
Laura Isabel Zornosa

PRITZKER SCHOOL OF LAW

Arlyn Miner Book Awards for Excellence in Legal Writing and Research
Emma Clouse
Hane Kim
Rebekah Kim
Elizabeth A. Lebens
Anastasiya Lobacheva
Caitlin Nguyen
Hanna Pak
Olivia Elizabeth Vega

Julius H. Moot Moot Court Competition, 2019
William Jennings Bryan Award for Winners
Alexandra Wyn Kuske
Dustin Stonecipher
International Academy of Trial Lawyers Award for Outstanding Speaker
Dustin Stonecipher
Lowden-Wigmore Prize for Finalists
Rachel Stephanie Briones
Alexandra Wyn Kuske
Dustin Stonecipher
Olivia Elizabeth Vega
Adlai E. Stevenson II Award for Best Brief
Alex Jordan Becker
Spencer Croat

John Paul Stevens Prize for Academic Excellence
Amelia G. Raether

Wigmore Key
Richard Chester Minott

Order of the Coif
Mohit Agrawal
Sydney Lynne Black
Andrew George Borrasso
Rachel Steph enie Briones
Riley Elizabeth Clifton
Shea Elizabeth Flanagan
William French
Sophie R. Frisiberg
Kara L. Grandin
Samara R. Hoose
Elliot J. Kni kts
Emma Kurs
Alexandra Wyn Kuske
Thomas S. Lis
Anastasiya Lobacheva
Colin R. Monaghan
Emily P. Morgan
Ann Rodgers Peterson
Anne Davey Prossnitz
Gabriel Robert Pugel
Amelia G. Raether
Steven Ross Resnik
Nora Pearl Snyder
Zoe Uvin
Olivia Elizabeth Vega

Master of Laws with Honors
Yubin Bao
Renato Batalha
Minhui Chen
Quanyu Chen
Xinyi Chen
Yuem Chen
Wanli Chi
Jimin Choi
Yimo Chu
Rodrigo Mauricio Francisco de Nunez
Hongni Duan
Christian Alexander Exner
Rédâ Faid
Regina Fajardo Hurtado de Mendoza
Sihui Fan
Sandro Manuel Fehlmann
Master of Laws (International Executive Master’s Program) with Honors

Liat Babluk-Pillersdorf
Ju Hee Chun
Hye Lim Chung
Moran Cnaan
Elad Goldberg
Itai Gohar
Inessa Goldenberg Levy
Lee Goren Gertzberg
Jakob Lukas Groh
Yuval David Hananel
Osnat Harel Weinstein
Thomas Hochstrasser
Youngho Hwang
Hong Young Jeon
Joo Ho Kim
Man-Jei Kim
Soo Hee Kim
Yi Jin Kim
Josef Konjevod
Martin José La Rosa Peron
Jaehyun Lee
Jin O Lee
You Kyoung Lim
Tamar Lipschitz
Inbar Tzvia Mackin
Alfredo Morla Bejar
Joel Müller
Hyun Wook Park
Tomek Remzik
Renata Ribeiro Kingston
Sharon Savyon-Mizrahi
Jae Seong Shin
Itay Shoham
Jae Seong Shin
Tamar Lipshitz
Shay Shochat
Youngjin Yun

Master of Laws in Taxation with Honors

Jake E. Balogh
Gerald Patrick Bannon
James Brown
Christopher Colombo
Samuel Miles DiPietro
Hamilton Bryan Doane
Telma Osama Erebol
Daniela M. Estrada
Seamus F. Horan
Johnathon Tyler Hutton
Andrea Karle
Jennifer L. Keegan
Kyle Patrick Kennedy
Stephen Anthony Leon
Xuyu Lin
Conor Edward McDermott
Chase Minervini
Sohyun Park
Woo Jae Park
Victor Pelaez
Oleg Polyatsky
Cassie M. Routh
Arvind Sabu
Despina Saramadis
Kristofer Thompson
Adam Ross Warshawsky
Jeffrey Zanchelli

Juris Doctor Summa cum Laude

William Trice Abramson
Mobit Agarwal
Andrew George Borrisso
Riley Elizabeth Claffon
Spencer Crawford
Shea Elizabeth Flanagan
William French
Sophie R. Frishberg
Elliot J. Knuths
Anastasiya Lobacheva
Emily P. Morgan
Anne Davy Prosnitz
Gabriel Robert Pugel
Olivia Irving Volpe

Juris Doctor Magna cum Laude

Einass Abdelmoula
Lara Sami Alkarim
Andrey I. Babenkov
Abigail Bachrach
Thomas Augustine Barron
Alex Jordan Becker
Jeremy Beh
Danielle S. Berkowsky
Cynthia Bi
Conor Michael Bindner
Maria Elia Black
Sydney Lynne Black
Rachel Stephennie Briones
Leigh A. Brissenden
Christopher Krupp Brunnquell
Emily Frances Burger
Heejung Byun
Courtney A. Carapella
Eric James Carlson
Junseung Chen
Benjamin W. Chertok
Elysa Chew
Jayne Chorpash
Benjamin Chou
Robert Wen Chou
Emma Clouse
Jacob Clubb
Elizabeth S. Cohen
Megan Craig
Brigit Grosbie
Thi Huyen My Dau
Valerie A. Davenport
Cameron J. Davis
Carmina Francesca Singson Del Mundo
Mitchell Denti
Benjamin Colton Diaz
Samuel Miles DiPietro
Hamilton Bryan Doane
Christian Edmonds
Luke Tomais Finn
Lucas Henry Funk
Elizabeth Garai
Devanaiana Goel
Maria Del Carmen Gonzalez
David Mark Goodman
Jeremy Andrew Gopin
Rebekah D. Gordon
Jeremy Andrew Gopin
David Mark Goodman
Maria Del Carmen Gonzalez
David Mark Goodman
Jeremy Andrew Gopin
Rebekah D. Gordon
Kathleen O’Connell Gould
Karla L. Grandin
Matthew James Hall
Michael Hanley
Frances Harvey
Kristin Marie Chaw Hendriksen
Shane Michael Henson
Samara R. Hoofe
Aleschia Devon Hyde
Brian Christopher Ingram
Charles Jordan Isaacs
Jason T. Jarvis
Jade H. Jenkins
Tina Jensen

Master of Laws in International Human Rights with Honors

Prapoosa KC
John Kim
Walder Maribondo de Almeida Junior
Alejandra Ortiz Diaz
Manuela Piza Caballero
Mariana Karina Scolaro Pereira
Noor Tarabishy
Master of Science in Law with Honors

Thomas Anthony Abraham
Alexander Azu
Isabela Beata Bagi
Orkidea Bajrami
Bridget Erin Bush
Justin Hyun Chae
Christina Nicolle Gier Craig
Jillian Crich
Eric DeChant
Thomas Alastair DeNova
Joshua Craig Devorkin
Jenna Louise Dobry
Kyle Dombek
Summer Elan Durant
Shawna Kaleoahne Embrey
Eleonora Forte
Yinyan Ge
Chak In Ho
Javier H. Jara
Isabel John
Azeem Khan
Amanda Laucher
Benjamin J. Lawson
Difan Li
Alice Yiqing Lu
Haodong Meng
Qingyang Meng
Shobhit Misra
Eric Guo Ni
Erik Lewis Parkhurst II
Joseph Leonard Parrish
Amie Narendrakumar Patel
Neil Unmesh Patel
Shen Peng
Kingston Pung
Radhika Raturi
Aaditya Paresh Rawal
Emily Rhiel
Matthew Jeffrey Rubin
Jose Miguel Panganiban Sandejas
Brian Thomas Seavitt
Giovanni Serrapere
Fayyaz A. Sheikh
Christian Anthony Sorrentino
Elizabeth Sosic
James Maurice Steier
Chantel Dymond Stennis
Nicholas James Stuercke
Adarsh Sukhwal
Mical Yibrab Tesezghi
Merin Thomas
Amanda Lauren Vaughan
Arsani Yousef
Yutong Zhang
Tiffany Anne Zhao

Master of Studies in Law with Honors

Gordon McDowell
Peter Stephen Huff
Romain Hup
Seowon Joseph Jang
Bozhi Jiang
Micah Tobiah Joselow
Saketh Reddy Kalathur
Tuhina Kapoor
Christian Alexander Kreb
Milana Kuzmanović
Anthony Peter Lamb
Mary Therese Lee
Daniel Benjamin Levy
Wei-Yin Lin
Tim Haofan Lu
Krishna Ramesh Masoor
Robert Dennis McElmurry
Ryan John Mich
Alexei Mlodinow
Tanya Mookerji
Brittany L. Moran
Corey Benjamin Moss
Walter Munoz
Matthew Nabavian
Pavan Ramesh Nyama
Alexander Ohm
Kathleen Anne O’Linn
Jonathan Albert Park
Kathryn Nicole Parks
Rootvi Dinesh Patel
Michael Lee Pearlman
Bradley John Pelsiek
Tianyi Peng
Chester Carroll Pennock II
Kalyan Srinivas Ponnam
Robert Alexander Possacki
Steven Ross Resnik
Jason Matthew Riddell
George Terry Robinson
Corey Joshua Rockhin
Alissa Miya Ryan
Ellie Lynn Ryan
Joseph David Saiz
Robert Corbett Schmitz
Marcus Alexander Schneider
Braden Howell Schrock
Marc Geoffrey Sella
Matthew Dean Sexton
James Fitzgerald Sinclair
Caleb Michael Slavin
Kathleen Jill Strauss
Harirahan Subramanian
Margaret Elizabeth Utley
Johannes Maarten Marie van der Ven
Daniel Viner
Xiaomin Wang
Eliza Moss Warren-Shriner
Ellen Elizabeth Todd Wilcox
Jeffrey Michael Wilke
Jaclyn Linda Winkel
Stephen Chopin Yu
Lisha Yuan

Beta Gamma Sigma
Sakif Bin Ferdous
Andrew Thomas Osika

FEINBERG SCHOOL OF MEDICINE

Eugene Bauer, MD, Award for Excellence in Dermatology
Costner McKenzie

Henry R. Betts, MD, Award for Excellence in Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation
Jessica Marone

Edward A. Brunner Medical Student Award in Anesthesiology
Jacob Nieb

Paul C. Bucy Medical Student Award
Zachary A. Abecassis

James Thomas Case Radiology Award
Derek Gabriel Hesse

John T. Clarke, MD, Award
Rachel Kasimer

Julius Conn Jr., MD, Award
Annika Nilsen

Clare Giegerich Award for Outstanding Promise in Orthopaedic Surgery
Jonathan T. Yamaguchi

Sam Ung Ho, MD, Award for Excellence in Neurology
Jasmine Louise May

Lee M. Jampol, MD, Award
Brian Soetikno

Louis G. Keith, MD, PhD, Award in Obstetrics and Gynecology
Annika Nilsen

James Kozlowski Award for Excellence in Urology
Kyle Philip Tsai

Martin Lipsky Award for Excellence in Family Medicine
Sydney Doe

Harold J. Pelzer, MD, Award
Apoorva Ram

John P. Phair Award
Apoorva Ram

Phi Rho Sigma–George Dennis Award
Jonathan T. Bricker
Joshua Castle
Ankita Devareddy
Jack Goergen
Ian Holler
Maja Ivanovic
Aravind Gowreesh Kalluri
Harrison H. Lee
Costner McKenzie
Paul Micevych
Lucy Anne Morse
Jacob Nieb
Annika Nilsen
Kreena Patel
Apoorva Ram
Eliza Moss Warren-Shriner
Maja Ivanovic
Jacob Nieb
Kreena Patel
Apoorva Ram
Eliza Moss Warren-Shriner
Maja Ivanovic

Jan Reddy Excellence in Pathology Award
Bitania Meheret Wondimu

Society for Academic Emergency Medicine Excellence in Emergency Medicine Award
Adam Pissaris

Stephen M. Stahl Award for Excellence in Psychiatry
Marcus Jamil Byrd

Frederick and Harriett Stenn Award for Humanism in Medicine
Hamza Abbasi

James A. Stockman III Award for Excellence in Pediatrics and Child Health
Gabriella Lucille Rader

Neil Stone Award for Professionalism and Compassion in Medicine
Kreena Patel

Beatrice Tucker, MD, Award in Obstetrics and Gynecology
Antoinette Oot

Kenneth M. Viste Jr., MD, Student Service Recognition Award
Jasmine Louise May

Diane B. Wayne, MD, Award
Jack Goergen

Daniel Hale Williams Diversity and Inclusion Award
Patricia Obiageliaku Ekwueme

Gayle E. Wolschak Medical Student Award for Excellence in Radiation Oncology
Connor Lynch

Alpha Omega Alpha
Jonathan Anker
Jonathan T. Bricker
Joshua Castle
Ankita Devareddy
Jack Goergen
Ian Holler
Maja Ivanovic
Aravind Gowreesh Kalluri
Harrison H. Lee
Costner McKenzie
Paul Micevych
Lucy Anne Morse
Jacob Nieb
Annika Nilsen
Kreena Patel
Apoorva Ram
Eliza Moss Warren-Shriner
Maja Ivanovic

Gold Humanism Honor Society
Ana Cecilia Burgos
Berkley Davis
Apoorva Ram
Eliza Moss Warren-Shriner
Maja Ivanovic
Julie Kelman
Jasmine Louise May
Costner McKenzie
Annika Nilsen
Antoinette Oot
Kreena Patel
Stewart Pine
Gabriella Lucille Rader
Aleksa P. Rajanala
Apoorva Ram
Neha K. Reddy
Brandon Sims
Elisabeth Stark
Jessica Ann Wang
Rebecca Elaine Weiss
Han-Wei Vincent Wu
Yi Stephanie Zhang

*Completed Undergraduate Vocal Honors Program

HENRY AND LEIGH BIENEN SCHOOL OF MUSIC

Concerto/Aria Competition Winners
Daniel Joseph Kim (2019)
Guannan Alice Liu (2019)
Evan Wong (2017)

Interdisciplinary Conference Travel Grant for Mellon-Affiliated Students
Miriam Shulman Piilonen (2016)

Alice Kaplan Institute for the Humanities Franke Graduate Fellowship
Miriam Shulman Piilonen (2017)

Pauline Lindsey Award
Bingyu Hu (2019)

Presser Undergraduate Scholar Award
Jennifer Amy Hepp (2019)

Sigma Alpha Iota College Honor Award
Cassidy Sarah-June Cottle
Amanda Lynn Swanson

Sigma Alpha Iota Scholastic Award
Kathryn Julia Dierkshede

Thaviu/Isaak Endowed Scholarship for Piano Performance
First Prize
Evan Wong (2017)
Second Prize
Nansong Huang (2019)
EunAe Lee (2014)
Asana Michelle Onishi
Yetong Tang
Third Prize
Hazel Gladys Friedman (2019)

Samuel and Elinor Thaviu String Scholarship Competition
First Prize
Daniel Joseph Kim
Caroline Margaret Paulsen
Zhihao Wu
Weilu Zhang
Second Prize
Daniel Huang
Daniel Joseph Kim (2019)
Charlie Xiaoyang Lin
Jonathan Aaron Platt
Jeremy Emmanuel Tai (2017)
Benjamin Robert Wagner
Third Prize
Daniel Huang (2019)
Charlie Xiaoyang Lin (2019)
Jeremy Emmanuel Tai (2019)
Honorable Mention
Noel Kim (2017)
Sae Rheem Lynn Kim (2018)

Undergraduate Award for Outstanding Academic Achievement
Dimitrios Gkoulimaris

Viola Studio Prize Competition
Sae Rheem Lynn Kim, second prize (2018)
Benjamin Robert Wagner, third prize (2019)

Bachelor of Arts in Music Summa cum Laude
Dimitrios Gkoulimaris

Bachelor of Music Summa cum Laude
Lucy Walker Wolfe Evans
Kira Rebecca Newell
George Joseph Papajohn

Bachelor of Music Magna cum Laude
David Yin Cao
Jennifer Amy Hepp
Tyler August Kramlich
Caroline Margaret Paulsen
Benjamin Lee Perri
Helen Rose Wargelin

Bachelor of Music cum Laude
Joseph Solomon Radion
Benjamin E. Bitzko
Cassidy Sarah-June Cottle
Melody Wei-Luen Hsu
Aaron Dana Janick
Pablo David Laucerica
Kandise Alyssabeth Le Blanc
Olivia Catherine Prendergast
Emma Gernell Rothfield
Elena Maria Sindler
Jeremy Emmanuel Tai

Program Honors
Brass
Helen Rose Wargelin
Composition
George Joseph Papajohn
Kitra Kavita Razin
Conducting
A. J. Keller
Jazz
Tyler William Santee
Music Education
Sara M Fecko
Hannah Brynn Whitehouse
Musicology
John Kilian Mahon
Michelle Ann Schrier
Music Theory
Michael Dyer Slattery
Percussion
Tarun Anjan Bellur
Piano
Nansong Huang
EunAe Lee
Strings
Erica Mina Cha
Daniel Joseph Kim
Benjamin Robert Wagner
Weilu Zhang
Voice
*Cassidy Sarah-June Cottle
*Lucy Walker Wolfe Evans
*Mason Nicholas Frasher
*Kandise Alyssabeth Le Blanc
Ryan Anthony Lustgarten
*Benjamin Lee Perri
*Olivia Catherine Prendergast
Valeria Soledad Rodriguez
*Alexander Durham Rothfield
Woodwinds
Nina Lee Siegel

*Completed Undergraduate Vocal Honors Program
Commencement Planning Chairs
Kelly Schaefer
Jeremy Schenk

Commencement Committee Chairs
Accessibility
Robert Aaron
Care Packages for Graduates
Lucas Christain
Anne Vanosdol
Catering
Stacey Brown
Jonathan Miller
Celebrations
Brent Turner
Class of 1970
Jennifer Ward
Emergency Planning
Joseph Frascati
Facilities and Setup
Emily Crespo
Dan Foley
Jason Harber
Nick Papas Jr.
Finances
Sheila Driscoll
Lori Gordon
Imagery
Stephen Anzaldi
Martin Wilson
Production
Liza Alrutz
Beth Koehler
Public Safety
Eric Chin
Matthew Wietbrock
Regalia
Steve Hannen
Coretta King
Schools
Ann Motogawa
Script
Lisa Anderson
Eugene Lowe
Social Media
Shannon Pesek
Julie Zare
Student Experience
Keith Garcia
Tracey Gibson-Jackson
Student Landing Pages
Kyle Delaney
Technical Support
Chris Burpee
Mike Curtis
Vendors
Dan Foley
VIP
Mary Kate Clifford

Commencement Staff
Suzanne Aaron
Liza Alrutz
Anita Anders
Irene Armas
Ann Motogawa
Stefan Schallack

Student Affairs Marketing and Communications
Jill Norton
Jim Roberts

Office of Global Marketing and Communications
Andy Madorsky
Storer H. Rowley
Jeri B. Ward
Jonathan Yates

Program
Kingsley Day, editor
Victoria Lata, designer

Student Speaker Selection Committee
Jolie Boulos, Education and Social Policy
Troy Closson, Medill
Kristen Ferguson, McCormick
Brittany Henry, Weinberg
Kandise Le Blanc, Bienen
Henry Molnar, Associated Student Government
Akshar Thakkar, Communication
Ronnie Toca (committee convener), Student Affairs

Special Thanks
Christa Battaglia
Eric Budzynski
Jeff Cech
Keri Disch
Paul Geigler
David Hartmann
Paul Hubinsky
Julie Payne-Kirchmeier
Amy Pokrass
Lee Roberson
Taniesha Robinson
Mark Wesoloski
Alan Wolff

Thank you also to the more than 300 volunteers and vendor partners who assist with the planning and production of the Commencement ceremony.
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